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Monitoring and Optimization of ATLAS Tier 2 Center GoeGrid
Abstract
The demand on computational and storage resources is growing along with the amount of infor-
mation that needs to be processed and preserved. In order to ease the provisioning of the digital
services to the growing number of consumers, more and more distributed computing systems and
platforms are actively developed and employed. The building block of the distributed computing
infrastructure are single computing centers, similar to the Worldwide LHC Computing Grid, Tier
2 centre GoeGrid. The main motivation of this thesis was the optimization of GoeGrid perfor-
mance by efficient monitoring. The goal has been achieved by means of the GoeGrid monitoring
information analysis. The data analysis approach was based on the adaptive-network-based
fuzzy inference system (ANFIS) and machine learning algorithm such as Linear Support Vector
Machine (SVM).
The main object of the research was the digital service, since availability, reliability and ser-
viceability of the computing platform can be measured according to the constant and stable
provisioning of the services. Due to the widely used concept of the service oriented architecture
(SOA) for large computing facilities, in advance knowing of the service state as well as the quick
and accurate detection of its disability allows to perform the proactive management of the com-
puting facility. The proactive management is considered as a core component of the computing
facility management automation concept, such as Autonomic Computing. Thus in time as well
as in advance and accurate identification of the provided service status can be considered as a
contribution to the computing facility management automation, which is directly related to the
provisioning of the stable and reliable computing resources.
Based on the case studies, performed using the GoeGrid monitoring data, consideration of the
approaches as generalized methods for the accurate and fast identification and prediction of the
service status is reasonable. Simplicity and low consumption of the computing resources allow
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Level of integration of the digital systems in different aspects of everyday life has in-
creased dramatically during the last several decades. Rapid development of the internet,
data storage and processing technologies and its growing consumption in scientific, com-
mercial, medical and social spheres changed the scale of expectations and requirements
to the digital service providers.
Failure or degradation of such services, even for several minutes may affect various as-
pects of life and causes economical and financial damage to both, the service consumers
and providers. In case of scientific computing, disability of access to the computational
and storage resources is a waste of CPU time and memory, which can be immediately
converted into currency.
Modern large scale digital service providers have a complex, distributed structure and
consist of a large number of heterogeneous hardware and software components. Most
of these systems are based on the concepts of the Service Oriented Architecture (SOA).
The SOA based systems provide the standardized communication protocols by means
of services, which allow the communication between the services and not only with the
service consumer. Thus different systems are able to autonomously communicate with
each other and check their state in a given moment of time, which is used as basic in-
formation for making the decision about sending or aborting the next request. Ability
of communication and information exchange between the heterogeneous systems moti-
vated the development and evolution of the advanced automation tools for optimization
of system administration and management tasks. Example of such a concept is Auto-
nomic Computing. The concept considers coupling of each instance of a large computing
infrastructure, i.e. hardware or virtual servers, network and power systems, with the Au-
tonomic Manager. The purpose of Autonomic Manager is to collect the monitoring data
from the instances and transform it into the knowledge about the infrastructure. The
accumulated knowledge allows to perform the rapid, automatic problem detection and
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its root cause analysis, hence optimizing the need on manpower resources. In addition,
autonomic computing allows to perform the proactive management of the infrastructure,
which assumes in advance identification of the state of a particular service or infrastruc-
ture component. Architecture of Autonomic Computing systems considers the task of
monitoring information aggregation and analysis as a functionality of the dedicated com-
ponent. Implementation and deployment of such a component is a hot topic of research
and belongs to the area of efficient and highly available service provisioning, with the
capabilities of automatic problem detection and solution. The core part of such an an-
alytical component is the data processing algorithms.
The topic and the goal of this research directly corresponds to the key aspect of the
Autonomic Computing. Thus, as a source of the monitoring information and the object
for automation the Tier 2 centre of Worldwide LHC Computing Grid has been selected.
The center is called GoeGrid and significant share of its resources is dedicated for the
ATLAS experiment, which takes place at Large Hadron Collider at CERN1. The de-
tailed overview of the LHC and the ATLAS experiment, as well as description of the
scale of the demand on the computational and storage resources is provided in the second
chapter of this thesis. Detailed overview of the evolution, as well as the key function-
alities of Grid and Cloud computing platforms is discussed in chapter three, which also
covers the description of structure and the organization of the distributed computing
infrastructure for the ATLAS experiment. The detailed overview of GoeGrid hardware
and storage resources, as well as its software setup is covered in chapter four. The fifth
chapter is dedicated to the detailed description of the Autonomic Computing concept
and its architecture. The next chapter consists of the description and overview of the
mathematical foundation used for the monitoring data analysis. The seventh chapter
provides the results of the conducted case studies and demonstrates the efficiency of the
proposed approach for the quick and accurate service status identification and forecast-
ing. The final chapter of this thesis concludes and summarizes the research.
Main motivation of this research was provisioning of the systematic approach for per-
formance optimization of the GoeGrid resource centre. This goal has been achieved,
however taking into account the generalized assessment of the case studies allows to
consider this techniques as applicable for the similar, large scale computing facilities.
1European Organization for Nuclear Research.
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The Large Hadron Collider
Human beings try to explain all events and processes ongoing in the surrounding world.
The scientific research in various directions attempt to provide answers to these chal-
lenging questions for ages. These attempts lead to an evolution of fundamental sciences
devoted to the explanation of the processes and regularities in the alive and material
world.
Accumulated knowledge and experimental results allowed to propose the Standard Model
of Particle Physics (SM), which is devoted to the explanation of the fundamental struc-
ture of matter and its properties. The SM was proposed in the 70s of the twentieth
century and it describes what the observable universe is made of with few building
blocks and is governed by four fundamental forces. There are certain limitations of the
SM, however it is one of the main driving forces for the experimental and theoretical
sides of the fundamental research in Physics.
This section is devoted to the overview and description of the Large Hadron Collider
(LHC) and the ATLAS experiment, which is one of the main sources of the experimental
data further stored and analysed on the Worldwide Large Hadron Collider Computing
Grid (WLCG) [1], which consists of a complex infrastructure and the topic of its man-
agement automation remains active since the start of its operation.
2.1. Introduction
Organisation européenne pour la recherche nucléaire (CERN) is one of the few places
in the world where the fundamental experimental research and validation of matter
structure and its properties is conducted. The largest experimental facility at CERN
and in the world is the LHC, which is a particle accelerator. Its length is 26.7 km and
located approximately 120 meters in depth under the ground surface in the Franco-
Swiss border area, near Geneva, Switzerland. The length and the scale of the LHC
3
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apparatus is exceptional among the existing accelerators and experiments. It allows to
speed up the number of protons in opposite directions in order to collide them in the
specially designed detectors placed in four locations of the accelerator circle. The set of
accelerated particles is called bunches, the particles can be either protons or heavy ions,
hence LHC can perform three types of particle collisions proton/proton, proton/ion and
ion/ion. Each proton bunch consists about 115 ·109 particles, which are accelerated close
to the speed of light allowing to reach the design value of the instantaneous luminosity
of 1034cm−2s−1. At the particle collision locations four detectors, ALICE, ATLAS, CMS
and LHCb, (see fig. 2.1) are located, which serve as the main sources of the experimental
data for analysis.
Figure 2.1.: The CERN Accelerator Complex c©CERN.
2.2. ATLAS Experiment
The largest and one of the multi-purpose detectors at LHC is the ATLAS (A Toroidal
LHC Apparatus) (see fig. 2.2). Its length is 44 m and diameter equals to 25 m. It weighs
about 7000 tons, consists of a large number of sub-detectors and is capable to handle 40
4
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million events per second, which is sufficient to the bunch crossing rate of 25 ns.
Particles accelerated at LHC are colliding in four locations of the circle, where the
Figure 2.2.: The ATLAS Detector c©CERN.
detectors are located. The particle bunches interaction in the ATLAS detector leaves
the signatures of several primary vertices, which are considered the points of the parti-
cle collisions. As a results of the collisions, a large number of subatomic particles are
generated and spread in all possible directions of the detector. Measurement of the full
few-momentum of the particle and its different properties is the primary goal of the
ATLAS detector and corresponding infrastructure.
Achievement of the primary goal is possible due to the multiple layers of the sub-detectors
of ATLAS. The sub-detectors transform the physical event into the digital information
allowing to investigate and observe the behaviour and properties of matter on high en-
ergies. Different parts of ATLAS are dedicated to the detection of a specific type of
elementary particles. A general overview of the ATLAS constituents will be provided
in the next paragraphs by finalizing with the descriptions of the experimental data flow
from the detector to the storage system.
2.2.1. The Inner Detector
After the interaction of the bunches about 1000 particles, with different direction, charge
and momentum are generated. The Inner Detector (ID), surrounds the vacuumized
tube, where the elementary particles are travelling and colliding. It consists of three
sub-detectors system. Due to the closest location to the primary vertex, the ID should
handle large amounts of radiation, high temperature and a tremendous magnetic field,
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generated by the surrounding solenoids and pervading all parts of ID. Therefore the
design of such a detector was an extraordinary technological and construction challenge.
The first layer of ID sub-detectors passed by the generated particles after the proton
bunches interaction is the Pixel Detector (PD). The PD consists of an array of silicon
semiconductor sensors and may detect only the particles, which ionise the matter by
means of electromagnetic interaction. Furthermore, magnetic field pervading the entire
ID allows to trace the curvature of the generated particle paths, hence allows to recon-
struct the particles charge and momentum.
The Pixel Detector is encircled by the Silicon Microstrip Tracker (SCT). The SCT, in
contrast to the Pixel Detector, is able to detect the particles using the extruded, stereo
silicon strips instead of pixels. The SCT is able to provide the information about the
further path of the generated particles escaped from the PD using large number of read-
out channels. The main purpose of the SCT is to give information about the charge and
the momentum of the particle escaped from the PD.
The out-most layer of the ID system is the Transition Radiation Tracker (TRT), which
provides the further coordinates of the particle path escaped from the SCT and allows
to distinguish certain types of particles1.
2.2.2. Calorimeters
The next set of sub-detector systems surrounding the inner detector is the calorimeters.
The calorimeters are designed to identify the particle energy by transforming of their
kinetic energy in another form of measurable energy. Two types of calorimeters, the
electromagnetic and the hadronic calorimeter surround the ID.
There is a solenoid magnet in between the electromagnetic calorimeter (ECal) and the
TRT. The ECal has sufficient size for tracking the relatively light particles, e.g. e−, e+
and γ, interacting on the electromagnetic level, hence providing the sufficient information
about their energy.
Despite to the ECal the Hadron Calorimeters (HCal) is thicker and filled up with the
strongly interacting material. The structure of the HCal allows the heavy particles,
escaped from ECal, to produce the measurable decay products.
2.2.3. Muon Chambers
All the described layers of the ATLAS sub-detector systems are able to trace most the
key sub-atomic particles but the muons. Due to the high mass of muons, they escape
from all the described detector systems and leave their track in the outermost and largest
part of the ATLAS, in the muon spectrometers.
The information provided from the outermost detector layer of the ATLAS is combined
with the tracks from the rest of the sub-detector systems and makes it possible to select




Information provided by the set of detector systems is combined to get the final pic-
ture of the track of generated particles from the point of proton bunches interaction until
they leave ATLAS.
2.2.4. ATLAS Raw Data Flow
The amount of data coming from the readout channels of all sub-detectors is estimated
to be almost 60TB/sec, hence it is impossible to write the data with such rates in the
storage system. Therefore, special data preprocessing steps are defined in order to reduce
the data flow and extract only the useful information, worth for long term saving. This
subsection is dedicated to the short overview of the data flow from the primary vertex
to the storage infrastructure.
The proton bunch collisions rate can reach from 20 MHz to 40 MHz, hence after each
collision enormous amounts of particles are emitted. Each of these emittance contain
valuable experimental information and less useful data, which needs to be separated
before writing in the storage system. Therefore about 90 million data channels of ATLAS
detector, providing data streams mainly from the PD, are connected to the Trigger and
Data Acquisition (TDAQ) system, which filters and sends to store only the valuable
data.
The TDAQ system together with its supporting infrastructure, Detector Control System
(DCS), guarantees the 1.6 MB of data stream per event. In total TDAQ system deals
efficiently with about 2 million PB of raw data annually, which proves its efficiency and
proper structure.
The TDAQ has three levels of the data filtering mechanisms, Level 1 and Level 2 triggers
and the Event Filter (EF). The later two level systems form the High Level Trigger (HLT)
system (see fig. 2.3).
The Level 1 trigger is implemented on hardware level and consists of a large number of
parallel processors (ASIC FPGA), which filter all the events by making decisions about
writing the data in every 2.5 microseconds. The data rate after L1 trigger drops down
to 100.000 events/sec.
The Level 2 trigger is a software implementation and uses around 1000 CPU cores
in order to analyses the data and keep or drop an event. The Level 2 trigger uses
information from all ATLAS detectors and inspects the selection from the L1 trigger.
Thus, after filtering of the data via the L2 trigger the event rate is dropped down to 3.5
KHz, with around 40 ms of average processing time per event.
The EF, i.e. the final level of the trigger system analyse the data emitted from the
L2 trigger system using the software with implementations of complex mathematical
calculations for the basic event reconstruction. Hence, the time spent for the analysis
per event, reaches 4 seconds. The final reduction of event rate after the EF level varies
from 200 to 400 Hz, which is the rate of the data writing in the storage system, i.e. it is
about 320 MB/s or 3.2 PB per year. The overall reduction factor of the trigger system
reaches about 180000.
The very final step of the experimental data flow, is the provisioning of the filtered data
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Figure 2.3.: The ATLAS Trigger System [2].




The formation and development of the Grid computing concept was motivated by sev-
eral factors such as growing demand on the computational resources, increasing scale of
the scientific and industrial challenges and the rapid development of computer network
technologies.
Predecessors of the Grid computing concept were the large scale computing systems. In
1960s it was a common practice to prepare the code and the input data and wait in a
queue to access the computing facility. Alongside with the shortage in terms of advanced
slot reservation for the computing facilities, sometimes it was taking several days to get
a result from the computer. The computing task taking data for the processing and
giving the results was called the job.
Because of high price and the large service costs, computers were affordable only for a
small number of organizations, hence there were not many users of such facilities. Due
to the small demand on computing facilities, hardware limitations and specific not user-
friendly communication interfaces, development of the computer technologies in 1960s
was relatively slow. The situation has changed in 1970s when computers were first linked
via networks, this technology eventually led to the formation of the ARPANET [3] the
predecessor of the internet [4]. Since the appearance of the computer network the idea
of remote access to the computing facilities has appeared and the number of consumers
of digital services has started to grow in parallel with the rapid evolution of the corre-
sponding hardware and software systems. In 1990s the scales of the internet and the
technological breakthrough was sufficient for the further evolution of the concept of the
distributed computing, which appeared in parallel with the development of the computer
networks. The idea was to discover and use idle computers connected among a certain
network. The first significant success in development of the distributed computing con-
cept was achieved at the Xerox Palo Alto Research Center (PARC), where scientists
John F. Shoch and Jon A. Hupp [5] developed the so-called ”worm” application, which
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was able to move through the computer network and discover idle resources.
Besides the computer network and related technologies evolution, the driving force for
the development of the computing on demand i.e. the Grid concept was the significant
change in industry and science. It was clear that for the next step in the research fields
like climate change, High Energy Physics, Cancer and Tumour disease research, Seis-
mology, Finances and Economics a handful of computers are not enough, even if these
computing facilities are so-called super computers. Hence, in the beginning of 1990s
inspired by the availability of high-speed computer networks, as well as by the sufficient
number of the computing devices and by the challenges by the computational require-
ments of new applications the I-WAY (Information Wide Area Year) [6] project started.
In terms of the I-WAY project several high-performance computers and advanced visual-
ization environments were interconnected by an experimental, high-bandwidth computer
network. This attempt of computing resources consolidation for a certain computing
intensive applications turned out to be the precursor of the Globus Toolkit and the Na-
tional Technology Grid, which later became the de-facto standard for a number of grid
applications.
Nowadays, architecture and the organization of the Grid systems has changed a lot from
times of I-WAY. The aim of this chapter is to provide the definition of the grid concept
and describe how it differs from other later appeared technologies like cloud computing
platforms [7], Peer-2-Peer systems [8] or Desktop Grids [9]. Architecture and description
of the main components of the Grid system as well as the overview of the largest grid -
WLCG components in physics is also provided in the next sections and sub-sections.
3.1. Definition
In the middle of 1990s, when the Grid initiative was in its very beginning, it was hard
to provide the clear and generic definition of what grid computing is. A number of
key components were changing from time to time, but the most important factor was
the software connecting the computing resources. During the relatively short period of
time, among the communities involved in I-WAY project the I-SOFT [10] infrastructure
development has been spurred, which was the precursor of the first software meant for
the functionality of the grid infrastructure. At the same time a large number of scien-
tific communities were actively considering ways of the computing resource federation
and this process was facilitated and continued into several Grid development projects
mainly in the USA and Europe. These projects, e.g. EU DataGrid [11], Particle Physics
Grid (ppdg.net) and Grid Physics Network [12] led to the creation of large distributed
computing and data storage Grids, like Open Science Grid in the USA and EGEE, EGI
in Europe and the international LHC Computing Grid (LCG) [13].
Nowadays, after the middle of 1990s, i.e. after the beginning of the ”Grid era” we
can identify many concepts, definitions and publications describing computational Grid,
data Grid, knowledge Grid, discovery Grid, desktop Grid, cluster Grid, enterprise Grid,
global Grid etc. Among the variety of Grid systems it is hard to identify common fea-
tures and to provide a generic definition of the Grid, but according to Ian Foster’s and
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Figure 3.1.: 30 Grid and Grid-like systems in the period of 1988-2011.
Carl Kesselman’s fundamental work ”The Grid: Blueprint for a new computing infras-
tructure” [14].
”Computational Grid is a hardware and software infrastructure that provides dependable,
pervasive and inexpensive access to high-end computational capabilities”.
This definition came up when the formation of the Grid concept was still ongoing,
therefore was not enough precise. Soon in 2001, this definition was altered in the next
fundamental work ”Anatomy of the Grid” [15], where the authors underlined the orga-
nizational aspect of a Grid:
The sharing that we are concerned with is not primarily file exchange but rather di-
rect access to computers, software, data, and other resources as is required by a range
of collaborative problem-solving and resource-brokering strategies emerging in industry,
science, and engineering. This sharing is, necessarily, highly controlled, with resource
providers and consumers defining clearly and carefully just what is shared, who is allowed
to share, and the conditions under which sharing occurs.
This definition is rather complete compared to previous ones and removes borders among
data or computing-oriented types of a Grid. In addition, based on the second definition,
it is clear that the Grid has a complex layered structure and there are clear differences in
a Grid infrastructure and a mere cluster of networked computers. The main difference is
in the requirement of the administrative and organizational agreement of the sharing of
the resources. In case of Grid, the resources has broader meaning and this term covers
not only CPU power or memory resources but also data storage, network, information
systems and credential data systems.
Nowadays numerous commercial or scientific computing and storage infrastructures em-
ploying distributed computing architecture, but these systems can hardly be identified
as Grids. For clear separation of a Grid system from the cloud computing or SAAS




”coordinates resources that are not subject to centralized control...
A Grid integrates and coordinates resources and users that live within different control
domains - for example, the users desktop vs. central computing; different administrative
units of the same company; or different companies; and addresses the issues of security,
policy, payment, membership, and so forth that arise in these settings. Otherwise, we
are dealing with a local management system.
...using standard, open, general-purpose protocols & interfaces...
A Grid is built from multi-purpose protocols and interfaces that address such fundamen-
tal issues as authentication, authorization, resource discovery, and resource access. As
I discuss further below, it is important that these protocols and interfaces be standard
and open. Otherwise, we are dealing with an application-specific system.
...to deliver non-trivial qualities of service.
A Grid allows its constituent resources to be used in a coordinated fashion to deliver
various qualities of service, relating for example to response time, throughput, availabil-
ity, and security, and/or co-allocation of multiple resource types to meet complex user
demands, so that the utility of the combined system is significantly greater than that of
the sum of its parts.”
This check list shapes the concept of the Grid systems more precisely and provides an un-
derstanding of three key points. Grid systems should operate without centralized point
of control, which allows to dynamically organize the groups or collaborations demanding
the computing resources. Once these groups are created the users and resources can be
assigned to it and hence be authorised to operate the Grid system. Dynamic manage-
ment and operation of such kind of systems would be impossible without the adoption
of certain standards, open and general purpose protocols and interfaces. All of these
makes it possible to integrate the wide range of heterogeneous hardware and software
platforms under a single hood, which also means that the high level of interoperability
is achievable.
After applying of these two points to the distributed computing system the third point
can be achieved as a result. Delivery of a non-trivial Quality of Service (QoS) is the
goal that needs to be achieved by the proper implementation of the Grid key points,
which includes efficient usage of the available resources across multiple domains, which
otherwise might be idle.
Alongside with the aforementioned key points there are three main characteristics that
allows to separate Grid and other distributed computing systems [17].
”Heterogeneity : a grid involves a multiplicity of resources that are heterogeneous in
nature and might span numerous administrative domains across wide geographical dis-
tances.
Scalability : a grid might grow from few resources to millions. This raises the problem of
potential performance degradation as a Grids size increases. Consequently, applications
that require a large number of geographically located resources must be designed to be
extremely latency tolerant.
Dynamicity or Adaptability : in a grid, a resource failure is the rule, not an exception.
In fact, with so many resources in a Grid, the probability of some resource failure is
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naturally high. The resource managers or applications must tailor their behaviour dy-
namically so as to extract the maximum performance from the available resources and
services.”
3.2. Overview
All large scale and distributed systems have a complex structure, a Grid is not an
exception. In the following subsections, the principles of Grid functionality architecture
and the key components of a Grid system will be described.
3.2.1. Architecture
The Grid has a layered structure as shown in figure (see fig. 3.2), where the functionality
of the upper layers is guaranteed by the proper functionality of each of the lower layers.
The principles of the Grid architecture also refers to the ”hourglass model” [18] where
the neck plays a key role - connecting a massive amount of applications to the large
number of computing resources by means of a limited number of key protocols.
The goal of this section is to describe each of the components shown in the layered
architecture.
Fabric
The Grid infrastructure is formed by the number of large computing facilities spread
aroud the world, which are accessible via the internet. These centers are formed on the
basis of the heterogeneous hardware and software systems. This variety of systems i.e.
interconnecting infrastructure, distributed file systems, computer clusters, workstations,
storage systems form the computing resources of the Grid and are considered to be logi-
cal rather than the precise entities. These logical entities with different functionality and
purpose due to the efficient implementation of the upper layers are used by the upper,
Resource layer.
The key point for the computing resources provided by the Fabric layer is their effi-
cient usage. In order to guarantee this, there are implemented the resource management
systems in the upper layers of the Grid infrastructure. The ”resource managers” com-
municate with the self-analysis systems implemented on the level of Fabric layer, which
can be considered as another important component of this layer besides the hardware
constituent.
Connectivity
Two main functionalities are provided by the connectivity layer: the communication and
the user and resource authentication. The communication protocols allow data exchange
among the number of computing and storage systems being part of the Fabric layer.
13
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Figure 3.2.: Layered Architecture of the Grid [14].
The authentication mechanism in the Grid is meant to provide a transparent access to
the resources, which is guaranteed by a single sign-on authentication mechanism.
Communication via the connectivity layer is organized by means of the secure protocols
and the goal is to allow the consumption of the computing resources of the Fabric layer
via certain protected interfaces.
Resource
In order to interact with the computing resources spread around the world, the resource
layer provides a small set of protocols to the Grid users and applications. These proto-
cols allow to establish a secure connection with the individual resources and also initiate,
control and monitoring of the shared computing environment of the Fabric layers. The
secure communication of the user with the Fabric layer is organized via the connectivity
layer.
The protocols provided by the resource layer can be grouped in two classes: the infor-
mation and the management protocols. Information protocols are meant for the state
monitoring of the computing resources, also they allow to collect instant information
about the status of the user activity. The management protocols are meant for the




The aim of the Collective layer is to define the protocols for the coordination and efficient
usage of the distributed computing resources.
Applications
The Application layer is the point where the consumers of the Grid computing resources
interact with all of the Grid layers. The interaction is possible via appropriate APIs,
which are implemented in the Grid middleware. The Grid middleware is the specialized
software for functioning and interoperability of the entire Grid system as a single com-
puting entity. The APIs are useful not only for the Grid users but also for the developers
since it makes possible to create an application that can take advantage of the resources
available within the Grid.
3.2.2. Virtual Organization
Computing centers being part of the Grid infrastructure are spread around the world in
a number of scientific institutions or private companies. The users of the Grid system
are also from different countries and institutions, but are affiliated with certain groups or
collaborations in order to reach a common goal. Users and the computational resources
consolidated to reach a common goal, form so called Virtual Organizations (VO) [15],
which is a core concept of the Grid.
Members and the computing resources of VO share certain rules, which might strongly
differ among VOs. Despite these differences there are common principles, mainly related
to the resource sharing rules within the Virtual Organization. These principles need to
be followed when a new VO is created.
Resource sharing is regulated by the different constraints like the time and periods of
usage, as well as the purpose and the type of the activities that is planned to take place.
Besides the constraints from the resource provider side, there can be defined limitations
also from the consumers part, like usage of the computing resources with the specific
number of CPU cores. This set of limitations can be defined by means of the system
policies in order to identify the user or the resource (authentication) as well as to find
out what kind of activities are permitted for this particular entity (authorisation).
Members and the resources assigned to VO are not static and are considered to be sub-
ject to dynamic changes. The changes mainly refer to the number of VO members, which
might increase or decrease during a short period of time. The resources are also subject
of changes, which can be modified, extended or reduced. Tracking of such changes can
be considered as an important requirement for the VO system implementations.
Another aspect of SLA1’s sharing is the resource combination and coordination, which
means that, certain parts of a specific computational task can run on a particular hard-
ware, while the rest of it can be redirected to another available resources. From this




peer to peer communication i.e. resource provider can also be the resource consumer
and vice versa.
The key requirement for a VO resources is the flexibility, i.e. the same computational
resource can be used for a very specific task, while in other case it should be considered
as a means for a generic compute cycle. All this information should be dynamically
available in a VO system, which makes it possible to define general QoS2 related re-
quirements for the resources within a single VO.
These conditions related to the resource sharing are mainly considered as a general
principle and characteristics for the Grid basic concept, the VO.
3.2.3. Components of the Grid Computing
Alongside with the core components of the Grid architecture there are a number of soft-
ware systems that guarantee the coordinated and efficient integration and performance
of all Grid layers. These software systems have changed and evolved since their creation
but the key aspects remain the same.
The Grid concept is wide enough to use different technologies and approaches for its
component implementations. However, this fact influences the interoperability of differ-
ent Grid services among the computing centers i.e. the idea of the resource federation
and sharing might not be realized efficiently or at all. This fact, as well as the success
of the internet standards implementation and similarity of the Grid and the internet in
terms of the resource federation, emerged a discussion in 1999 about the development
and application of the Grid standards. Initially discussions were ongoing in terms of the
Grid Forum, which later evolved to the Global Grid Forum and then to the Open Grid
Forum (OGF).
Efforts among the OGF as well as within the other related organizations like Organisa-
tion for the Advancement of Structured Information Standards (OASIS) and the Internet
Engineering Task Force (IETF) led to several successful standards development and de-
ployment like: the proxy certificate profile [19], GridFTP [20], which extends the File
Transfer Protocol for the Grid systems mainly for the scientific and research communi-
ties. Besides these examples there were efforts for the standardization of the Storage Re-
source Manager (SRM) specifications as well as for the related policy specifications [21].
Another example of the successful standardization effort is the Grid Laboratory for a
Uniform Environment (GLUE) specification [22], which mainly allowed and extensively
pushed forward the standardisation of the federation of task execution systems especially
in WLCG.
Other attempts for the standardization of the Grid infrastructure aimed at more global
goals e.g. the Open Grid Services Architecture (OGSA) [23] with Open Grid Services In-
frastructure (OGSI) [24], which was substituted with the Web Services Resource Frame-
work (WSRF) [25] in 2004.
The goal in case of the OGSA was the development of common standards and interfaces




among the various Grid services. The OGSI was the infrastructure for the realization
of the OGSA, which was mainly based on Web Service Definition Language (WSDL)
and XML. Due to several issues related to the too high level of the object orientation
of OGSI and also problematic functionality with the Web Services, it was substituted
with the WSRF. The WSRF functionality mainly is the same as for the OGSI but it is
decomposed into six standards based on the existing Web Service standards. Moreover
it split the stateless Web Service from the stateful Grid resources, which are packaged
by a Web services.
Security
The Grid offers not only the computational resources but it also provides services to
store the data. Usually, for both, commercial and scientific entities who use the Grid
infrastructure, permission of work with the specific data is a matter of concern. The
good example for that is the high energy physics community, dealing with the extremely
meaningful experimental data being analysed at the WLCG computing centers. In this
case it is crucial to keep several security aspects for the WLCG resource consumers and
providers, which does not differ for other Grid systems.
The key role in the secure usage of the Grid resources plays user and resource authen-
tication and authorization. The authentication mechanism allows to identify and allow
the user to the Grid resources and data stored in it, while it is also able to deny the
access to the Grid infrastructure. The authorization mechanism defines the set of actions
that user or an automatic entity, communicating with the Grid services, is allowed or
restricted to perform.
Confidentiality alongside with the trackability are also important aspects in the Grid
security system. The confidentiality isolates the resources and the data which is allowed
to be consumed by the user or an automatic entity and also it guarantees that the user
actions will not be published to the unauthorized third parties. The trackability guar-
antees that all actions performed by the user will be stored and in case of the violation
of the security agreements by the Grid resource consumer, this information will be used
to identify the culprit. The trackability together with the agreement on non-repudiation
guarantees that the source of the security problem will not be able to deny involvement
in the accident.
Data integrity together with the aforementioned aspects is also a key requirement to
guarantee the secure environment in the Grid system, though it is specific for the HEP
community. Experimental data produced at the LHC experiments is unique and each
bit of this data has a high price, thus it is crucial to avoid any changes in the data and
also it cannot be lost.
The example of the security system covering all the aspects is the Grid Security Infras-
tructure (GSI) a part of the Globus Toolkit. The GSI is the certificate-based system,
which provides the X.509 standard based digital certificates to the Grid users and re-
source hosts. In this way the authentication and the authorization functionality for the
Grid related entities is guaranteed.
When using the Grid infrastructure one need to retrieve the data from the storage sys-
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tem, process it using the computing system and retrieved output needs to be saved back
into the storage infrastructure on a special place. For all these general steps the au-
thentication and authorization is required for each of the systems. The certificate-based
mechanism allows to perform this action with the single-sign on functionality, which is
possible due to the existence of the proxy certificate concept. The proxy certificate usu-
ally has the short life time, which can vary from twelve to one full day. All the user or
host privileges encrypted in the main certificate are delegated to the proxy one and after
that all the actions, for a particular task, requiring authentication and authorization, in
different systems, is performed via the proxy certificate without requesting again and
again the password or pass phrase. The proxy certificate mechanism also guarantees the
confidentiality, traceability and non-repudiation aspects of the security. On the level of
the automatic data distribution management the data integrity is also guaranteed based
on the resource hosts digital certificates.
Workflow and Resource Management Systems
Advantage of the Grid technologies is its ability to serve for the multitude of tasks com-
ing from different scientific or commercial groups or large collaborations. While the Grid
security or resource usage systems are similar there are differences in the set and the
sequence of steps that need to be taken for the solution of a particular problem. The
Grid system provides mechanism to define the sequence and an order of steps for the
Grid services usage to achieve the successful task accomplishment. This mechanism is
called the workflow management system [26].
The workflow management systems mainly provide functionality to build the model for
the definition of the steps in order to achieve the successful and efficient task execution.
The model building process is related to the interoperability issues, which directly affect
the efficiency of the resource federation idea in the Grid.
Though the workflow management system is one of the key parts among the Grid sys-
tems, it has a complex structure and consists of multiple substructures. According to [26]
there are five core components of a general workflow management system: The Work-
flow design, Information Retrieval, Workflow Scheduling, Fault Tolerance and the Data
Movement.
Systems belonging to each of these substructures can be classified into several groups.
Figure 3.3.: Components of the Grid Workflow Management System [26].
Since the workflow management aspect is tightly related to the high efficiency of the




Each of the workflow management system has its own structure, according to the avail-
able systems these systems can be grouped in two classes according to their structure
characteristics. These classes are the Direct Acyclic Graph (DAG) based and non-DAG
based ones. Both of these structures are classified into four main groups: Sequence, Par-
allelism, Choice and Iteration [26].Difference between the DAG and non-DAG structures
are the systems with the Iteration structure, that allows to run repetitive computational
cycles. The rest of the subclasses of the structures are common for DAG and non-DAG
oriented workflows.
The Sequence represents the workflows that run the task execution steps only sequen-
tially i.e. without completion of the current step it is impossible to go on the next step
of the task execution. The Parallelism considers possibility of running several steps of
the workflow simultaneously. The Choise structure depends on the specific conditions,
which are mainly defined by the user i.e. task owner. Due to the certain level of freedom
provided to the users by the Choise structure, mostly in this case the workflows are the
hybrid systems i.e. mixture of the Sequence, the Parallelism and the Iteration in case
of the non-DAG approach.
Besides the structures it is important to define the model of the workflow management
system in order to reach the maximum possible throughput from the infrastructure.
According to the taxonomy provided in [26] there are abstract and concrete types of
models. The type of the model depends on a way of the resource specification in the
workflow. The abstract type of the models does not require the precise resource spec-
ification and a general statement of the attributes like, number of cores as well as the
amount of memory and the free space on the disk, is sufficient. The workflow systems
with the concrete model require detailed specification of the required resources, hence
prior knowledge of the Grid fabric layer, the location of the data, which needs to be
analysed. Though with the concrete workflow models the efficiency of the task execu-
tion can be increased dramatically still it is cumbersome for the users to clarify all the
current details and specifications of the resources that needs to be involved in a partic-
ular sequence of tasks.
In order to implement different types of the workflow structures and models it is nec-
essary to have a sufficient tool. The workflow composition systems are meant for this
purpose. According to [26] there can be identified two main groups of the workflow
composition systems the User-directed and the Automatic. The User-directed compo-
sition systems are mostly used by the experienced Grid users, who are able to detect
the problem during the task execution and alter the workflow directly. In case of the
Automatic composition systems the workflow design is generated automatically from the
available options.
There are two ways of the workflow structure definition the language-based and the
graph-based. The language-based approach uses the Extensible Markup Language (XML)
[27], while the graph-based modelling is more intuitive and easy-to-use due to its Graph-
ical User Interface (GUI). Examples of the graph-based systems are Petri Nets [28] and
UML (Unified Modeling Language) [29].
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On the step of workflow design it is important to allow users of the Grid infrastructure
to define the structure and the model of the steps that needs to be done to achieve the
desired result from the task execution. The challenging point is how to define what is a
desired result. For that, at the step of workflow design it is possible to define workflow
QoS constraints. These constraints might be related to the execution time limits, on
the task and the workflow level as well. Examples of the systems allowing to implement
such kind of constraints are UD, ED, EQS and EQF [30].
The Grid workflow management system aims to tie up the available computational re-
sources to the task execution. This functionality would be impossible without collection
of the information about the state of the Grid infrastructure components, ongoing pro-
cesses in it, accessibility and availability details. Hence the information retrieval is one
of the core components of the workflow management systems. This component mainly
retrieves three types of the information from the Grid, the static, historical and dy-
namic [26].
The static information consists of the hardware characteristics and the configuration de-
tails of the Grid fabric layer e.g. operating systems, network bandwidth or the available
software tools. Also it covers the user’s authentication and authorization information
together with the resource consumption cost information. The static information helps
to plan the workflow better in order to achieve the high QoS and efficient performance.
The Grid infrastructure is meant for the shared usage, therefore the information about
available resources, the network load and the accessibility to the services is a matter of
active changes. Therefore this information can be categorized as dynamic. The dynamic
information is useful in different workflow scenarios where the on fly modifications are
possible.
In order to preserve the Grid usage experience of multiple users the historical informa-
tion of the infrastructure needs to be aggregated. This information can be used in future
to identify and tag resources according to the different categories like stability, capacity,
reliability and serviceability.
Data aggregated and analysed by the information retrieval component of the Grid work-
flow management system can be used for efficiency and QoS increase. Examples of
such components are Monitoring and Discovery System (MDS) [31] as well as Network
Weather Service (NWS) [32].
The main subject of interest in terms of the Grid systems is the efficient usage of the
data storage and computing resource management systems. Execution of a particular
task consists of several general steps, like data retrieval from the data storage system,
processing it, which requires communication with the computing resource management
systems and finally collection of the results, which again means interaction with the data
transfer and storage services. These steps need to be defined in the workflow manage-
ment system. The success of the workflow depends on an efficient accomplishment of
each of the steps. In order to deal with the multitude of the requests going to the various
system the workflow scheduling component was introduced.
According to [26], different workflow scheduling systems have several key components
that can also be used to distinguish these systems from each other. These components
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are: scheduling architecture, decision making, planning scheme, scheduling strategy and
performance estimation.
Several aspects like autonomy, performance, quality and scalability of the workflow de-
pend on the scheduling architecture [33]. Approaches provided for the workflow schedul-
ing can be classified in three main groups, centralized, hierarchical and decentralized.
The centralized scheduling architecture is efficient for the small scale workflows, where
the number of the essential steps for the successful task accomplishment is law. Another
feature of the centralized scheduling is the aggregation of the information about the
resources at a single point and in this way control the entire workflow efficiency from a
single point. This feature can be also considered as a weak point of such an approach,
since problems at this single point can cause the disability of entire workflow.
Despite to the centralized scheduler the hierarchical and decentralized architectures con-
sist of several sub-schedulers. These architectures are efficient and easily scalable for
large Grid systems, where the task accomplishment requires big number of sequential
steps. In case of the hierarchical architecture, there is a central, top-level scheduler
which orchestrates certain number of sub-schedulers. The sub-schedulers manage the
certain share of the computing resources and interoperate with each-other and the cen-
tral scheduler, which checks and leads the steps of the workflow execution process among
the sub-schedulers. The example of the example of the hierarchical scheduler is Grid-
Flow project [34], which consists of a single workflow manager and the number of low
level schedulers.
The decentralized option of the workflow scheduling architecture consists of several
schedulers without any subordination i.e. there is no central and dependent sched-
ulers. For such schedulers the key aspect is an interoperability of the components.
Though, hierarchical and decentralized schedulers are suitable for the large workflows
with multiple steps, there are several problems that might arise during the usage of
such systems. The challenging in case of the hierarchical scheduler is the stability of
the central manager, its malfunctioning can cause the failure of the sub-schedulers and
the entire workflow. For the decentralized architecture the main problem is the risk of
conflicts i.e. in case of the poor interoperability among the schedulers there might occur
competition for the same computational resources, which could server as a reason for
stopping of the task execution process.
Together with the scheduler architecture the important aspect is the proper decision
making when mapping the available resources and tasks. The resource and the task tie
up process can be done on a task and on the workflow levels [35].
In case of local decision i.e. task level decision making process the resources can be
maped to the task in terms of the sub-workflow and as a result the high efficiency can
be reached, but the local decision might be harmful for the entire workflow and there
is a risk of conflicts in terms of the resource consumption. Due to this reason the lo-
cal decision making approach is not used in small computing infrastructures where the
shortage of the resources can be considered as an issue of QoS.
The global decision making, i.e. the decision making process on the workflow level aims
to provide the best possible performance of the entire task execution process, but the
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number of parameters that needs to be taken into account is high. Hence the global deci-
sion making in terms of scheduling can take long time and decrease the overall workflow
efficiency. When relying on the global decision making approach it is important to find
the trade off between the workflow efficiency and the time required for the scheduling of
the task execution steps.
The workflow scheduling requires the good prior knowledge of the information about
the hardware characteristics of the Grid fabric layer as well as the information about
the state of the resources and ongoing processes in it. For the scheduling component of
the workflow management system this information is used for the planning of the task
execution steps.
According to the [26] there are two classes of the planning approaches, the static and the
dynamic. The workflow management system with the static planning relies on the static
information, which contains the information remaining unchanged for the relatively long
period of time, mainly this is the characteristics of the fabric layer. The schedulers with
the dynamic planning take into account the static and the actual information about
the service availability, serviceability and accessibility. This information is analysed and
the scheduling plan is defined, which can require the workflow change during the task
execution.
Each of the classes of the workflow scheduling components contain several subclasses. In
case of the static planning there are identified the user-directed and the simulation-based
strategies [26]. The user-directed planing strategy depends on the Grid user experience
and the knowledge of the fabric layer, while schedulers with simulation-based planning
runs several test tasks in the Grid environment in order to identify the reliable and
suitable resources. Information retrieved from the test task executions serves as a basis
for the dynamic planing strategies to define the most reliable and efficient workflow.
General concept of the dynamic planning allowed to develop certain number of workflow
management sub-systems, which are also classified in two groups the prediction-based
and the just-in-time.
The prediction-based planning of the workflow is a lot similar to the simulation-based
approach but in case of the prediction-based planing strategy it is possible to change
the workflow schedule during the task execution i.e. on fly. The disadvantage of the
prediction-based scheduler is high sensitivity to the prediction accuracy.
The just-in-time planning of the scheduling strategy allows to define the sequential or
parallel execution of the steps of the tasks just before launching of its execution [36].
This kind of workflow planning is efficient in homogeneous Grid environments but in
case of the dynamic and heterogeneous Grid systems, where the better resource can
appear any-time, the just-in-time planning can lead to the lower efficiency and to the
less optimal decisions in terms of the resource usage.
Alongside with the scheduler architecture, decision making strategy and the planning
scheme it is important to define the scheduling strategy for the scheduling component
of the workflow management system. Mostly, workflow scheduling strategies depend on
a specific task and the related QoS constraints but still it is possible to generalize these
methods to the performance-driven, trust-driven and market-driven classes.
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The performance-driven scheduling method aims to organize the intermediate workflow
steps in order to optimize the execution time. Examples of such systems are GrADS [37]
as well as the scheduling scheme described by Prodan et.al [38].
Among the number of metrics characterizing the workflow efficiency the important role
plays the reliability of the resources. Besides certain security attributes that are required
to the computational resources for reliability, it is important also to have the statistics
with low number of failures per the resource unit. The reliability information extracted
from the performance statistics serves as a basis for the trust-driven strategy. Methods
of the trust-driven scheduling applies certain ranking to the resources with higher repu-
tation in terms of the large share of the successfully accomplished tasks.
Unit resource consumed in Grid can be translated into certain amount of financial re-
sources and hence to optimize the cost per task execution is the goal of the market-driven
scheduling strategy. Besides the cost the strategy also aims to meet the user require-
ments in terms of time limits per task execution.This approach is implemented in a
number of software systems like Nimro-G [39] and Gridbus data resource broker [40].
One of the key aspects in the scheduling systems is the estimation of the resources and
time consumption by the task. According to the [26] there are five groups of methods
dedicated to the task execution performance assessment. Mainly the methods differ from
each other according to the ways of the performance information acquisition.
The simulation method [41], [42] is based on a pretesting of the task execution workflow
in a specialized simulation environments that mimic the real Grid infrastructure. The
analytical modelling method [43], [37], [44] takes into account the available resource char-
acteristics alongside with the analytical measurements and based on task specification
predicts the its execution performance.The historical data methods [45], [46], [47] rely
on analytics, but in this case the object of analysis is the previous task execution expe-
riences. Though this information can be considered as subjective and relying only on a
particular use-cases, still it is possible to extract the general task execution performance
patterns. Despite to the historical data approach the online learning methods take into
account only the recent task execution performance data and based on this knowledge
orchestrate the computational processes using the specific resources, examples of such
an approaches are provided in [48] and [49].
These methods of the workflow scheduling performance estimation also can be used in
a certain combination, which gives us the hybrid class of the estimators. Example of
such a system is the GraADS, which allows to create the computational models by the
mixture of historical and analytical modelling methods. Another example of the hybrid
estimator is provided in [50].
The Grid resources are prone to the failures but the workflow management systems are
not dedicated to fix the failures, it is only possible to include in the workflow scheme the
fault tolerance component. This component increases the probability of the successful
accomplishment of the task execution even if part of the resources are failing.
According to the Hwang et al. [51], the failure handling workflow components can be
classified into two main groups, the task and the workflow level failure handlers.
The task-level failure handling systems can be categorized into four subgroups (see 3.4).
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The ”Retry” approach [52] is based on a simply task resubmission approach. The task
Figure 3.4.: Workflow Management System Fault Tolerance Classification [26].
might be submitted to the same or to the different resources as well. In case of the ”Al-
ternate Resource” method [52] the failed task, hence the workflow is resubmitted to the
alternative resources. The ”Checkpoint/Restart” approach [53] allows to shift the failed
task on the alternative resources where it can continue its execution from the point of the
failure. The ”Replication” method [54], [51] can be cumbersome i terms of the resources
consumption since it runs multiple copies of the same task on different resources and in
this way decreases the failure risks, which might be caused by the infrastructure.
Among the workflow-level fault tolerance approaches there can be identified four sub-
groups (see 3.4) as well as in case of the task-level failure handling methods. For the
methods belonging to the first three subclasses i.e. ”Alternate Task”, ”Redundancy”
and ”User-Defined Exception Handling” of the failure handling workflow components, it
is considered that there is a certain variety of the same task implementations in terms
of the workflows.
The ”Alternate Task” strategy is based on the sequential task resubmission with the
available variety of the workflow parameters until its successful accomplishment or until
the workflow variety is exhausted. The ”Redundancy” method submits tasks with all
possible workflow tuning parameters at once, which also can lead to the waste of the
computing resources. The ”User-Defined Exception Handling” approach makes possible
for the Grid users to define conditions and the types of failures and corresponding res-
cue actions. The ”Rescue Workflow” is oriented in identification of the faulty resources,
which supposed to be excluded for following task execution workflows. This approach
can be efficient in case of the large and reliable computing infrastructure where the share
of the problematic resources is stably small.
The task execution steps defined in the workflow management system includes the com-
munication with different types of the data storage and transfer systems. The systems
providing data related services are independent from the computing resource manage-
ment and other autonomous systems in most of the Grid environments. Hence for
achievement of the high performance and throughput from the Grid systems it is es-
sential to plan optimally the communication with data storage and transfer services in
terms of the task execution workflow. According to [26] there are ”User-directed” and
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”Automatic” types of the data movement components in the workflow management sys-
tems. In ”User-directed” case, the data movement to the computational resource and
also the retrieval process of the results fully needs to be defined by the user, which re-
quires good knowledge of the corresponding tools. In case of the ”Automatic” methods
there are three subclasses, the ”Centralized”, ”Mediated” and the ”Peer-to-Peer”.
The ”Centralized” data movement methods consist of one main component, which gov-
erns delivery of the data to the computing resource as well as it manages the resulting
data retrieval process from it. The ”Centralized” data management systems are good
for the implementation in the small scale Grid environments with the short workflows.
In case of the ”Mediated” data movement methods all data sets including initial, inter-
mediate and the output of the task are registered and operated by the dedicated data
management system. This approach is efficient for the large scale Grid systems with the
large amount of the datasets.
In order to derive the final result of the data processing task, there might be required
several intermediate steps of the computation, which also includes intermediate data
processing. In case of the ”Peer-to-Peer” data movement methods there is no need for
the third party data management system. The data transfer among the suppliers and the
providers is managed directly among the computing resources. This approach assumes
that data management and transfer systems are integrated with the computing resource
management software on each computational entity. Thus, the ”Peer-to-Peer” approach
can be efficient in some cases but it is related to the number of system deployment and
the orchestrating difficulties.
Heterogeneous and distributed nature of the Grid infrastructure as well as the conceptual
requirements of autonomy, scalability and QoS agreements makes difficult to manage the
Grid systems in an efficient way. In order to avoid such difficulties there were developed
several key components of the Grid for task execution process management. One of the
components, the workflow management system, was already covered in a large extend.
Another key component of the Grid systems in order to achieve the high efficiency and
QoS in terms of the task execution and successful accomplishment is a Resource Man-
agement System (RMS) [55].
The main concern for the RMS is an efficient computational task execution. Despite to
the Workflow Management System the RMS is rather oriented on a technical details of
the task submission, monitoring and the result retrieval than on planning of the entire
task execution process.
Due to the autonomy concern of the Grid sub-infrastructures i.e. the sites, it is impor-
tant to organize the proper interoperability and the information exchange among the
Grid and the site level RMS. The site level RMS is the computer cluster management
system. The Grid site computational resources are located in the local network and do
not have any access from the internet. Among the commercial and the open source local
computing cluster resource management systems, there are several widely used systems
like, the TORQUE Resource Manager [56], derived from the Portable Batch System
(PBS) project [57], the Oracle Grid Engine [58], IBM LoadLeveler [59] and also the Mi-
crosoft Windows High Performance Computing (HPC) Server [60]. The Grid level RMS
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communication with the cluster level systems allows to collect information to create the
proper namespace of the available resources, also it allows to discover the available and
accessible resources as well as makes possible to estimate the certain task execution du-
ration and cost. All this information is important for the RMS in order to adjust its
scheduling model and policy.
The RMS scheduling models can be classified into three groups the centralized, hierar-
chical and decentralized. This component of the RMS is very similar to the identical
part of the Workflow Management System. The centralized scheduling model consists
of one main part, which orchestrates the task execution on the available resources. The
hierarchical model consists of several layers of the Resource Management Systems and
the key aspect is interoperability among the layers. The decentralized model consists of
several RMS systems without any subordination, the key aspect here is the interoper-
ability and avoiding the resource conflicts among the resource managers.
The key point for the RMS scheduling policy definition is the possibility of dynamic
change of the resource assignment to the particular task.
One of the first RMS was deployed in terms of the Globus Toolkit project, which served as
a source for number of further developments of different Grid-related software standards.
Nowadays the the Globus Toolkit 6 (GT6) [61] supports all required Grid components
including RMS and makes possible to deploy the Grid infrastructure. Another pioneer
software system example, which incorporated the RMS, is the Uniform Interface to Com-
puting Resources (UNICORE) [62].
Data Management System
Different fields of science and the industry, relying on the Grid infrastructure demand
not only for the computational resources, but also for the data storage and management
services. Need for the data management systems is increasing especially for the follow-
ing scientific fields: High Energy Physics, earthquake engineering, climate modelling,
astronomy and medical research. In these directions the scale of the generated data has
increased from tera-bytes to peta-bytes just in last several years. The expected scale of
the amount of data for the next decade reaches exa-bytes.
Engineering, development and deployment of the data management systems for dealing
with such an enormous amounts of information are related to the solution of certain
number of challenges, such as:
• Data accessibility and visibility: The Grid resources i.e. distributed and heteroge-
neous infrastructure, is organized in different resource centers, so called sites. The
Grid sites hold, manage and preserve the certain share of data. Site level data
storage systems are not homogeneous and can be based on different approaches
and solutions, but certain Grid protocols standardize the information retrieval
functionality from the site storage systems in order to create the common Grid
level namespace service. This service makes possible to manage the Grid level
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data preservation i.e. perform the data replication in different sites. The common
Grid level namespace service also provides information about the locations of the
dataset. The data replication service allows to decrease the risks of the data loss,
which might be caused due to the hardware related problem at a particular Grid
site.
• Transparency and the data access: The Grid level standardized data management
protocols also allow to perform the multiple level authentication and authorization
of the Grid user, without asking the credentials each time. This mechanism helps
users to avoid repetitive identity check procedures in order to get access on a
particular dataset which might be located in different sites, hence increases the
data access and management efficiency.
• Efficient data transfer: Due to the large sizes of the datasets it is important to have
an appropriate network infrastructure and systems to organize the data transfers
to the computational resource, where the analysis of the provided dataset should
be performed.
In the Grid the same data entity is stored in different sites with different, site-specific
names. This fact causes number of problems first of all for the data discovery and sec-
ondly for the data consistency and sharing. The Grid level namespace service allows to
create the data entity related meta-data, which assigns the single logical name to the
data and also holds information about its physical locations. The namespace system
also helps to organize the data replication functionality. The data replication i.e. copy-
ing the same data entity in different Grid sites helps to boost the data access process
for its processing and reduce the network transfer overhead. Challenging for the data
replication procedures is to keep the data consistency. Several copies of the same piece
of information can be accessed in different physical locations independently, which also
assumes the possibility of its changes. Therefore it is important to keep the track about
all the modifications and hence replicate the changes in all physical locations and in such
way keep the data consistency. The data namespace services as well as the replication
mechanism and policies create the general feature of the data management system, the
data accessibility and visibility. Examples of the systems with these functionalities are
MetaData Catalog Service (MCS) [63], Replica Location Service (RLS) [64], GFarm [65],
GridNFS [66], Don Quijote [67], etc.
In the transparent data access the key role plays the security aspects. Data access cov-
ers the aspects of the data transfers and the access management to the datasets i.e.
only authorized users can manipulate the data. At the time of the initial Grid sys-
tems development there were two major data transfer protocols the FTP [68] and the
HTTP [69], which were not sufficient in terms of the Grid Security Infrastructure (GSI)
requirements. In terms of the Globus project the FTP protocol has been extended to the
GridFTP [20] by means of incorporation the GSI concepts in it. For the completeness
of the GridFTP functionality the dynamic client for the GridFTP, the UberFTP [70]
has been developed. Another basic development for the secure data transfer among the
Grid sites is the GSI-OpenSSH, which is the extension of the OpenSSH, similarly to the
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GridFTP. Nowadays there are number of protocols which are already integrated in the
Grid data transfer and management systems, e.g. Chirp [71], Data Link Client Access
Protocol (DCAP) [72], DiskRouter [73] etc.
Besides the data transfer it is important to have an access to the data and to the storage
space where the data are located. Taking into account the heterogeneity of the data
storage infrastructure in terms of the hardware, software and the data access protection,
it is not a trivial task to provide the unified interface to the users for all the data re-
lated manipulations. As a response to this challenge the Storage Resource Management
(SRM) [21] was deployed. The SRM is not a file transfer service, it initiates commu-
nication with the corresponding data movement services in order to optimize the Grid
site performance, avoids the overconsumption of the available storage space and guar-
antees the data storage space related manipulations e.g. space pre-emption, allocation
and reservation. The SRM provides the unified namespace to access the dataset on a
particular Grid site’s storage resource and represents an additional layer between the
Grid resource consumers and the complex, heterogeneous structure of each site.
Integration of the data transfer protocols and SRM with the GSI guarantees the trans-
parent and the secure access to the data, distributed among the Grid sites. This can be
considered as an approach for the solution of the data management related challenges
in the distributed computing infrastructure.
Together with the security, data namespace organization and transparent access to the
data it is important to have the efficient network transfer mechanisms to guarantee the
in-time delivery of the data into the place where it suppose to be processed and anal-
ysed. Nowadays the network bandwidth and the connection speed among most of the
Grid sites is sufficient for the data transfers among any the two sites, but still for some
locations the network-related limitations remain. For such cases there can be used the
overlay mechanism [74, 75]. The goal of the overlay mechanism is to optimize the data
transfer and reduce the overhead required for in-time data provisioning to the location
of the computational resources. Idea of this approach is to have the temporary storage
spaces besides the computing centers, which would allow to optimize the data delivery
among more than two computing resource locations. Examples of the overlay mechanism
implementations are IBP project [74,76], Kangaroo [77] and NeST [78].
Number of available open-source and commercial solutions for the common namespace
organization in the heterogeneous storage infrastructure, possibility of integration the
data transfer and accessibility with the GSI infrastructure, reliable and high speed net-
work connection together with variety of overlay systems boosted the development of
the Grid systems and network. Development and improvement of the data storage man-
agement systems remains one of the hot topics among scientific and commercial entities
due to its key importance in digital era.
The Grid Information Discovery and Management System
The Grid infrastructure consists of number of computing centers, the number can be in-
creased or reduced during different periods of time. Amount of available computational
resources also varies, i.e. the number of available computing centers is not persistent in
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time. Another reason of changes in terms of the resources is substitution of old resources
with the new computing and storage capacities. Thus for efficient management of the
Grid systems it is important to follow the dynamics of the available computing resource
changes. Hence the Grid information and resource discovery systems plays a key role for
the proper load distribution among available Grid computing sites that builds the basis
for guaranteeing the proper QoS.
As most of the Grid related concepts and technologies, the fundamental and basic imple-
mentation of the Grid information system was performed in terms of the Globus Toolkit
project. The Globus Metadata Directory Service (MDS) [79] and later MDS2 was one
of the main conceptual implementations of such a system. The MDS2 held and was pro-
viding all the information about computational and storage resources available among
a single VO. It has two core components: 1) The Grid Resource Information Service
(GRIS) servers, implemented on the Grid site level and providing local information and
2) The main the VO level directory service provided by Grid Index Information Service
(GIIS) servers.
The GRIS was providing the site specific information stored on LDAP [80] based direc-
tory system and on the site level there were no scalability or extensibility problems. For
the completeness of the system functionality the site level information was collected by
GIIS servers providing the VO level information. Though there were no performance
related issues with the GRIS, once the amount of the site related information was increas-
ing problems start occurring [81]. This problems were fixed with the further upgrades
and modifications of the MDS system. The core modifications in the MDS system were
performed in the MDS4 [82] version. This system has moved to the web-service based
technologies, in particular it is based on the WS-Resource Framework (WSRF) and WS-
Notification (WS-N) specifications [83].
The stable and efficient performance of the MDS was useful mostly for the Grid sites
based on Globus Toolkit middleware, which also meant that the structure of published
and aggregated information was not similar to the one that other Grid communities were
using. This issue was causing interoperability problems especially among the Grid com-
puting sites, which were deployed based on different middleware but were in the same
VO. The solution for this problem was development of the common standard or stan-
dardized mechanism for the Grid information publication. First effort in this direction
was initiated in terms of the GLUE (Grid Laboratory for a Uniform Environment) [22]
project, which was a collaboration among European and US Grid projects and commu-
nities. Nowadays the initiative for the GLUE activities is taken by the Open Grid Forum
(OGF) [84].
In terms of the GLUE project the concept of the information schema has been devel-
oped. The information schema is the standardized structure of the information for the
Grid sites to publish the site-specific information. The schema allowed to organize the
resource information exchange inside a particular VO even if the sites were deployed on
the basis of different middleware. This was the big step forward in the interoperability
improvement and this standard schema has been adopted by the number of Grid com-
munities such as, LCG [85], OSG [86], NDGF [87], EGEE [88] and now by EGI [89].
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The schema is an information format containing data about the resource endpoint names,
their availability, current state, technical details and configuration parameters, as well
as the list of authorized users and permitted actions. The GLUE schema was designed
for both, the site and the VO levels, therefore the common data format is used on both
levels of the Grid infrastructure, which increases the efficiency of the overall Grid re-
source management process.
The schema is structured by the number of classes and subclasses. This approach is
sufficiently flexible, such that together with the required data fields one can include any
specific detail about the particular Grid site or VO.
Two core classes the UserDomain and AdminDomain structures the schema and pro-
vides the hierarchically organized Grid site or/and VO level information. The remaining
classes of the schema contain information about the service endpoints and related access
policies, also about the computing and storage capacity. Flexibility of the information
structure in terms of provisioning an additional Grid site or VO specific details is guar-
anteed by the optional data fields Other Info and Extension Classes [90].
All main and widely used Grid middleware implementations contain the Grid Informa-
tion System as one of their core component. One of the oldest implementation is the
MDS as a part of the GLOBUS Toolkit project, for the gLite the BDII [91]component
serves as a site or VO level information provider as well as the endpoint for the resource
capacity and state monitoring. In case of the UNICORE, the CIS [92] holds and provides
the Grid infrastructure capability data. All these implementations are using common,
GLUE schema as a structure for storing and publication of the information and mainly
share the conceptual side of their functionality.
One of the widely used Grid information component in the LCG community is the Berke-
ley Database Information Index (BDII) 3.5. It consists of three main levels such as, the
Grid site service level, the Grid site level and the VO level. The BDII component of
the particular Grid site service level information provides details and data about the
state, configuration and capacity regarding the particular service, this information is
aggregated on the Grid site level BDII endpoint and published to the top-level BDII
service. At all levels authorized users and services can query the information from the
BDII components and end-points.
3.2.4. WLCG and ATLAS Distributed Computing
In this subsection the conceptual overview of the World-Wide LHC Computing Grid
(WLCG) infrastructure and functionality will be provided as well as detailed description
of the ATLAS Distributed Computing (ADC) systems functionality and interoperability
will be covered.
WLCG
Initial structure and conceptual model of the WLCG was proposed in 1999 in terms of
the MONARC [94] project. The basic idea of hierarchical and distributed organisation
of the WLCG was so efficient and well-adjusted to the foreseen scientific challenges, that
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Figure 3.5.: Berkeley Database Information Index (BDII) [93].
it has not been changed much up to now.
WLCG represents cross-organizational Grid, it federates three large Grid communities,
European EGI (the successor of EGEE), US OSG and NDGF, in total it is a collabo-
ration of almost 160 computing centers of various capabilities from 39 countries. Main
purpose of about 200 PB of storage capacity, nearly 350 000 computing cores and mainly
10GB/s network infrastructure of WLCG is to provide computational resources to the
four main LHC experiments: ALICE [95], ATLAS [96], CMS [97] and LHCb [98].
The hierarchy of the WLCG is organized in so-called tier structure. The Tier 0 center
resides at CERN [99] and its purpose is mainly to record an experimental data, perform
the initial data reconstruction process and to distribute it to the computing centers
belonging to the lower layer of the structure. Besides that, Tier 0 provides significant
amount of the CPU cores for the raw experimental data calibration and also to support
the data analysis process at the site.
The peak data rate produced during the Run 1 of LHC in 2012 reached ∼4 GB/sec.
for ALICE, ∼1 GB/sec. in case of ATLAS and CMS each and ∼300 MB/sec. for the
LHCb. This is expected to be doubled during the Run 2 starting in 2015, which in total
is expected to reach 1 PB/s of data-flow from detectors directly. Of course such a big
amount of raw experimental data is preprocessed and only after that saved at Tier 0
storage facilities, where the rate of the recorded data reaches 1.5PB/week. Due to the
continuous flow of the experimental data during the LHC runs only 15% of the data
remains at Tier 0 and the rest is distributed to the further levels of the tier structure
and first of all in particular to the 11 Tier 1 centers. The purpose of the Tier 1 centers is
to preserve and provide wide access to the experimental data for further analysis, repro-
cessing and distribution to the next computing and storage centers of the Tier structure
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i.e. to the Tier 2 centers.
Provisioning of the storage and computing resources for the Physics simulation tasks and
end-user analysis is the main functional goal of about 150 Tier 2 centers spread around
the globe. The final layer of the Tier structure, the Tier 3 centers aim to provide mostly
the computational resources rather than storage capacities see fig. 3.6.
The Tier structure wouldn’t guarantee efficient functionality of WLCG without other
Figure 3.6.: WLCG Tier structure.
key components such as security and information systems, middleware and connectivity
and operations infrastructure.
Security in WLCG is based on high level of trust among the Certificate Authorities (CA)
i.e. VO units, which are agreed to issue and recognize the trust of the resource/host
or user X.509 infrastructure based certificates. For efficient collaboration, vulnerability
experience sharing and rapid reaction on security incidents an appropriate federated
groups and teams are organized e.g. Grid Security Vulnerability Group, Operational
Security Coordination Team etc.
The information system in WLCG plays key role in terms of interoperability inside the
VO and also among the number of heterogeneous Grids. The structure of the informa-
tion in WLCG is organized according to the GLUEschema standards. As for general
WLCG site specifications, endpoint access Fully Qualified Domain Names (FQDNs) and
available Grid services per site, as well as the information about the site downtime is
available in the GOCDB [100].
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Operations infrastructure of Grid consists of the Regional Operations Centers (ROCs).
Each WLCG participant country operates one of such kind centers, but in some cases
a single center covers several countries which belong to the same geographical location.
The countrywide ROC centers help to improve operations among the sites on the country
level. The common point for European ROC centers is the CIC portal [101]. Another
spot supporting the communication of the Grid users and the site administrators is the
GGUS [102], which is equipped with the web and mail interfaces. The GGUS allows the
Grid users, operations managers and site administrators to report about the site related
issues and follow the progress about each particular reported problem or task.
APEL (Accounting Processor for Event Logs) [103] is additional WLCG service, which
supports the operations and allows to trace the number of submitted, successfully fin-
ished and failed computational jobs. Each WLCG site run an APEL instance, which
publishes the job accounting information to the central server at RAL (Rutherford Ap-
pleton Laboratory) UK.
In order to follow the WLCG sites performance there were introduced two major metrics
reliability and availability [104]. To observe the current site status and also check the
history of these two major metrics the efficient monitoring infrastructure is required.
For this purpose the SAM tests [104] and monitoring dashboard [105] systems were in-
troduced among WLCG. These monitoring infrastructures perform tests for each of the
services listed in the GOCDB under the particular WLCG site and transforms the mea-
surements into the availability and reliability information.
The largest share of the WLCG sites operate with the EMI (gLite) middleware [106],
the significant share of the resources also run globus and ARC [107] middlewares.
Stable 10GB/s interconnection among Tier 0 and Tier 1 centers as well as among Tier
1 and corresponding Tier 2 centers proved its efficiency already during the LHC Run 1.
This stable and well-organized system allowed also to deploy number of improvements
in terms of the WLCG operations automation and efficient management [108].
ATLAS Distributed Computing
The PanDA project as a Workload Management System (WMS) started in 2005 and
up to 2008 it was mainly used for the ADC sites located in US. Due to its efficiency,
robustness and security aspects also because of the plain python/https based REST
framework providing plain client interface it became asan ADC-wide WMS since 2008
and soon after 2011 it started extension beyond the LHC experiments.
After becoming the ADC official WMS the PanDA system has been efficiently integrated
with the OSG/EGI and NDGF middleware systems. Expansions of PanDA also forced
provisioning of access to the cloud infrastructures like Amazon EC2 [109], Google Cloud
Platform [110] as well as to other computing resource providers such as Oak Ridge Lead-
ership Computing Facility (OLCF) [111], Future Grid [112], MIRA supercomputer [113].
Accepted computational jobs are distributed to the US OSG and EU EGI ADC sites
using the Condor-G [114] system, which is integrated with PanDA as an ”autopyfac-
tory” module (see fig.3.7). In case of the NDGF sites the PanDA distributes jobs using
another module, which integrates the ARC control tower functionality [115].
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Figure 3.7.: The PanDA System Workflow.
It is important for resource saving and overall efficiency, that PanDA system does not
send the code and the flow of computational task commands immediately after the com-
putational job submission. At first it sends to the sites the so-called pilot jobs [116],
which allocates certain slot of the required CPU resources and also checks the availability
of the storage capacity. Once the resources are available the pilot job retrieves actual
computational code from PanDA and launches it on the computing infrastructure. In
parallel the job behaviour is monitored by the pilot and in case of facing the running
time or resource limitation problems the job is cancelled and the sufficient information
is reported in the system. The actual job status is dynamically changed and displayed
in the monitoring web interface of the PanDA system and this information is again sup-
plied by the corresponding pilot job, the job statuses defined in PanDA are ”Defined”,
”Assigned”, ”Activated”, ”Starting”, ”Running”, ”Holding”, ”Transferring” and ”Fin-
ished/failed”, which are all self-explanatory and easily understandable for the owners of
jobs. The pilot-based system does not guarantee the immediate execution of the job on
the computing resource, it requests the resources but in order to avoid long waiting time
the PanDA performs in advance assessment of the available computational sites by the
brokerage module. This module analyses the data from the PanDA internal information
system, which includes the number and priority of submitted pilot jobs per site, it also
checks the amount of available CPU and storage capacities and information about the
downtime of the particular site services. In case, the priority of the recently submitted
job is higher it can skip the pilots with the lower priority at the site.Though pilots are
used for all jobs submitted to the PanDA system, still there are differences among the
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types of the jobs, which is reflected on the task queue organization per ADC site.
There are two main types of the computational jobs the production and user analysis.
The production jobs perform the Monte Carlo simulations of the various physical pro-
cesses and hence are used by the entire ATLAS community or by the particular working
group. The user analysis jobs are mainly submitted by the single users who aim to
process the particular set of the experimental data and extract the results. Despite to
the analysis jobs the production jobs are submitted by the automated system governed
by the production managers. Due to these specifications of the computational jobs in
ATLAS experiment each Tier 1 and Tier 2 sites has at least one analysis and a produc-
tion queue, which has an access to the site batch system via the Computing Element
(CE) middleware [14].
Due to the deployment of high speed and stable network connections not only among the
Tier 1 and subordinated Tier 2 centers but also among all computing facilities the AT-
LAS computing model has been modified from the hierarchical [117] to Meshgrid [118]
structure. In the hierarchical model, due to the insufficient speed of all to all ADC
sites interconnection the computational tasks containing certain number of computing
jobs were submitted only within a single Tier 1 and corresponding Tier 2 infrastructure,
which is called the national cloud. If the cloud’s overall performance was high the risk of
being overloaded was increasing while the certain well performing sites in other national
clouds could have been idle. This is the problem of the resource optimal usage, solution
to it became possible after the network connection improvements and introduction of
the Meshgrid structure, which allows the direct transfers of the datasets among Tier 2
centers, which are not subordinated to the common Tier 1 center.
According to the available monitoring information the PanDA system is capable to com-
plete 25 million jobs per month and even more, besides handling that bit computational
resource management in 2013 via the jobs went through PanDA system 1.2 ExaBytes of
data has been processed. These facts makes possible to mark PanDA as a first exascale
system in High Energy Physics.
ADC occupies largest share of the WLCG for computing and for the storage capacity
as well. Since the operation period of the ATLAS experiment i.e. ADC infrastructure it
has proved its efficiency, which would be impossible without efficient functioning of the
core systems, including the data management systems. The ATLAS Distributed Data
Management (DDM) system is a standalone but well integrated infrastructure with the
PanDA WMS and other core ADC services. The DDM stores/registers and provides
access to the ATLAS experimental data. Based on its data replication and deletion
functionality any kind of data loss as well as overloading of the distributed storage ca-
pacities with the identical data entities is not possible. The core component of the DDM
system, which aims registering and cataloguing of the ATLAS data as well as its move-
ment among ADC sites, deletion and consistency check of the data entities is called the
Don Quijote 2 (DQ2) [119]. The DQ2 system proved its efficiency by its stable perfor-
mance in terms of management of more than 150 PB of data, distributed in about 150
ADC sites. Though the DQ2 performance was sufficiently stable the operational costs
of the system was increasing alongside with the growing volumes of the data requiring
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efficient management, which was the hint to the fact that the system’s performance lim-
itation was reached. Therefore as a successor of the DQ2 the new system, Rucion [120]
is to be commissioned.
However the core component of the DDM system is to be changed, the data entity
structure and organization remains. The smallest component of the system containing
the certain amount of an experimental data is a file, mostly consisting of C++ objects,
suitable for reading programmatically. The files are organized in larger structures, called
datasets. Datasets contain the fluent information about a particular colision in the AT-
LAS detector and its physical characteristics. The datasets itself are organized in the
next level structure, the containers. The containers might carry information about the
several collisions of the elementary particles which can be grouped according to some
common features. The datasets and containers might overlap in terms of files. Frequently
different datasets contain the similar files and when the datasets deletion is performed
it is important to delete only the files, which are not in common with other datasets
or containers. Therefore deletion process can not be considered as a trivial process and
certain dedicated policies are defined for it in DDM system.
There are several components of the Rucio system that represent its core functionality
and the concept. The Rucio system performs operations using the accounts, each user of
the system, the human, automated Monte-Carlo production robot or a working group is
mapped to the particular account or group of accounts. Association of the system users
to the accounts is performed based on X.509 certificates or using the Kerberos token.
After the authentication Rucio performs the authorization in order to define and verify
the permitted actions for the particular account.
The data entity naming schema in Rucio system has the conceptual meaning, each of
the dataset or file has two core components of the name, the scope i.e. identifier for the
realm of activity where the data will be used e.g. production or user analysis and the
second part the associated name in the system. Each of the data entities has a char-
acterizing attributes. In case of file attributes, there might be provided an information
about their availability, while for the datasets it might be given a hint if it is possible
to add the content i.e. files to it or not. Also there are metadata attributes defined by
the users (number of events, run number, run period or job id) and by the system (size,
checksum, creation time, etc.) all these attributes are required for the efficient usage
and Rucio performance improvement.
The single unit of the Rucio distributed storage capacity is called the Rucio Storage El-
ement (RSE), which has its own attributes representing available data access protocols
(SRM, HTTPS), storage type (disk or/and tape), information about the free, used and
non-pledged storage capacities, weight value, which is used for the data distribution and
deletion operations optimization.
Each file stored on a particular RSE can be identified by its Physical File Name (PFN).
In order to reach the data stored into the file from outside i.e. from other RSE or by
the user it is important to have the corresponding identifier, which can be the file name,
URI or any other identifier adopted in the system. The mapping between the data entity
and the PFN is implemented in RSE as a separate functionality.
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The data replication mechanisms in Rucio is implemented based on the replication rules.
Each rule is owned by the account and defines the number of the data replicas that need
to be available on a certain set of RSEs. The replication mechanism also assumes that
the files need to be organized in a certain hierarchy in order to optimize the data analysis
code execution, which is I/O intensive. Data deletion and subscription mechanisms are
also tightly connected to the accounts and rules concept [120] as well as to the hierar-
chical organization of the data.
From the architectural point of view Rucio consists of four core components the server,
users interface, resources and the daemons [120].
The server component of the Rucio infrastructure supports communication of the sev-
eral core constituents of system and provides the REST interface to the users. Also it
contains the user authentication and authorization mechanism that maps users to the
accounts based on Oauth [121] approach.
Users can communicate with the server via the command line client that represents the
user interface of the system. Besides the communication the clients provide the Python
based programmable interface that simplifies the integration of the users specialized re-
quests into the code and also into the DDM system.
As for the resources component of the Rucio architecture one can refer to the RSE
abstraction layer, which hides the complex and heterogeneous distributed software and
hardware storage infrastructure. The abstraction layer allows to interact with the any
kind of RSE with random location using the standardized tools and applications, which
simplifies users interaction with the data.
There are five key daemons of the Rucio that puts together number of modules and com-
ponents of the system together. The daemons are Conveyor - supports the file transfer
operations, Reaper - daemon for the replica deletion, Undertaker - provides mechanism
for the expired data identification, Transmogrifier - monitors and applies replication
rules to the newly created datasets, Judge - provides functionality for creation of the
data replication rules.
As an important component of the system the SQLAlchemy (need the reference) can
be considered, since it allows flexible functionality of the Rucio with the widely used
RDBMS e.g. Oracle, MySQL or PostgreSQL.
All these Rucio components and features as well as its well integrated infrastructure
with other core ADC services guarantees and already demonstrates its stable perfor-
mance since the beginning of 2015 i.e. since its commissioning time.
Technical and general information about ADC resources is dynamic and changes in time,
therefore it needs to be updated periodically in core ADC systems. This information
plays key role in efficient management of the entire infrastructure. The set of technical
details, being part of the site related information, is important for proper functioning of
the PanDA and DDM central services. The ADC sites are part of different Grids such
as OSG, EGI and NorduGrid and hence information about the sites is distributed in
different information systems and doesn’t share the common structure, which was the
main motivation for the development and deployment of the information system called
AGIS (ATLAS Grid Information System) [122].
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AGIS provides information about ADC topology, sites availability, also FQDNs of the
site service back-ends, the site downtime information, site’s parameters in the PanDA
system, datasets replication details, users privileges and details about their role and au-
thorized actions for the associated accounts. All this information is stored and managed
by the Oracle Database Management System. AGIS provides ways not only to view the
aggregated and stored information but also to reuse it via the Application Programming
Interface (API), which is the way how the system is integrated with other central ADC
services. The Django framework [123] based WebUI is the way how the information
can be viewed and changed. The changes are not reflected in the source information
systems, but since AGIS represents the basic entry point of information for the ADC
central services, changes at this level are sufficient for proper functioning of the entire
infrastructure. Command line tool is yet another way for information retrieval from
AGIS.
Aggregation of the ADC site specific key information in a single point, mapping of dif-
ferent technical and general site related attributes in terms of a single object, multiple
ways and formats for accessing and reusing of the collected and organized information,
simple WebUI based approach for changing and viewing of various details about an ADC
infrastructure, turns AGIS not only in a core service for ATLAS computing but also it
became a important component for automation of the ADC operations.
Dedication of the WLCG and hence the ADC infrastructure is to store, preserve and
analyse extremely valuable physics experimental data. Distributed infrastructure of
ADC is very complex and heterogeneous, it is prone to hardware and/or software fail-
ures that might cause the data loss, violation of the QoS agreement and general efficiency
degradation, which is not acceptable. In order to avoid the large scale problems among
the ADC systems and core services, the constant, 24/7, monitoring and reporting is
required, which is the main responsibility of the ATLAS Distributed Computing Oper-
ations Shifters (ADCoS). Shifters are mainly personnel affiliated with various scientific
institutions and computing centers who are involved in the ADC. Their main duties are
related to the system deployment and administration activities, at their sites. Besides
the shifters there are ADC central services and operations responsible who are informed
about critical issues in order to take an appropriate actions. The action taking respon-
sibilities are distributed according to the authorisation rights, therefore in some critical
situations also the ADCoS shifters, with different roles are able to take particular ac-
tions.
The ADCoS shifts are organized in three time zones, Asia-Pacific (00:00-08:00 hrs CET),
the Europe (08:00-16:00, CET) and the US (16:00-24:00, CET). During each time zone
shift, there are always several people on line, who mainly communicate with the ded-
icated chat program and take joint decisions about the various issues. Advantage of
the dedicated chat program is to store the communication history, such that the next
time zone shifter can follow the details about the issues or statuses of the entire ADC
infrastructure and services. Each time zone shift has a Shift Captain, who coordinates
the communication among the Senior, Trainee and Expert shifters as well as with re-
sponsible for the ADC central services management. There is one time slot per day for
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the Expert shifters, who have the sufficient experience and knowledge about the current
activities, issues and the structure organization of an ADC systems and services. The
Expert shifters serve as a connecting point between the time zone shifters in order to
transfer the details about the ongoing issues which needs and action taking or further ob-
servation and reporting. There are three slots for the Senior shifter, each per time zone.
The Senior shifters should actively check the current status of the ADC site services,
downtime information, data distribution and task execution as well as the status of the
central services such as the central data base systems located at Tier 0, Castor storage
system, Squid instances for the CVMFS and various systems and services supporting
the DDM and PanDA functionality.
Since there is a certain level of personnel migration from and to the ATLAS community
it is important to have adequately trained and experienced human resources for sup-
porting the ADCoS shifts, therefore the special Trainee shift slot exists, each per time
zone. The Trainee shifters have to be active and need to follow the issues and also learn
the tools and rules of the ADC operations mainly from the Senior and Expert shifters.
Activity and the learning rate of each of the Trainee shifter is evaluated by the Senior
shifter who are taking the shifts together with the Trainee. The evaluation is reported
to the ADC coordinators in order to take a decision of promotion of a persons from a
Trainee to the Senior status. The training period usually requires from 10 to 12 sequen-
tial shifts, without interruption.
The general tools for the shifters in terms of problem identification among the ADC
central services or among the infrastructure is the set of monitoring systems, which
needs to be checked and analysed constantly. There are two types of monitoring in-
formation providing the real-time monitoring data and also the tools aggregating the
long-term performance details of the ADC sites and services. The real-time monitoring
data shows the current state and the status of data transfers from and to the sites, also
the performance of the CPU farms, as well as the details about the computational tasks
that are registered in the WMS system with certain status and in addition the CERN
Analysis Facility performance and the status is also presented. Information about the
central services displayed in the SLS (Service Level Status) monitors is also the part of
the real-time monitoring information. The long-term performance details are stored for
further analysis and bottleneck detection in the ADC systems and services. In general,
the tools providing such kind of information store the summary data from the real-time
monitoring information and provides it in different known formats e.g. XML or JSON
(JavaScript Object Notation) for their further analysis using Apache Hadoop or Apache
Casandra tools as well as using other machine learning or statistical methods and appli-
cations.
Actions taken by the shifters are mainly based on the real-time monitoring information
and it includes ADC site exclusion from the computational or data transfer activities.
Besides manual interaction there are certain number of automation tools for the site
exclusion from the activities in case of its downtime or its poor performance. The site
performance issues in terms of PanDA system are detected using the HammerCloud [124]
tests. The HammerCloud system submits the trivial and pre-checked scripts i.e. test
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jobs to all ADC sites providing the computational resources. The jobs are analysing
the facility with number of tests and in case of the certain level of failures the site is
temporary excluded from the PanDA system activities and the corresponding site re-
sponsible are notified. Once the issues are solved at the site the HammerCloud system
automatically activates the facility again. The site exclusion by the HammerCloud or
by the shifter is reflected on the site availability and reliability report, which shows the
optimal usage of computational and storage resources for the ATLAS data analysis and
preservation. The site exclusion from data processing or storage activities by the shifter
is performed based on the analysis of the computational job related log files and messages
available in the PanDA system. In case of the certain signature in the log files or the
failure messages there can be identified the site related issues, which can serve as a basis
for the site deactivation in the PanDA by the authorized shifter. Another core source
showing detailed information about the data transfers efficiency from and to the site as
well as the data deletion efficiency is the DDM dashboard [125]. Information provided by
the dashboard also can be the basis for the site manual exclusion from the data transfer
related activities. The information contains the reason of the data transfer or deletion
failures and in case of the certain key words it is possible to identify whether the failures
were related to the site infrastructure problems or it was caused by the central services
malfunctioning.
The ADC monitoring tools as well as the ADCoS play important role for several years in
providing the reliable and stable services for the ADC infrastructure consumers. Though,
the human interaction and involvement in the ADC operations is important the goal is
to reduce the human resources and factor for such activities and automate the infrastruc-
ture management processes as much as possible. The automation should be performed
on the basis of the existing information provided from the monitoring tools as well as
on the basis of the accumulated experience by the shifters.
Efficiency and reliability of the Grid computing concepts has been proved to be a con-
sistent with the requirement and challenges mankind is facing now. The best proof of
the ideas reliability is the WLCG, which represents the largest Grid infrastructure in
the world. Besides the good overall performance of the WLCG systems and services,
important role in the proof of the concept has played its particular components such as
ATLAS Distributed Computing.
Alongside with the building and evolution of the Grid concepts, it helped to emerge
number of new research activities in the field of computer science. Some of them ended
up with the strong new concepts such as Cloud Computing and some of them continues
evolution like the Autonomic Computing concept. The variety of the successful Grid




ATLAS Tier 2 Center GoeGrid
It is impossible to imagine modern scientific and research activities without computing.
The scientific and research groups at the Georg-August-Universität Göttingen are not an
exception, hence the joint initiative to deploy the common computing and data storage
facility arose, which was realized as a computing and data storage centre GoeGrid [126].
The main contributors to the joint computing centre up to now are faculty of Physics
and in particular II. Physics Institute [127] and Institute of Theoretical Physics [128],
MediGRID [129], TextGrid [130] and Gesellschaft für Wissenschaftliche Datenverar-
beitung mbH Göttingen GWDG [131], the computational resource distribution among
these communities is provided in the table 4.1.
Besides serving as a common computing and storage resource for the scientific groups
Community HEPSpec2006 Fraction(%)
II. Physics Institute 17092 66.8%




Table 4.1.: Apportionment of the GoeGrid computing resources by the contributors.
at the Göttingen University, 66.8% of the facility i.e. the share for the II. Physics In-
stitute has the status of WLCG Tier 2 centre since 2008. The detailed description of
the hardware and software setup of the Tier 2 centre, GoeGrid, as well as description of
supplied services, monitoring and management tools will be provided in this chapter.
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4.1. Hardware Setup
The computing facilities involved in WLCG at different Tier level provide mainly data
storage and computational services. The computing centres at the Tier 2 level also
provide information services for the Grid information system as well as accounting in-
formation about the resource consumption and monitoring data. These services are
provided via the adopted and standardized middleware components, while decision for
the computing facility management and monitoring are taken individually and from this
point of view each site differs from other.
The computational service provisioning is guaranteed by the batch system, consisting of
the head node, managing the computational tasks distribution among the worker nodes,
which execute the actual data analyses code and return the results. The GoeGrid consist
of 317 heterogeneous worker nodes, with 634 CPU-s and 3496 cores (see table 4.2) with
at least 3-4 GB of memory per core. All the compute nodes are interconnected via the
1GB/s local network, without link to the internet. Each compute node is equipped with
two identical hard drives integrated in RAID 1 disk and used for to run the operating
system. In case of the entire batch system the CentOS 6.6 x86 64 [132] is the default
operating system.
For the WLCG Tier 2 computing centre the storage space is managed by the dCache
CPU Clock[GHz] # of CPUs # of Cores
Intel Xeon E5-26650 2.40 32 256
Intel Xeon E5530 2.40 32 136
Intel Xeon X5355 2.66 152 608
Intel Xeon X5650 2.67 104 624
Intel Xeon E5-2660v3 2.60 12 120
Intel Xeon E5-26600 2.20 32 256
Intel Xeon X5650 2.66 8 48
Intel Xeon E5-2650v3 2.30 30 300
Intel Xeon E5-2660v2 2.20 26 260
Intel Xeon E5-26700 2.60 16 128
Intel Xeon E5440 2.83 190 760
Table 4.2.: GoeGrid CPU specification.
system [133], where the data from the ATLAS experiment [134] and related simulation
tasks are stored and analysed. The dCache system at the GoeGrid aggregates the storage
space provided from the 12 independent servers as a single capacity of 1.1PB size, which
is divided into the corresponding space tokens managed by the responsible personnel for
the ATLAS experiment data management system. Besides the dCache, around 25TB
of the Storage Area Network (SAN) is also in use mainly for hosting the images of the
virtual machines and also for supporting the Network File System (NFS) mounted on
each of the compute node of the batch system as well as at the storage servers. The
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servers constituting the storage of the Tier 2 centre GoeGrid, have one 1GB/s network
interface accessible to the global internet and 10GB/s network card for the local area
network, where the most communication from the worker nodes comes to.
4.2. Software Setup
In order to provide the requested computational and storage services as WCLG Tier
2 centre GoeGrid the standard and adopted middleware packages are in use.For the
hardware and software level management as well as for the monitoring of the entire
infrastructure, different software packages and suits are deployed. Description of the
software packages for the WLCG service provisioning as well as for the monitoring and
management will be provided in this section.
4.2.1. The Batch System
The batch system of the GoeGrid is deployed based on the TORQUE [135] resource
manager and MAUI [136] computing job scheduler packages. The TORQUE resource
manager is a client-server application and consists of two main parts the pbs server dae-
mon running on the head node of the batch system and the pbs mom daemon running on
each of the multiple compute nodes. The pbs server daemon at the GoeGrid is running
on a dedicated machine alongside with the scheduler MAUI. The pbs server accepts the
request for the resources required for a particular computational job, which is transmit-
ted to the scheduler. The scheduler, according to the predefined scheduling strategy,
returns the list of the available worker nodes with the desired resources to the head node
daemon. Based on the provided hosts list the tasks are submitted sequentially from
top to the bottom. Overall efficiency of the batch system is guaranteed by the constant
communication among the head and worker nodes, the pbs mom daemons supply the
head node and hence the scheduler with the information about their availability and
about the status of the submitted job. Another key aspect affecting the batch system
functionality is the scheduling algorithm. Certain amount of the scheduling strategies
are integrated in MAUI. In case of GoeGrid, due to the sharing of the resources by mul-
tiple scientific groups, the fairshare scheduling algorithm [137] is used. The fareshare
algorithm guarantees availability of predefined amount of resources, but in case more
computational power will be required and meanwhile there will be idle worker nodes,
jobs will be submitted there as well. In this way the most optimal resource consumption
can be reached for all scientific groups.
4.2.2. Storage System
The data storage infrastructure for the GoeGrid Tier 2 centre is based on dCache
system. The dCache software is the results of joint effort of the Deutsches Elektron-
Synchrotron (DESY) [138], Hamburg, Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory (Fermi-
Lab) [139] Batavia, Illinois, Copenhagen and Linköping Universities.
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The dCache system allows to create a single storage space with a common file system
from independent servers interconnected with the network. The dCache file system
purely normal file system (pnfs) [140] allows to access and modify each data object
without knowing of its physical location on the storage servers. Due to the ATLAS
Distributed Computing (ADC) organization it is required to have the centralized access
to the certain parts of the entire disk space of Tier 2 GoeGrid. In case of ADC all these
functionalities and actions are possible via the SRM protocol, which is guaranteed by
the dCache system. For the data transfers dCache provides set of standard and adopted
protocols for the Grid sites, such as: dCap, GridFTP, GSIdCap, HTTP (WebDAV) [141]
and XRootD [142].
The building block of the dCache functional structure is the cell service, running a dedi-
cated Java Virtual Machine (JVM). For each particular functionality e.g. providing the
data transfer using a particular protocol, storing a data object etc. is handled by the
dedicated cell services. Organizing of the dCache structure based on the cell services is
due to its Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) [143], hence the cell services are able to
communicate with each other over the network infrastructure. The list of the dCache




Access to the data objects on the storage system;
Single door for management and protocol: administration,
dCap, GridFTP, GSIdCap, HTTP, SRM,
Web-DAV and XRootD.
pnfs manager
Provides the common name space for all data
objects stored in a single dCache system.
Crucial part in the dCache system, it’s stability
guarantees the entire dCache system serviceability.
pool Actual storage for data
pool manager
Provides actual file transfer functionality,
interacting with one or several pools of data,
identifying pools, provides pool ranking
using the cost metric
gPLAZMA
Grid-aware PLuggable AuthoriZation Management




Table 4.3.: Key cell services in the dCache system.
One of the key functional services, which does not have a corresponding cell service is
a pnfs manager (pnfs). The pnfs has a complex structure and it guarantees the dCache
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functionality by means of provisioning the common file system. Each data object stored
in the dCache system is registered in the pnfs with its unique, 96 bits ID. All the IDs
are stored in the dedicated pnfs database suite, which has corresponding flexibility to
handle the large amounts of data objects (up to 277 entries).
Among all available data transfer protocols supported by the dCache system the key im-
portance for the ADC users have the dCap, GridFTP and the XRootD. For dCap and
GridFTP protocols authentication is performed using the GSI infrastructure integrated
with the dCache system, while XRootD represents the completely unauthenticated pro-
tocol used for read-only access on data. In case of ADC the dCap protocol is mostly
used for the data transfers among the worker nodes and storage system i.e. at the LAN
level, while GridFTP being part of Globus toolkit supports the parallel transfers of a
single data object and hence is more widely used.
4.2.3. Middleware Componenets of GoeGrid
The Computing Element (CE) is one of the core components of any computing facility
involved in the Grid computing. In case of ATLAS Tier 2 centre GoeGrid the middleware
used for CE role is Computing Resource Execution and Management (CREAM) [144].
For the fault tolerance there are deployed two instances of CE running the CREAM
middleware, which is a Java based application running in the Tomcat application server
environment and have the Service Oriented Architecture.
In ADC environment the role of the central WMS has the PanDA system, which dis-
tributes the submitted computational tasks to the computing facilities CEs. Communi-
cation between the PanDA WMS and CREAM is possible over the Interface to Cream
Environment (ICE), which is the specific, integrated component of the middleware. Be-
sides the WMS, computational jobs can be submitted to the CREAM directly by the
user, hence job submission tools and applications like Ganga [145], pAthena [146] and
prun [147], adopted among the ADC users, are supported by the CREAM. Besides the
job submission the CREAM, via its interfaces, provides the control mechanism to mon-
itor, cancel, abort, resubmit or suspend the job. Besides the job related functionality
the manipulations for the users with the managerial access rights are guaranteed, hence
the user with the granted permission can enable or disable the job submission on a
particular CREAM instance also collect the internal, service related, information. The
key aspect for the CREAM is the communication with the corresponding computational
farm, which is possible via the Batch-system Local ASCII Helper (BLAH) [148] compo-
nent. The BLAH component, integrated in the CREAM guarantees the communication
with the LSF, PBS/Torque, Condor, SGE and BQS batch systems (Local Resource
Management Systems (LRMS)). The computational jobs submitted to the CREAM are
written using the classad-based Job Description Language (JDL) expression [149]. The
JDL allows to describe the jobs requiring the batch and parallel processing i.e. there
might be requested a single or multiple CPU cores for a single job. The CREAM sup-
ports both types of jobs which are transferred to the LRMS directly, there is no specific
requirement for the batch jobs in terms of the software while for the parallel jobs, the
MPI library is important, that allows the interprocess communication.
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Management of computational resources plays important role in an efficient resource
management. In case of WLCG as well as for ADC information about the provided and
consumed CPU resources is known for each computational site. In case of GoeGrid as
well as for other ADC sites the CPU accounting information is provisioning is organized
via the APEL service. The accounting information contains the number of submitted
and successfully finished jobs at the site as well as the associated core consumption
information. All the information is aggregated at the central server at Rutherford Ap-
pleton Laboratory (RAL) [150] and it is possible to filter these data by user, VO, region,
country etc. Information aggregation at the central server is organized according to the
push model, which assumes that each computing facility contributing to the ADC runs
its own, local instance of APEL server that pushes the accounting data to RAL.
The locally deployed APEL server contains two major parts the APEL parser and the
APEL published. The APEL parser communicates with the site computing elements in
order to get the access to the batch system log files, which contain information submitted
jobs and their states. This information is analysed in conjunction with the benchmark
values provided from the CEs and are recorded in the local database. The APEL pub-
lisher access the analysed accounting data in the database and pushes the data to the
central APEL server in order to contribute in overall WLCG CPU resources accounting
report preparation. The local instance of APEL server at GoeGrid is running on the
KVM virtualization environment [151] with a single virtual CPU and 1GB of memory.
The Tier 2 centre GoeGrid provides multiple Grid services with corresponding FQDN
and ports, also the information about the number and configuration of CPU cores and
memory per core is changing from time to time. Provisioning of detailed site related
information and specification in a centralized way the BDII service has been deployed.
The BDII instance is running at GoeGrid on a dedicated virtual machine, deployed in
the KVM environment similarly to the APEL instance. The BDII service of GoeGrid
provides information about the number of available cores at the site, the FQDN and
port information for storage related and other grid services required by the ADC man-
agement.
In order to support the proper Grid level authorization and authentication as well as
the functionality of all tools needed adopted in ADC for the data analysis the worker
nodes and the user interface middlewares are also deployed on the worker nodes of the
GoeGrid batch system.
4.2.4. Management Tools
Provisioning of highly reliable and available services by the Tier 2 centre GoeGrid de-
pends on efficient management of the hardware, especially the most consumed part, the
worker nodes of the computing farm. Frequently it is required to reinstall a single or
several worker nodes or upgrade all of them, which is not feasible manually, when dealing
with more than 300 machines. The Rocks Tools [152] at GoeGrid, provides first of all the
automatic installation mechanism including deployment of all needed software packages.
The XML based tree structure of Rocks Kickstart Graph [153] is employed to define
the RedHat Kickstart file [154], which allows higher flexibility in automated OS and
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software suite installation or upgrade. Besides the efficient Kickstart file deployment,
Rocks Tools at GoeGrid holds the information catalogue with all the key specifications
of the deployed servers. Via the dedicated CLI interface of the Rocks Tools, one can
get the GoeGrid hardware details immediately, which is very useful for the resource ac-
counting and bookkeeping. In addition to all the mentioned important features, Rocks
Tools provides the automatic DNS server configuration functionality. In case of the
GoeGrid this feature is used for the LAN environment, which is important especially
in case of the computing farm. Once the details about the new host are entered in the
Rocks database the new DNS entry is generated and it becomes resolvable without any
additional manipulations on the DNS server configuration file. Besides the functional
features, Rocks also enables Ganglia [155] monitoring tool integration in the hardware
under the management. Once the new worker node is deployed or the OS is installed
or upgraded, it is automatically included in the gangalia monitoring, that allows system
administrators to follow the load of the machine in a real time. All these features of
Rocks Tools makes the management of available resources very flexible and efficient.
Another tool that is actively used in the GoeGrid for its administration tasks automation
is the CFengine [156]. The CFengine is a distributed system, widely used for the monitor-
ing, analysis and management of large scale computing facilities. The main motivation
of the CFengine deployment in GoeGrid environment was the automation of big number
of routine administrative tasks requiring large share of manpower. CFengine allows to
translate most of the tasks as set of rules, which are called policies. The policies can
be general and specific for each instance, including storage system and computing farm
servers as well as for other grid service provider components. All these policies together
build the model providing the required state and configuration for the key services for
general infrastructure and also for a particular server. The set of policies are written
in the text file in form of the rules using the CFengine specific language. Each of these
text files are distributed on a dedicated machine and the CFengine service checks the
different parameters and/or states of the particular components and services according
to the predefined set of policies. The set of policies for entire infrastructure and for a
particular server represents the model of the entire system behaviour, which is impor-
tant to control for the system administrators. The CFengine also allows the detection
of the divergence from the described model, which helps in time problem detection and
isolation, hence increases the overall performance.
The Rocks Tools and CFengine are important applications that simplify the overall
management and administration process of GoeGrid. Both of these tools guarantee the
stable performance and functioning of GoeGrid for more then six years.
4.3. Monitoring
General description of the monitoring tools for the site, general description of the con-
cept of the large computing facility monitoring. Taxonomy of the monitoring tools. It
is impossible to perform efficient management of any computing facility without the
corresponding monitoring tools and applications. Monitoring is required to keep an eye
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on hardware components, services and also load of entire infrastructure. In this section
description of monitoring tools used at GoeGrid will be provided in more details.
4.3.1. Nagios
The Nagios software [157] is an open source network, systems and services monitoring
software. It allows to check network availability, also if a certain service port is func-
tional and reachable, it also shows hardware component information such as CPU load,
hard drive status, RAID status, usage of certain partitions on disk etc. The Nagios has
a plugin structure, each plugin executes a certain monitoring task i.e. checks the service
availability or a particular hardware component functionality. In case of GoeGrid 29
servers are under the Nagios monitoring. Most of the servers run the dCache storage
management system, the rest of them are dedicated for providing the nfs service to Goe-
Grid infrastructure, as well as supporting the KVM virtualization, in addition the Apel
and BDII instances are included in the list of the monitored hosts.
In case of GoeGrid all the plugins distributed on 29 servers communicate with a Nagios
server using the Nagios Remote Plugin Executor (NRPE) [158]. Information pushed to
the head server is analysed and four categories and corresponding colour codes are used
to identify the problematic case with the key work CRITICAL and a red color, dan-
gerous but not CRITICAL state with the key word WARNING and a yellow color, the
state when the service or hardware under the monitoring is in acceptable state the OK
key work is used in conjunction with the green color (see fig. 4.1). The fourth state cor-
responds to the situation when the host is not reachable or the response from the NRPE
client is not interpretable, for such cases the Nagios uses the key word UNKNOWN and
a gray color. Also there might be CRITICAL states when the entire host or a particular
plugin is not reachable or malfunctioning.
The web interface of Nagios displays the status and the corresponding message of each
particular plugin. The results of plugins are grouped under the corresponding host, that
simplifies a problem detection for the computing facility administrators. The left side
menu allows to display the current status of entire computing facility or a particular
server in different ways, the further menu options also allow to group the problematic
events by hosts and other characteristics. In addition it is possible to generate the overall
performance reports for a particular host or group of hosts.
The Nagios monitoring tool is online monitoring system providing the current state of
the entire infrastructure in a very efficient way. Its alarm and notification system also
makes Nagios the key component of the GoeGrid management process.
4.3.2. Ganglia
The GoeGrid computing farm i.e. the batch system server and the storage system
components with APEL and BDII instances are under the monitoring of two separate
Ganglia monitoring servers. The Ganglia instance running for the GoeGrid batch system
is automatically configured and deployed in terms of Rocks Cluster application, while the
hosts which are under the Nagios monitoring are included in the Ganglia by the GoeGrid
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Figure 4.1.: Nagios instance at WLCG Tier 2 centre GoeGrid.
administrators using the CFengine tool. Advantage of Ganglia monitoring is to provide
the hardware components and the system load metrics with different granularity, from
hourly and up to yearly length. Therefore monitoring of the GoeGrid infrastructure with
Ganglia and Nagios gives advantage of observing and analysing not only the current state
of GoeGrid but also looking into the periods of stable and problematic performance.
The Ganglia monitoring tool consists of three main components, the gmond and gmetad
daemons and the ganglia-web interface for displaying the aggregated information in an
interpretable and useful way [159]. The gmond daemon is deployed on each host under
the ganglia monitoring including the head node. It has two main states, such that it
can be used for the monitoring information aggregation and transmission to the head
node and also for receiving and storing the monitoring metrics from all hosts in the
cache memory. The gmetad daemon pulls periodically the cached monitoring data from
the memory and writes in the Round Robin Database (RRD), also it supports the User
Interface (UI) generation of the Ganglia web frontend. The aggregated data in the RRD
is displayed using the web frontend in a general view (see fig. 4.2) and also one can go
look for a particular metrics of a single host (see fig. 4.3).
4.3.3. HappyFace
The HappyFace [160] has been initiated as a joint project between two main participants
the Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (KIT) and the Georg-August-Universität Göttin-
gen. According to the taxonomy of Grid monitoring tools [161] the HappyFace have the
sensors, producer and republisher, hence belongs to the level two monitoring tool. It
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Figure 4.2.: General view of Ganglia monitoring tool at GoeGrid.
has a single point of access, provides actual, analysed data displayed using the simple
ranking mechanism, provides history functionality to view the status of the monitored
services or facility components in the past at a given date and time and the tool has a
modular structure. Each module of the HappyFace tool allows to collect various crucial
monitoring and performance information about the particular site. Due to the flexibility
of modules, it is possible to fetch the information published in a different formats from
various monitoring and accounting sources, thus the tool does not require deployment
of its own clients on various hosts and stands on top of existing monitoring applications
as a meta-monitoring framework.
The current version of HappyFace (version 3) is completely based on Python program-
ming language [162] and the dynamic web framework CherryPy [163]. Functionality of
HappyFace is based on its core scripts, which needs to be executed subsequentially. Ini-
tially the acquire.py should be launched, it reads all the configuration files and runs all
the modules in order to fetch and store the fresh information from various sources. The
next is a render.py script, which access the last entry of aggregated and stored data in
the database and process it to generate the output for the HappyFace web frontend (see
fig. 4.4).
At GoeGrid, the HappyFace is used to aggregate the monitoring information from
internal monitoring tools such as local instances of Nagios and Ganglia, also it collects
the site related monitoring data from external sources such as central ADC monitoring
tools like Distributed Data Management (DDM) Dashboard, PanDA system etc. Since
the GoeGrid is the computing and storage resource provider for ADC and so far it is
the only ATLAS site using the HappyFace meta-monitoring tool, most of the modules
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Figure 4.3.: Monitoring metrics of a particular host view at GoeGrid Ganglia instance.
Figure 4.4.: The HappyFace meta-monitoring tool workflow.
collecting information from the central monitoring tools were developed and deployed
locally, at the II Physics Institute of Georg-August-Universität Göttingen.
The HappyFace meta-monitoring application groups the modules output in categories.
Up to now, GoeGrid instance of HappyFace [164] has six categories, where one of them
”DB Webservicers” is dedicated for provisioning of the aggregated data for further anal-
ysis. The first category, ”Monitoring” displays the GoeGrid critical service test results
from the Service Availability Monitoring portal [165]. The second module in the same
category aggregates the monitoring information from the GoeGrid Nagios instance and
displays it in the table. The ”Site Services” category also contains two modules dedi-
cated for checking the correctness of published information from GoeGrid Apel and BDII
instances. Also, the modules, check if all the information is up to date and in case of
violation of the predefined thresholds, written in the corresponding configuration files,
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the alarm color code, ”red”, is used on the web frontend. In the category ”dCache” also
two modules, the ”dCache Pool Information” and the ”dCache Dataset Restore Moni-
tor (Lazy)” show details of the current status of GoeGrid dCache storage management
system and its key components. The category ”PanDA Info” contains four modules,
showing efficiency and status information about the GoeGrid production and analysis
queues in the PanDA system. Also the status of the functional tests, sent to GoeGrid
PanDA queues, to check its availability and reliability. The detailed information about
the Ganga jobs efficiency, submitted to the GoeGrid analysis queue, together with the
failed jobs statistics per queue and worker nodes, makes this category very useful for the
site administrators. The final category ”DDM” shows the efficiency of data movement
related activities. In particular two modules show the efficiency of the GoeGrid storage
as a source and as a destination for the data transfers and the data deletion efficiency.
All GoeGrid management and monitoring tools as well as the strategy for the GoeGrid
administration proved its efficiency during the period of the site operation as an Tier
2 centre, i.e. since 2008. Up to now the GoeGrid efficiency in terms of reliability and




During the last decade worldwide coverage of the internet has increased dramatically
together with the bandwidth capabilities of the network infrastructure. Average speed
of the internet access world-wide is in the range of several megabits per second. High
speed interconnection as well as the wide network coverage of the most populated parts
of the world has naturally increased demand on the digital services. Moreover the num-
ber of provided digital services is also growing almost on a daily bases. These drastic
changes were caused due to the fast technological growth, where leading role has the
revolution in mobile technologies and communications. Most of the digital activities,
which nowadays take place in everyday life, can be performed on the mobile devices,
which increases the time of being connected to a particular social or media networks as
well as to the digital commerce and communication applications or service providers.
Growing demand on digital services should be responded by the corresponding, stable
supply. Stability and availability of the provided services is the key requirement for the
digital service suppliers. Nowadays it is not possible to imagine that online shopping,
social media, communication applications or cloud platforms are not available for even
a short period of time. It is, first of all, harmful for the digital companies which will
loose reasonable amount of revenue on a minute scale. Therefore burden to handle and
provide continuous services goes on the system administrators. The amount of tasks
and work is only growing and there is no tendency to assume that it will reach certain
point of saturation. This fact provokes need for an automation of certain management
and administration processes performed by the human system administrators.
This is not the first time when the technological evolution requires the general solution
in terms of the management automation. Similar problem arose in the beginning of the
twentieth century, when the human operators were working on the manual switchboards
in order to connect two users of the telephone network. The number of users increased
dramatically and there was a lack of trained operators for supporting the telecommu-
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nication [166]. This problem, which could affect the entire evolution of the telecommu-
nications as a field, has been solved by the invention and deployment of the automatic
branch exchange. Despite to the simplicity of the problem of telephone communication
management automation, in case of the digital service provisioning there is a problem
set, which is broader and harder to handle. Complexity of the challenge is mainly due
to the big number of critical, independent subcomponents, which are necessary for pro-
visioning of a certain digital services. Each of these subcomponents independently have
to be stable in order to guarantee the overall system availability, reliability and service-
ability.
Automation of the complex system management, with the big number of independent
complex subcomponents, is a known topic of research for the last several decades. Before
arising of this problem, for the complex digital service providers, there were several sig-
nificant projects in related fields dealing with the similar challenges. The first well-known
project was initiated by the Defence Advanced Research Projects Agency DARPA [167]
in 1997. The main goal of the project was automation of the communication manage-
ment among the soldiers spread in different locations of the battlefield. The core idea
was provisioning of the information from a particular soldier to the entire group, about
the health condition and the certain characteristics of the location. Analysis of all the
information provided from the group of soldiers would allow a proper and efficient plan-
ning and assessment of a particular mission status and progress, which plays critical role
for achievement of success with small amount of loss. Together with critical informa-
tion provisioning and analysis, important aspect was the security of all communication
channels for avoiding any kind of intrusion. In order to solve this very complex problem
there was suggested an multi-hop ad-hoc routing [168] approach, i.e. the signal from a
soldier is sent to the nearest neighbour, afterwords the signal receiver sends it to the
next nearest neighbour, until all the group members are covered. This is known to be an
decentralized peer-to-peer mobile adaptive routing, which can be identified as a problem
of the complex system management automation. Another project, also initiated in terms
of DARPA in 2000, was the DASADA [169]. The goal of this project was more related
to the problem of the management processes automation of the modern digital service
providers, than in case of the 1997 DARPA initiative. In terms of DASADA project the
reusable and dynamic software system was developed, with an ability of self-adaptation
to the different changes of external or internal environmental conditions. This project
gave the significant contribution in terms of systematic approach development for the
complex system management automation, in particular the architecture-base system de-
velopment was proposed. Also, basic probes and gauges, for the system monitoring were
defined, which serve as a key performance and state indication metrics for the adaptation
engine [170–172]. The adaptation engine is the component analysing the current state of
the system and its subsystems. Only in 2001, there was a first proposal from IBM [173]
suggesting the general approach for the complex digital service providers management
automation. The core idea was based on autonomic properties i.e. the system should be
able to identify and solve the problems without the involvement of human, which even-
tually would lead to the decrease of the system administrator workload, hence increase
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of the entire system availability and reliability. The fourth [174] key project related to
the complex system management automation was also initiated by DARPA in 2004. The
goal of the program was provisioning of the dynamically adaptable, computing systems
providing the critical functionality continuously, despite to attacks or infrastructural
damage.
All, four projects share the common feature, the self-management, i.e. the main re-
quirement to the system was the automatic adaptation to the changes in the dynamic
environment, where the system is running. The major work from IBM, with the descrip-
tion of the Autonomic Computing (AC) concept, the projects initiated from DARPA
and other activities in the direction of the complex systems management automation
provoked the development of new concepts, strategies and approaches in the direction of
development of self-managing systems. Properties, architecture and implementations of
such systems for cloud and grid computing environments will be described in the next
sections of this chapter.
5.1. Introduction
Main motivation for development of the Autonomic Computing concept is provisioning
of highly available, reliable, secure and serviceable, self-managing computing system. In
order to develop and afterwords deploy the computing infrastructure with the options of
self-management, i.e. high level of automation, the key requirements need to be defined.
According to [175] the system with the self-management features, should be able to
recognize and analyse its own state and status, which also means understanding and
analysis of its subsystems conditions. This feature can be considered as a self-awareness
allowing automatic identification and reaction on the critical situations. The first action,
when the critical situation is observed, is the initiation, of the problem root cause anal-
ysis (RCA) process. The goal of the RCA is the detection of a particular problematic
component of the entire infrastructure and its isolation in order to decrease the malfunc-
tion rate for the entire system. The RCA can be considered as a part of self-awareness,
while the isolation and fixing of the entire system’s problematic part is identified as a
self-healing property of the autonomic computing.
The computing facility cannot exist in an isolated environment due to the fact that most
of the infrastructures and platforms provide their services to the users via the internet.
The internet is an extremely dynamic and rapidly expanding environment where the
dangerous activities also take place. The biggest threat from the internet to the large
digital service providers are the multiple and continuous attacks that cannot be quickly
and easily distinguished from the users requests, especially if the assault rate is low.
Automatic detection of the attack, as well as its prevention and adequate reaction on
it is additional essential and required component of the autonomic computing concept,
which is called the self-protection. It is impossible to substitute the system and security
administrators with an automatic systems, with the self-protection features, completely
but existence of such components is an opportunity to lighten the burden on the per-
sonnel, which also allows to concentrate the system administrators skills and knowledge
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on the analytical tasks related to the systems and infrastructure security.
The hardware component of the large computing platforms does not remain static for
the long periods of time. Frequently there is a need of hardware component exchange, or
the entire infrastructure expansion as well as decommissioning of the outdated hardware.
After all these actions the system based on the modified hardware needs to be adapted
to the changed conditions. This task mainly relies on the system administrators and
engineers but concept of the autonomic computing also covers such an activities. The
self-configuration feature of AC covers the aspect of the automatic system adaptation
to the changes on the hardware level.
Large digital service providers usually have the distributed structure and are based on
a complex software systems which have a number of tuning parameters. Proper adjust-
ment of all or at least the key parameters of various systems is the most important factor
for assurance of high service availability. Increasing complexity in terms of the number
of tuning parameters and the layers used in the modern software systems requires bigger
number of skilled and experienced personnel, which is not always available. Automation
of the systems adjustment plays a key role in further efficient usage and expansion of
the complex software systems providing the number of modern digital services. The
self-optimization is the feature of an AC, which is meant for handling the software sys-
tems tuning and adjustment for achievement the high service availability, reliability and
serviceability.
The general properties of an autonomic computing the self-configuration, self-healing,
self-optimization and self-protection in practice are associated to the particular actions
usually taken by the IT professionals during their daily activities. The most of these
actions are repetitive and are taken several times during the system administrator’s work-
ing time. This circumferences allows to automate number of such an activities named
as control loops. Large digital service providers follow the best practices and standards
of IT Infrastructure Library the ITIL [176], hence there are defined the control loops,
for most of the activities and incidents, taking place inside the infrastructure. Examples
of such an activities are ”incident management”, ”problem management” or ”change
management” etc., for all these activities the corresponding workflow is defined, which
needs to be accomplished in order to reach the final general objective. The objectives
are defined by the IT professionals and therefore when considering an automation of the
control loops it is important to have the corresponding interface where mostly the sys-
tem administrators will be able to identify the policies and general goals. Thus together
with the four general properties the requirement to AC is to have the corresponding
communication mechanism mostly for the system administrators and IT professionals.
According to the requirements and needs for the automation of the large scale computing
facility management processes there can be identified key components that needs to be
managed, which are different from each other by their functionality and characteristics.
The complex digital service provider platforms consist of a number of hardware and
virtual servers, network equipment and the software applications. All of these entities
needs to be protected, managed, configured and healed, hence it is important to run
the control loop on the level of each component of the infrastructure as well as on the
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level of orchestrating them as a single entity. Thus, the autonomic computing can be
considered as a complex system with the layered structure (see fig. 5.1) [177].
The ”Managed Resources” layer is similar to the grid fabric layer (see fig. 3.2), its
Figure 5.1.: The layered structure of Autonomic Computing according to [177].
components are hardware and virtual servers, applications and application servers, soft-
ware and hardware constituents of the network infrastructure as well as the database
application servers. The ”Managed Resources” components are managed by own self-
management control loop together with the autonomic managers from the upper layer.
The intelligent control loop for each element of the ”Managed Resource” layer is inte-
grated deeply in the run-time environment in order to guarantee the self-management
functionality for the very specific components of a particular server, service or applica-
tion.
The ”Touchpoints” implements the key functional components of the self-managed sys-
tem, the sensors and effectors. The ”Touchpoints” communicate with the managed
resources via the sensors in order to analyse its configuration files and log data and
also to perform the detailed, monitoring data aggregation to know the state and the
condition of a resource itself and its sub-components. The effectors are meant for action
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taking on the resource level in order to avoid its degradation or failure.
The large digital service providers consist of plethora of ”Managed Resources” compo-
nents and most of them are SOA based. This fact assumes that there is a communication
with and within the resources affecting positively or negatively on entire infrastructure
availability and serviceability. In order to guarantee the overall high performance of the
digital service provider platform the self-management ability of a particular component
is not enough, the high-level governance of the ”Managed Resources” intelligent control
loops is required. The ”Touchpoint Autonomic Managers” layer guarantees the orches-
tration of a single or group of ”Touchpoints” in order to achieve the reliable provisioning
of services to the consumers without violation of the SLA conditions. According to [177]
there can be identified four scoped of resources that can be managed by the ”Touchpoin
Autonomic Manager” on top.
• The first scope of components covers the single entities, like network switches,
routers or single servers and services. These are the building blocks of the entire
infrastructure and orchestrating of each of the entity has a key value for entire
infrastructure.
• In the large computing facility it is possible to group the components according to
the similarity of the provided services or according to the architecture. Compo-
nents grouped by the certain criteria of similarity forms the homogeneous group,
which is the second scope that needs to be dynamically optimize in order to gain
the maximal throughput from the facility.
• Unity of heterogeneous devices and servers working to achieve the higher level goal
forms the third scope, where the higher level orchestrating is required. Example
of such a heterogeneous system is the unity of web and database servers together
with the storage management system, which provide the complete functionality
for storing, modification and management of the data on the remote locations.
This combination of heterogeneous systems is widely used by the cloud platforms
providing the storage services.
• The last realm of activities where the ”Touchpoint Autonomic Managers” are
essential is the business services. This can be considered as the system with the
highest complexities, where the policies for the service delivery to the consumers
are defined based on business processes, that needs to be converted in the language
of the first scope systems performance optimization.
The ”Touchpoints” and ”Touchpoint Autonomic Managers” does not cover the entire
infrastructure as a common entity. In order to perform the complete implementation
of the self-managed system it is important to have the high level managers, which co-
ordinate activities of low level components. In case of the suggested layered structure,
”Orchestrating Autonomic Managers” component has this role. The orchestrating man-
agers are classified in two major groups, within a discipline and across the discipline.
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The within a discipline managers coordinate the number of homogeneous touchpoint
managers i.e. managers with the identical self-management features.
The across the discipline managers coordinate among the heterogeneous touchpoint man-
agers i.e. handling different types of self-management properties.
The ”Manual Managers” is the component of an AC, which mainly provides the interface
to the IT professionals and system administrators for definition, checking and providing
their policies and knowledge in AC acceptable manner.
The most important component of the layered structure is the knowledge. Without sys-
tem related knowledge acquisition it is impossible to consider the self-awareness, hence
other key features of AC. The general approach for the automatic knowledge acquisition
is discussed in the following section of this chapter.
The proposed layered structure also satisfies the key elements of AC as a discipline,
which were defined by the IBM researches [178] in 2001.
1. ”To be autonomic, a computing system needs to know itself - and comprise com-
ponents that also possess a system identity”, i.e. self-awareness.
2. ”An autonomic computing system must configure and reconfigure itself under vary-
ing and unpredictable conditions”. This key requirement can be separated in two
major parts: The system should be able to anticipate the problems and changes in
an extremely dynamic environment as well as continuously adapt itself to present
internal and external changes to achieve high performance and reliability of the
provided services.
3. ”An autonomic computing system never settles for the status quo - it always looks
for ways to optimize its workings”. In order to fulfil the functionality required for
realization of this key requirement self-awareness in conjunction with the efficient
execution of the control loops is essential.
4. ”An autonomic computing system must perform something skin to healing - it
must be able to recover from routine and extraordinary events that might cause
some of its parts to malfunction”. First of all, this key element leads to awareness
of avoiding two major risks for the large scale computing platforms: Cascade failing
of the entire infrastructure in case of a single component degradation and need of
damaged component isolation. Among the infrastructure it is not acceptable to
have a single instance of a critical service, which can lead of the entire system
degradation in case of its damage or harming. Isolation of the affected component
also plays key role in terms of understanding the weak points of the infrastructure
security and avoiding further spreading of the service come-down. This aspect is
mainly handled by the self-healing and self-protection features of AC.
5. ”A virtual world is no less dangerous that the physical one, so an autonomic
computing system must be an expert in self-protection”. For realisation of this
feature implementing of self-protection properties needs to be considered.
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6. ”An autonomic computing system knows its environment and the context sur-
roundings its activity, and acts accordingly”. This key requirement mainly refers
to the all components of the layered structure and also to all four main properties
of AC.
7. ”An autonomic computing system cannot exist in a hermetic environment”. Large
digital service provider platforms are open to their consumers via the internet,
the same is true for the scientific grid computing service users. This aspect is
considered in terms of self-awareness, self-healing and self-protection properties.
8. ”Perhaps most critical for the user, an autonomic computing system will anticipate
the optimized resources needed while keeping its complexity hidden”. This feature
points to the core component of AC - the knowledge about system or self-awareness
property. Number of methods, including full automated or semi-automated has
been developed in terms of AC projects. So far there is no complete knowledge
acquisition system that aggregates all the information in terms of all four key
features of AC but there are mechanisms able to accomplish this task for various
aspects. The research in this direction is the hot topic of research in the field of
Autonomic Computing.
Clear definition of the structure of AC together with provisioning of the discipline key
elements allows to discuss the functional aspects of the autonomic computing architec-
ture. The AC deployment specifications and details, for HPC and HTC environments,
are provided in the next section as well as the specification of autonomic levels.
5.2. The Core Components
Stable performance of any complex system, like large distributed computing platforms
or alive organisms, depend on large number of factors, which can be classified as internal
and external. In order to keep the complex system stability, it is important to guarantee
that variables characterizing the factors are kept in the range of certain limits. The
key aspect of the autonomic nervous system is exactly to keep the organism’s critical
parameters in the viable zone. This is achieved by the constant adaptation of body’s
sub-systems to the dynamic changes. According to Ashby [179], as a results of constant
adaptation, i.e. adaptive behaviour the key variables, indicating the system’s overall
stability, remain in their physiological limits. These limits are used to define the organ-
ism’s viability zone. Thus, the autonomic nervous system main functionality is to keep
the organism in the state of equilibrium by adapting its subcomponent parameters to
remain in their physiological limits.
Based on observations, Ashby [179] also classified two types of disturbing factors, caus-
ing the organism equilibrium state violation, hence motivating the constant adaptation
processes. The small continuous signals, affecting the main variables without leaving
the viability zone, belongs to the first group of disturbing factors. The second group
of incidents, affecting the system stability, are causing the significant changes, hence
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functionality of affected subcomponents goes beyond the equilibrium state. In order
to handle the effects caused by the disturbing factors from the first group it is not
required big effort from the adaptation mechanism, but disturbances from the second
group requires stronger response, which also can take more time e.g. fever as a reaction
of body to fight against the infection take last from several hours to several days. All
these observations motivated Ashby to identify the architecture of ultra-stable system
fig. 5.2. Any complex system exists in a certain environment, which serves as a medium
Figure 5.2.: Ashby’s Ultra Stable System Architecture [179].
for passing the external disturbing factors. The ”R” component of the ultra stable sys-
tem communicates with the environment using the ”Sensor Channels” and based on the
aggregated information performs the stabilizing actions using the ”Motor Channels”.
If the disturbing influence is strong enough to cause the major shift in the ”Essential
Variables” characterising the system stability, the result will be violation of the system’s
equilibrium state, hence the ”S” component of the model will trigger actions from the
”R” component. The system stabilization using the ”R” component is called a small
control loop, while the workflow including the ”S” component identifies the big control
loop of actions.
As it is shown in [180], the human nervous system, hence the autonomic nervous sys-
tem has the adaptive features and can be considered as an Ashby’s ultra stable system.
Since the baseline model for the autonomic computing is an autonomic nervous system,
it should contain all the components of the Ashby’s model, in order to guarantee that
all the sub-components, hence the entire system will remain in equilibrium state.
The conceptual structure of an autonomic computing architecture is presented on the
scheme 5.3. In this case challenges for High Performance Computing (HPC) and High
Throughput Computing (HTC) are similar, therefore the same concept can be efficiently
implemented in grid and cloud computing environments.
On the scheme environment contains all the internal and external factors that influ-
ence the computing platform performance and stability. The internal factors can affect
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Figure 5.3.: Conceptual architecture of autonomic computing system.
the digital infrastructure on the the application runtime level, while deviations of the
external factors influence the application execution environment. Effect caused by the
both types of factors is handled by the ”Control” system of an autonomic computing.
The key components of the control are the Monitoring and Analysis Engine (M&A),
Planning Engine (P&E), Knowledge Engine (KE) and an Execution Engine (EE).
The Monitoring and Analysis Engine (M&A) continuously follows the changes and per-
formance of the computing system using the sensors. The aggregated information is
analysed and processed for its further application and visualisation, that helps the IT
professionals and the system administrators in problem root identification.
The Planning Engine (P&E) generates an optimal set of actions in order to tune the
computing infrastructure performance by means of self-healing, self-optimization, self-
protection and self-configuration optimization.
The Knowledge Engine (KE) contains the policies for various critical and performance-
harming cases. It accumulates the experience of solving the problems either using the
automatic knowledge acquisition systems or by the IT experts. The aggregated knowl-
edge base serves as a guideline for identification of the most relevant plan of actions
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when dealing with a particular problem.
The Execution Engine (EE) implements approved action plans and supports the com-
puting infrastructure adaptation to the dynamic environment affected by the number of
internal and external disturbing factors.
For efficient implementation of all the control components the functional constituents
are necessary. On the scheme 5.3 two, the local (L) and global (G), control loops server
as functional parts of the entire control mechanism.
The local control loop (L) exists to check the entire infrastructure’s sub-systems per-
formance and stabilize their functionality. This component of an autonomic computing
architecture is similar to the ”R” component of Ashby’s ultra-stable system, which only
reacts on the small disturbances but does not take into account the overall state of
the entire computing platform. The current status of all the computing platform’s sub-
components are analysed based on the data provided by the M&A component. Based on
aggregated monitoring information and the knowledge accumulated at K&E component
the set of anticipated problems are defined with the list of corresponding actions. Once
the sequence of relevant actions is identified the local control loop executes them using
the Execution Engine. The mapping among the data, provided from sensors, and the
computing platform sub-systems can be defined by an IT experts or using the set of
automatic knowledge acquisition methods.
In order to fill the functional gap of the local control system in terms of the conceptual
architecture of the autonomic computing model the global control loop (G) mechanism
is introduced. The global control loop, has similar functionality as the ”S” component
of the Ashby’s system, it triggers actions for adaptation to the environmental changes
caused by the strong disturbances. The changes on the environmental level are regis-
tered based on analysis of the monitoring data provided from the M&A component. In
particular the performance, fault-tolerance, configuration and the security aspects of the
entire system are under constant observation and check to identify and if possible pre-
dict the environmental shift. If the changes affecting the entire distributed computing
platform are identified the global loop comes to actions and the first step is to analyse
the possible patterns of actions in order to guarantee the system’s availability, reliabil-
ity and serviceability. The patterns of actions and analysis of their consistency to the
particular problematic scenario is performed using the Knowledge Engine (KW) compo-
nent. On the next step the Planing Engine (P&E) provides the sequence of steps to the
Execution Engine (EE), which finally performs the entire adaptation process including
the adequate configuration of each sub-system.
Based on these components of the autonomic computing conceptual model, the main
self-* properties of the system is guaranteed. However, it is not always needed or possi-
ble to implement the entire architecture completely, hence the levels of system autonomy
can be distinguished. According to [181], there are identified five levels of large comput-
ing platform autonomy (see fig. 5.4).
1. The initial level of autonomy does not assume implementation of the autonomic
computing system. Computing platforms can be at this level of autonomy if mostly
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Figure 5.4.: Levels of the large computing platform autonomy [181].
the processes are managed by the IT professionals and experienced system admin-
istrators.
2. At the second level of autonomy, system administrators and the infrastructure
responsible personnel rely on the monitoring and alarming tools deployed inside the
platform. Still at this level it is not considered to have the integrated monitoring
or automation tools.
3. The third level systems, together with the system performance and stability moni-
toring tools contain the analytical capabilities and providing recommendations for
running particular actions corresponding to the problematic or warning state.
4. The fourth level of automation, assumes better implementation of an systems
adaptive capabilities. The autonomic system accepts the high level policies and
goals defined by the IT professionals and attempts to follow them in conjunction
with the system administrators. However the final decisions for most of the actions
are still up to the human experts.
5. The systems of fifth level or an autonomic level are able to perform the local and
global control loops, i.e. adapt themselves to the changing environment as well as
give a response to the local disturbing factors.
The number of systems and projects were emerged during the last decade to achieve
the fifth level of autonomy but still, development of such a system is considered to be a
big challenge. Contribution in development of particular components of an autonomic
computing architecture, plays significant role in overall evolution of this field. Especially
it is motivated by participating of big IT companies such as IBM, HP and Microsoft.
These companies already are providing systems with different levels of autonomy.
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5.3. Autonomic Computing Implementations
Since the publication of the first Autonomic Computing blueprint by the IBM in 2003
[177], the development of its different components as well as the entire system has been
triggered. For avoiding the terminology duplication as well as wasting resources on the
identical developments IBM proposed the common terminology and afterwords started
active collaboration with the various grid computing communities e.g. OGSA in order
to integrate an Autonomic Computing components in grid standards.
In parallel of the initiating the projects related to the standardization and integration of
autonomic computing, IBM provided pioneering automated components with automatic
and efficient workload management, monitoring, configuration and protection capabili-
ties.
In the activities initiated by IBM, the HP and the Microsoft were involved soon, which
led to the development of number of systems with self-managed features and components.
One of the first system, the Tivoli [182], with autonomic capabilities was developed by
IBM. The goal of Tivoli system was provisioning of self-adaptation features to the com-
plex and heterogeneous IT systems.
Tivoli is not a monolithic system, it consists of number of subcomponents (see fig.
5.5). The constituents allow the system consumers to follow the large computing plat-
form availability and its performance parameters in general. Also it guarantees the
self-protection capabilities in terms of its storage system. Tivoli storage manager effi-
ciently performs the data backup procedures and minimize the data-loss risks. The self-
optimization feature of Tivoli is integrated in its workload management system, which
optimize the software and hardware usage in order to meet the SLA requirements. The
self-configuration property is also a part of Tivoli system and is mainly handled by the
monitoring and event correlation tools. These tools are using the sensors and based on
acquired information are able to identify the changes in the entire infrastructure.
Automatic healing functionality is also integrated in Tivoli mainly in several components,
such as Tivoli Switch Analyser. This component analyses the network infrastructure of
the computing platform, also is able to detect the problem, its root cause and take the
corresponding healing actions. Another component with the self-healing capabilities is
the Tivoli Storage Resource Manager, which checks the validity of the predefined policies
in the context of system and in case of inconsistency the storage allocation quotas are
adjusted in order to exclude any data loss.
Despite to the general purpose autonomic computing software Tivoli, the grid computing
systems differ from each other according to its scientific, business or social application
domain. The architecture and the component structure also are unique for various
grid computing platforms. However, implementation of self-management features as
functional components of the grid systems is essential for provisioning the high level
efficiency, availability, reliability and serviceability from the available resources.
In the following part of this subsection, the grid computing subsystems and constituents,
with the self-adaptation and self-management features, are discussed.
The Condor-G [184] uses benefits from Condor and Globus projects, hence provides
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Figure 5.5.: IBM Tivoli Components [183].
grid and local computing and job resource management functionality. The grid level
resources and security management is enabled using the Globus tools, while the job
management at the batch system level is organized via the Condor components. Com-
putation management service of Condor-G is called Condor-G agent. It provides API
and CLI to the end-users such that the entire distributed and heterogeneous computing
platform can be accessed and treated as a local batch system. Using the Condor-G user
interfaces it is possible to submit the job by providing the name of the executable code,
input and output data entities and their names and also the arguments describing the
resources on demand. The Condor-G also allows to follow the submitted job status and
to cancel it. It also constantly keeps informed the job submitter about the jobs status
or its unexpected termination via the callbacks or email notifications, also it provides
the access to the jobs detailed log information.
The Condor-G can efficiently manage thousands of jobs with non-trivial resource require-
ments. Its Direct Acyclic Graph Manager (DAGMan [185]), used as a meta-scheduler,
allows to analyse the job execution and runtime monitoring information and in case of
resource related problems it resubmits the tasks to another location. This option can
be considered as a self-healing property of the system. The self-protection features are
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available on the level of Globus constituents.
The main mechanism of realization of the self-* features of Condor-G is the Grid Man-
ager daemon, which is initiated for each submitted job and stopped once the jobs are
finished or terminated. Grid manager communicates with each of the daemons in order
to dynamically collect the job related information and in case of problems resubmit or
reschedule it to another resources according to the predefined policies.
Another example of grid resource and workload manager with an autonomic features
is the Nimrod-G software [39]. It is a Globus based grid middleware actively used for
deployment of the grid computing sites dedicated for both, business and science.
The core components of the system are, the User station (client application), Parametric
Engine, Dispatcher and Job-Wrapper. The web-based UI allows to use the Nimrod-G
functionality without installation of the client software. Based on its core components
the system is able to perform the self-awareness analysis, self-optimization using the
dynamic rescheduling functionality and also self-healing using the failure elimination by
its root cause detection. Thus the Nimrod-G can be considered as a self-managing soft-
ware.
User station component of the system allows users to specify the job parameters like
its execution time or cost. It helps to identify the most efficient scheduling decisions
as well as to optimize the resource selection process. It also provides the monitoring
functionality to the users in order to trace the job status and problematic states.
The Parametric Engine has the similar functionality as the grid workload management
system. It holds up to date information about the available resources and their status.
Also it interacts with the Nimrod-G scheduler, the clients and guarantees the job runtime
environment creation, its maintenance and status tracking functionality. The paramet-
ric Engine also makes possible to define the workflow, using the Declarative Parametric
Modelling Language (DPML), for entire grid environment.
The Scheduler communicates with the grid information discovery system (MDS for
Globus) in order to identify the available computational resources and their status. After
the resource discovery, jobs are assigned according to the computational economy-based
scheduling strategy, i.e. for the resource allocation, two factors are taken into account
the job execution and completion time and the cost of the requested resources.
The Dispatcher functionality is to launch the task execution process of a particular job.
The job-wrapper provides the job with the data and also handles the sending back of
results.
Advantage of Nimrod-G is ability of efficient functioning in heterogeneous grid environ-
ment, e.g. if the corresponding job dispatcher is implemented, the Nimrod-G can be
integrated within the Legion [186] and Condor infrastructures.
Taverna [187] is a workload management software within the myGrid project [188],
mainly used for the distributed computing systems dedicated for the bioinformatics
community. The distinguished feature of Taverna in comparison to Condor-G is han-
dling the processing and transferring the large amounts of data.
Taverna consists of two major parts, the Scufl Workbench application and Freefluo enac-
tor. The Scufl Workbench has GUI for the workflow definition by the system users, while
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Freefluo enables communication with the web services and is oriented on the functional
part of the workload management system.
In order to define the valid workflow, user is not obliged to know the Scufl (Simple Con-
ceptual Unified Flow language), it is enough to use the corresponding GUI and build the
workflow from the provided convenient graphical components. Later the Taverna sys-
tem translates the graphical workflow in Scufl and enables it for parsing by the Freefluo
enactor.
The Freefluo is an workflow managemetn tool developed using the Java technologies.
It enables communication with the services such as Soap-lab bio-services, WSDL-based
web-services [189] and local applications. Taverna also allows to follow the workflow
execution process and provides information about the intermediate state of the ongoing
process.
As a part of self-awareness, self-healing and self-optimization properties Taverna im-
plements a number of workflow configuration parameters, e.g. number of job or task
execution retries, time delay and altering the processor options. The processor in terms
of the Tarverna system corresponds to a particular task. Users are able to define the
retry and time delay limits for each of the processor and if after all retries and delay
time expiration the task will not be completed it will get the status critical and the sub-
mitter will be notified. However, in terms of self-healing and self-configuration features
of the system it is possible to follow the task execution process and get the notification
immediately once the problem will appear.
One of the largest and stable grid computing platforms with the autonomic capabili-
ties is the WLCG and in particular the ATLAS Distributed Computing (ADC). The
PanDA workload management system integrates the pilot and hammer cloud systems,
described in the Chapter 3, which guarantees the resources availability and the comput-
ing facility reliability. From the autonomic computing view this systems implement the
self-awareness, self-monitoring and self-healing properties. Due to the fact that ADC
contains sufficient resources, once the hammer cloud system discovers the faulty com-
puting site it will be excluded from the activities until the tests are successful, which
can be considered as the implementation of the faulty resources isolation. The similar
system works for the ADC data management system. The constant testing of the ADC
site storage systems and implementation of the FAX technologies allows the access to
the demanded datasets or files even if the actual computing facility, where the jobs are
running, is not able to provide the data. The self-configuration component at the ADC
is implemented on the level of ADC grid information system AGIS. The AGIS system
provides the changes and updates as well as new entries to the PanDA workload manage-
ment and data management systems, which allows to reduce the human factor influence
on the ADC overall efficiency. Thus WLCG and in particular ADC can be considered
as an autonomic system, with implementation of all four major properties. However
the autonomic level is not sufficiently high for the Tier 1 and Tier 2 computing centres,
where the complete involvement of the system administrators and IT professionals in
the management processes still plays a crucial role.
Development and deployment of an autonomic computing concepts for the cloud sys-
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tems also gets major attention in terms of automated provisioning of the resources to
the cloud platforms. The major goal of the research in terms of autonomic computing
concepts integration in the cloud systems is oriented on avoiding the SLA violations,
which affects the income rate the reliability reputation of the service provider. Cloud
software like OpenStack [190], Hadoop based storage cloud systems [191], etc. already
integrates the load balancing and failover techniques. The strategies for improvement
of the existing computing resources reliable provisioning techniques are mainly based
on implementation of various ”Knowledge” component generation approaches. In case
of the autonomic computing components of the grid computing the ”Knowledge” com-
ponent is mainly defined by an IT professionals and based on system administrators
experience, while in case of cloud, the system knowledge acquisition techniques vary
from agent-based [192] to machine learning approaches [193, 194]. However there is no
generic autonomic system for SaaS, PaaS or IaaS platforms [195].
5.4. Service Response Time
Most of the autonomic computing approaches are based on architectural approaches,
where the high level policies and the system related knowledge is defined by the system
administrators and IT experts. This fact increases the risk of subjective treatment of
entire infrastructure, hence its performance. Another problem is the lack of high level
professionals who are able to follow the newly appearing platforms and systems, pro-
viding multiple services. In the digital world the large, distributed and heterogeneous
platform management and administration becomes a big challenge, hence an automation
is getting higher importance.
The initial point, when the complex system components needs to be automated is the
identification of key parameters, which describe the behaviour of entire infrastructure
and ongoing processes. The key parameters are used to identify the behavioural model
of the complex and heterogeneous system, which is the starting point on the way of its
management automation.
Most of the digital platforms have the service oriented architecture and the key pa-
rameter, that consumer is taking into account for the provided service assessment, is
the Service Response Time (SRT). The SRT represents the speed of provided service,
e.g. the web page loading speed or latency of data upload in the storage cloud. All
commercial and scientific computing and storage service providers tend to decrease the
SRT, thus provide higher availability and serviceability to more customers and users.
Therefore SRT plays a crucial role in the service provisioning quality assessment. How-
ever, SRT also contains the information about the processes ongoing inside the service
provider platform. It can be considered as a function of multiple hardware, software
and communication parameters affecting the entire infrastructure performance. Thus
analysing the SRT, as a key characterizing parameter for the digital service provisioning
quality, has the high importance. Prediction and the service status identification based
on the SRT measurements allows to avoid the SLA violations and in this way increase
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the overall availability, reliability and serviceability of the large, distributed digital ser-
vice provider.
The next chapter is dedicated to the description of the techniques and approaches for
the service status identification and the SRT prediction based on the monitoring data




One of the key aspects for the efficient deployment of Autonomic Computing concepts
in the large distributed computing infrastructure is the proper implementation of the
self-awareness component. Adding the self-awareness feature in to the computing facility
management system, means quick problem detection and its proper root cause analy-
sis, which requires aggregation and processing of the system related information. The
information should contain the proper metrics and characteristics of dynamic processes
ongoing at the computing platform. The best sources, containing and providing such an
information, are the monitoring applications, which contain number of efficient tests and
predefined key metrics that characterize the availability and serviceability of the entire
infrastructure and the dynamics of ongoing processes. Once the monitoring information
is available the next step is its analysis, which implies either involvement of experts,
i.e. IT professionals and experienced IT systems administrators, or application of the
data analysis methods. Since the objective for the Autonomic Computing as well as
for this research is to reduce the human experts involvement in the computing infras-
tructure management and operations, this section will be dedicated to the overview and
description of the machine learning and statistical data analysis methods used here for
the digital service status identification and prediction.
Application of machine learning and statistical data analysis methods for the automation
of management of complex structures and systems remains an active topic of research and
covers number of industrial and scientific areas. The distributed computing platforms,
e.g. computing centres involved in WLCG, have the complex structure and consist of
embedded systems, thus it can be considered as a possible realm for implementation of
such approaches. For efficient and proper application of the data analysis techniques it
is necessary to identify the objective of these methods applications. Objectives, can be
identified by modelling the activities of system administrators and IT professionals in
the moment or during the process of problems detection and analysis. Activities of IT
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professionals, which require analytical work are mainly related to the proper problem
identification and its root cause detection as well to the anticipation of the possible ser-
vice degradation or disability. The source for decisions about the current and possible
states of the service are three components: the current and historical monitoring data
from relatively long periods of time, experience and knowledge. These three components
allows to identify the certain patterns, which can characterize current or future state of
the service as well as its dynamics in time. Thus, the analytical tasks for the service
state detection and prediction can be considered as a problem of pattern detection and
the time series analysis.
This section is dedicated to the description of the Fuzzy Sets Theory [196] and Artificial
Neural Networks [197] techniques and the approach, which is based on both techniques.
The hybrid approach, described here, is actively used for the pattern detection, time
series analysis, non-linear system modelling etc. Its efficiency has been proven in a num-
ber of case studies, which served for us as a motivation to apply if for the service failure
identification and prediction problem. Before the description of the methods it will be
provided the overview of the big picture of system management automation approaches
and in its scope the online failure prediction systems.
6.1. Related Work
Implementation of self-awareness capabilities for the management automation of large
and complex systems can be considered as one of the main objectives of autonomic com-
puting and similar approaches. The key feature of such an automation systems is the
capability of self-adaptation. The self-adaptation feature assumes constant monitoring
and analysis of internal and external factors influencing the system and planning of the
corresponding actions for avoiding system availability and serviceability degradation.
The systems with self-adaptation capabilities include service degradation or failure de-
tection and anticipation which is the main objective of this research. In this subsection,
the main characteristics and approaches of the self-adapting systems will be reviewed
This subsection also includes an overview of the online failure prediction tools and tech-
niques as a large sub-class of the self-adapting systems as well as stand-alone approaches
used for different type of hardware or service failure detection and forecasting.
Research in the direction of the self-adaptive systems became a hot topic especially dur-
ing the last decade. There are several different definitions for self-adapting systems.
According to [198] self-adaptive systems are completely autonomic, i.e. independent
from the human interaction and are able to detect the changes in the environment and
adjust big number of system parameters to the changes. Another conceptual defini-
tion is provided by [199], which assumes that self-adaptation is possible to implement
using multi-model systems. The adaptation component in this definition assumes an
existence of number of models guaranteeing the system stability in different challeng-
ing conditions, which can be applied in different challenging conditions. Despite to the
provided definitions [200] claims that all self-adaptive systems are closed-loop-systems
that depend on user’s requirements, system properties and environmental conditions.
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The [201] publication suggests a similar definition to the aforementioned ones, but with
an emphasis of implementation of the self-adaptation capabilities only on the software
level of the entire infrastructure, i.e. the central part of the definition is the objective
for the software systems, i.e. the avoiding the violation of the QoS conditions.
Similar to the definitions there are different classifications and taxonomies of the self-
adaptive systems. According to [202], which is one of the highly cited recent publications
covering the taxonomy of autonomic systems, the self-adaptive approaches can be clas-
sified according to the their management workflow, hence three main groups of such
systems are identified.
In [202] the self-adaptive systems with centralized and decentralized workflow are grouped
as a single class. The centralized systems are managed by a single entity that aggregates
internal and environmental metrics of the system and constantly assess the state of the
entire infrastructure, which serves as a basis for further decisions. Examples of such
systems are described in [203] and [204]. In these publication the main assumption is an
efficiency and simplicity of integration of the external control mechanism for centraliza-
tion of entire infrastructure management processes.
The decentralized systems do not have a single management component. Hence each
of the infrastructure’s sub-system is self-managed and overall performance depends on
availability and serviceability of each sub-component as well as on communication among
them. Such systems are also considered as approaches based on component based soft-
ware engineering (CBSE) concept [205]. Systems using the CBSE concept based ap-
proach are in active usage and demand constant interaction for changing or modification
of its subcomponents. The details of the concept application application are covered
in [206, 207] where the structure and functionality of highly scalable and dynamic sys-
tems are described.
Another group of self-adaptive approaches are characterized as top-down and bottom-up
systems [202]. The top-down systems are similar to the centralized ones and also use
the centralized controller as a single management entity for assessing and guiding the
performance of the entire infrastructure from top to the bottom, which is not the case
for the bottom-up systems. The bottom-up approaches are identical to the decentralized
adaptive systems, where the overall performance and efficiency depends on the lower,
self-managed components, where the communication among them has a key role.
Systems based on decentralized or bottom-up concept are proposed in [208, 209] as a
multi-agent, self-adaptive implementations. The architecture of described implementa-
tions are similar to the decentralized and bottom-up systems, i.e. it consists of multiple
independent components aware about their availability and serviceability, which serves
as a basic information for system’s overall performance and functionality. There is no
central management component and the communication has the key importance.
The feedback-latency and environmental based systems is the third class of self-adaptive
approaches, which is prototyped according to the adaptation capability of the biologi-
cal and social entities [198]. Ability of biological organisms to adapt themselves to the
dynamically changing environmental and internal conditions, in order to survive as an
individual or species, attracted researches attention during last several decades. Math-
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ematical modelling of these systems was the main interest especially for the researches
working in the direction of development an autonomous and stable approaches. In terms
of the stable and highly reliable computing systems development the key importance is
efficient integration of software and hardware components as it is described in [210].
Another direction is also the self-organization of groups of insects, which also finally
guarantees the achievement of the goal. The integration of this concept is described
in [211]. The feedback approach described in [212,213] applies the idea of feedback-loop,
i.e. any autonomic system, which needs to analyse internal and environmental changes
has to be considered as self-aware system as well, which is impossible to achieve without
analysing the results of the issue actions. Therefore the key aspect goes into the loop-
back component.
Due to the highly active and expanding scientific community working on the develop-
ment of autonomic systems some approaches do not fit the described classification, e.g.
the model-derive self-adaptive systems described in [214], [215] and [199] rely on the
dynamic code generation according to the predefined abstract model. The key difficulty
of this approach is development of an efficient and adequate abstract model able to cover
and include all the details of the large and complex systems functionality.
Despite to the number of differences among the self-adaptive approaches the fundamen-
tal components of architecture are identical and in particular there are four main blocks
Monitoring, Analysis, Planning and Executing (MAPE) (see fig.6.1).
Since the objective of this research is not the entire self-adaptive systems, but only the
Figure 6.1.: Basic components of self-adaptive systems - MAPE [202].
failure detection and prediction approaches, the rest of the subsection will be dedicated
to the overview of main approaches in this direction. However to complete the picture
of the self-adaptive systems the schematic view of self-adaptive systems according to the
key features is provided (see fig.6.2).
Two main types of failure detection and prediction systems can be identified, the online
and offline. The online systems have higher practical importance and this research is
dedicated to the provisioning and validating of such an approach.
For the overview of the failure detection and prediction systems the definition of failure
itself needs to be provided. The goal of the system administrators is to provide the
stable services and in this way avoid the QoS violation, therefore here the failure, i.e.
degradation of the service will be defined. According to [217] there are a number of
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Figure 6.2.: Detailed taxonomy of self-adaptive systems [216].
definitions for the service failures and all of them can be considered in terms of QoS
conditions violation. Hence any behaviour of the service, which does not meet the pre-
defined QoS agreements can be considered as a service failure. There are number of ways
for detection of the QoS violation. The common technique is to check the corresponding
service log information for the keywords like: ”FAILURE” or ”ERROR”. This way is
time-consuming and does not allow to identify the service degradation quickly. Another
option is to perform the service test, i.e. run the simple request for the service and if it
will fail it will be assumed that QoS is violated. In this case the only information, which
will be available is that service is not available. For in time fixing of the problem the
failure root cause analysis needs to be performed, which again brings us to the check of
the service log information. This might not lead to the failure message identification,
because reason of the problem can be related to the infrastructural rather to the service.
Thus proper in time identification of the service status as well as its prediction has the
high importance, which is reflected in the large number of proposed systems and devel-
oped approaches. The taxonomy of basic methods used for such systems is depicted on
the corresponding diagram (see. fig. 6.3).
The approach described in the scope of this research, belongs to the Fuzzy Classifier
(2.2.2) group for the service failure detection and Time Series Prediction (2.4.2) class
in terms of service degradation or its failure prediction. Application of fuzzy sets the-
ory based approaches in management automation is not nova [218–220] and mostly this
methods are used in combination with other approaches, like specific neural networks
and genetic algorithms. The scope of application of the fuzzy sets based methods is the
detection and root cause analysis of the computing system and prediction of software
components ageing in the complex systems.
The time series analysis and prediction methods are mostly used for the identification
of the periods of the service critical load [221–223] as well as for the forecasting of the
cpu, memory and network consumption rates. The fuzzy sets and time series analysis
based techniques aim to provide methods for avoiding the service failure or degradation
as well as ways of the problem root cause analysis.
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Figure 6.3.: Taxonomy of online failure prediction systems [217].
In scope of existing techniques, the application of fuzzy sets based approach for the ser-
vice failure detection and its prediction by SRT can be considered as sufficient and easy
to use contribution for the automation of service related problems proactive handling.
The details of the approach are described in the following subsections and the results of
its application are shown in the next chapter of this thesis.
Besides the activities in terms of self-adaptation and self-awareness research, there are
standalone projects, providing the methods mostly for the computer hardware failure
prediction. The largest share of the research in hardware problem forecasting takes the
hard drive related topics [224, 225], which is also important for the general research in
the direction of computing systems automation, since hardware has the same critical
importance as software for the entire infrastructure.
6.2. Adaptive Network Based Fuzzy Inference System
Modelling of the digital service availability in order to identify its current state and
provide its short and long term availability forecasts is the primary goal of this research.
Modelling, in this case means the identification of the service failure and its availabil-
ity patterns as well as studying the service behaviour in time. As a core technique for
the pattern identification the Artificial Neural Networks (ann) can be considered, but
these methods are not sufficiently flexible for avoiding the risks of being trapped in the
local and temporal behaviour patterns. Therefore ann is usually used in conjunction
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with other machine learning techniques. Hence, for sake of pattern identification gen-
eralization the Fuzzy Inference System (fis) [226] is employed. The fis allows to model
the knowledge of IT professionals and system administrators, in order to perform the
human like inference and decision making. Conjunction of ann and fis based approaches
allows dynamic tuning of the system behaviour model with ability of general knowledge
aggregation.
This subsection is dedicated to the description of the basics of the Fuzzy Sets The-
ory and the conceptual definitions of fuzzy variable, fuzzy rules, inference systems and
conjunction of the ann and fis techniques.
6.2.1. Basic Concepts of Fuzzy Sets Theory
In everyday conversations we tend to use combination of adjectives and adverbs to char-
acterize different objects or events. When applying such words, understanding of related
crisp values is very subjective and there are different thresholds to characterize for ex-
ample a height of men or women. Therefore crisp set e.g. A = {a|a > 190}cm cannot be
used for classification of tall people because according to this formulation a person whose
height is 189.9cm does not belong to the set A, while in colloquial language the person
with such a height would be considered as tall. Thus we are facing some limitations in
application of crisp sets for characterizing the metrics used in everyday life.
In 1965 L.A.Zadeh, in his publication [227] proposed the concept of fuzzy sets, i.e. the
sets without crisp boundaries. The core of the concept is the idea of membership func-
tion. The membership function makes possible to map a certain crisp number to a
specific characterizing terms used for a particular object or activity at a certain level.
If we assume that R is the real number line then elements of classical set A ⊂ R can be
represented using the binomial characteristic function, which equals to 1 if x ∈ A and
0 if x /∈ A. In case of fuzzy sets each element is a fuzzy variable and it belongs to a
particular fuzzy set with a certain level, characterized by the value of the membership
function µ(x). The µ(x) can get values between 0 and 1, thus it can be considered as
an extension of the characteristic function of the classical sets.
Definition 6.2.1.1: Fuzzy variable (x, µ(x)) is a pair of the element of crisp value x and
the membership function µ(x) describing at which degree the x belongs to the particular
fuzzy set.
Definition 6.2.1.2: Membership function (MF) µ(x) of fuzzy variable (x, µ(x)) char-
acterize the membership grade of the x to a particular fuzzy set by getting the meaning
from the [0; 1] interval.
Definition 6.2.1.3: Fuzzy set A is the set of ordered pairs (x, µ(x)), where x ∈ X,
where X is the set or subset of the classical, crisp values.
Fuzzy sets, similar to classical sets, contain large number of elements, such that it is
impossible and inconvenient to list all of them for the set representation. However, in
case of fuzzy sets knowing of the membership grade of each fuzzy variable is crucial.
Therefore, fuzzy sets are represented with the membership functions in analytical form.
Here is a list of most applicable membership functions in practice.
Definition 6.2.1.4: A triangular MF has the following structure
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triangle(x; a, b, c) =

0, x ≤ a;
x−a
b−a , a ≤ x ≤ b;
c−x
x−b , b ≤ x ≤ c;
0, c ≤ x
(6.2.1.1)
where the x is the element of the crisp set, while a, b and c are the parameters, with
(a < b < c) relationship and defining the horizontal coordinates of the triangle angles.
Definition 6.2.1.5: A trapezoid MF, with four a, b, c, d parameters and the crisp value
x has the following structure
triangle(x; a, b, c) =

0, x ≤ a;
x−a
b−a , a ≤ x ≤ b;
d−x
d−c , c ≤ x ≤ d;
0, d ≤ x
(6.2.1.2)
The parameters are in the following relationship (a < b < c < d) and indicate the hori-
zontal coordinates of the trapezoidal MF angles.
The triangular and trapezoidal MFs are actively used for the real-time modelling due to
their simple structure, however for modelling of the complex, non-linear systems they
are not efficient due to their non-smooth structure, i.e. non-differentiability. Another
group of membership functions, does not have the sharp edges and allows the smooth
transition from one fuzzy characteristics to another. Also their differentiability makes
them applicable for modelling of the dynamic and complex structures as well as activi-
ties.
Definition 6.2.1.6: Gaussian MF depends on two parameters c, the centre of the curve
and σ, the width and have the following structure







Definition 6.2.1.7: Generalized bell MF depends on three parameters a, b, c in the
following way
bell(x; a, b, c) =
1
1 + |x−ca |2b
(6.2.1.4)
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The parameter a regulates the steepness of the curve, the sign of b defines the vertical
position of the curve as well as its width and the parameter c identifies the centre of the
curve.
The Generalized bell shaped MF is also referred as the Cauchy MF, since it is related
to the Cauchy distribution applicable in the probability theory.
The Gauss and Generalized bell MF are very efficient and precise for the description
of the complex processes, but the Gauss MF has advantage in terms of the computing,
since it contains less free parameters that needs to be calculated and shows adequate
efficiency in a number of applications.
Definition 6.2.1.8: The Sigmoid MF depends on two parameters the a and c, where a
regulates the slope of the curve when x = c
sig(x; a, c) =
1
1 + exp[−a(x− c)]
(6.2.1.5)
The Sigmoid MF is efficient for applying in cases of the extreme conditions, i.e. when
the modelling requires to take into account terms like ”very small” or ”too positive”,
which is required not frequently and is out of scope of our interest.
Fuzzy sets are similar to the classical sets, hence the set operations like intersection
Figure 6.4.: Examples of Four Main Membership Functions [228].
and union also exist. For specification of two, A and B fuzzy sets intersection the
T : [0, 1]X[0, 1] → [0, 1] is employed, which allows to aggregate corresponding member-





B(x) = T (µA(x), µB(x)) = µA(x)∗̃µB(x) (6.2.1.6)
Here ∗̃ represents the class of fuzzy intersection operators, which are also named as
T − norm (triangular norm) operators [229].
Definition 6.2.1.9: T − norm is a function of two arguments satisfying the following
conditions:
T (0, 0) = 0, T (a, 1) = T (1, a) = a, (boundary)
T (a, b) ≤ T (c, d), if a ≤ c and b ≤ d (monotonicity)
T (a, b) = T (b, a) (commutativity)
T (a, T (b, c)) = T (T (a, b), c) (associativity)
(6.2.1.7)
There are classes of functions, which satisfy the T − norm conditions, but in practice
the following four functions are applied actively.
Tmin(a, b) = min(a, b) = a ∧ b, Minimum
Tap(a, b) = ab Algebraic product
Tbp(a, b) = 0 ∨ (a+ b− 1) Bounded product
Tdp(a, b) =

a, if b = 1;
b, if a = 1;
0, if a, b < 1
Drastic product
(6.2.1.8)
Similarly to the fuzzy intersection, the fuzzy union operation can be represented as
S : [0, 1]X[0, 1]→ [0, 1] or
µA
⋂
B(x) = S(µA(x), µB(x)) = µA(x)+̃µB(x) (6.2.1.9)
where, +̃ represents the class of operators satisfying the T − conorm [229] conditions.
Definition 6.2.1.10: T−conorm or S−norm can be considered as a two place function
satisfying following conditions:
S(1, 1) = 1, S(a, 0) = S(0, a) = a, (boundary)
S(a, b) ≤ S(c, d), if a ≤ c and b ≤ d (monotonicity)
S(a, b) = S(b, a) (commutativity)
S(a, S(b, c)) = S(S(a, b), c) (associativity)
(6.2.1.10)
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Similarly to the T − norm operators, large number of functions meets the requirements
shown in the definition (6.1.2.10) but the following four functions are actively used in
practice.
Smax(a, b) = max(a, b) = a ∨ b, Maximum
Sas(a, b) = a+ b− ab Algebraic sum
Sbs(a, b) = 0 ∧ (a+ b) Bounded sum
Sds(a, b) =

a, if b = 0;
b, if a = 0;
0, if a, b > 0
Drastic sum
(6.2.1.11)
Besides the union and intersection the fuzzy complement [229] is also considered as one
of the key fuzzy sets operations.
Definition 6.2.1.11: The fuzzy complement is a continuous function satisfying the fol-
lowing conditions:
N(0) = 1 and N(1) = 0, (boundary)
N(a) ≥ N(b), if a ≤ b (monotonicity)
N(N(a)) = a (involution)
(6.2.1.12)
According to the literature the Sugeno’s [230] and Yager’s [231] fuzzy complements are









As it is shown in the formulas 6.2.1.13 Sugeno’s and Yager’s complement functions de-
pend on a single parameter. For Sugeno it is s > −1 and for Yager’s it is a positive ω.
Each particular value of s and ω allows to identify the individual complement function.
Linguistic variable is a fundamental concept of fuzzy sets theory and has the same im-
portance as the membership functions. Examples of linguistic variables are ”height”,
”age”, etc. Instead of crisp values the variables are taking the meaning of terms, e.g.
”young”,”old”,”small”,”tall”, etc. These terms are called the linguistic values of the lin-
guistic variable. Clearly there is a connection between the numerical representations of
age and height and the linguistic terms, which is possible via the membership functions.
For each of the linguistic value the corresponding membership function is defined, with
its individual set of the parameters (see fig. 6.5). The number of possible linguistic
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Figure 6.5.: Examples of Linguistic Values and Corresponding MFs [228].
values for a particular variable can be defined with the help of experts or automatically.
Existence of linguistic terms allows to compose the linguistic structures with the certain
logic behind it, as for human beings when composing the sentence. However, despite to
the sentence used in the colloquial speech, the structure of the ”sentences” composed
from the linguistic variables have the form of if − then rules (see 6.2.1.14), where A and
B represent the linguistic values. The x is A part of the rule is called the antecedent
or premise, while y is B is the consequence or conclusion part of the rule.
if x is A then y is B (6.2.1.14)
These rules also represent a fundamental concept in the fuzzy sets theory and makes
possible to apply it in the fields of the system identification and process automation,
time series prediction etc. The premise part of the rule usually have more complex
structure and contains a number of linguistic values connected with logical operations
like and and or (see 6.2.1.15). The logical operations are identical to the three main
operations the union, intersection and complement and can be represented as 6.2.1.16.
if x1 is A and x2 is B or x3 is C then y is D (6.2.1.15)
µA∩B = min(µA(x), µB(x)) = µA(x)× µB(x), ”and”
µA∪B = max(µA(x), µB(x)) = µA(x) + µB(x)− µA(x)× µB(x) ”or”
µA(x) = 1− µA(x) complement
(6.2.1.16)
Definition of logical operations that can be used for connecting the multiple parts of
the premise and consequent parts of the rules makes possible to get the single output
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from a particular fuzzy rule, which needs to be defuzzified [228]. The defuzzification
methods allow to extract the crisp values from the linguistic value, or corresponding
fuzzy variable, which makes the derived results applicable for other systems based on
the approaches using the concepts of classical sets. In the literature, the number of
defuzzification methods are described, like method of center of gravity (COG), mean
of maxima (MOM), bisector of area (BOA) [232], which can be considered as equally
efficient in most of the cases.
Fuzzy sets operations, linguistic variables and values and fuzzy rules makes basis for the
practical application of the fuzzy sets theory concepts. Example of the general method,
which is based on the fuzzy approach and proved its efficiency in many case studies is
the fuzzy inference system, which will be described in the following sub-section.
6.2.2. Fuzzy Inference System
The fuzzy inference system (FIS) allows to apply the capabilities of fuzzy sets theory
in practice. The inference system is a computing framework, which takes the crisp or
fuzzy values as an input and produces a single output. The final output in most of
the cases of the fuzzy inference systems is a crisp value, which is derived using one of
the defuzzification methods [196]. Besides the defuzzification component, the inference
system consists of fuzzification, fuzzy rule base, set of membership functions and fuzzy
inference engine components (see fig. 6.6).
The fuzzification and MF set components allow to transform the crisp or fuzzy variables
Figure 6.6.: The Fuzzy Inference System.
into the linguistic values with the corresponding MF degrees. The rule base component
consists of number of fuzzy inference rules with ”and” or ”or” logical connections. The
fuzzy inference engine is the core component of FIS and defines how the fuzzy if-then
rules can be converged into the fuzzy output, which finally should be transformed into
the crisp value using one of the defuzzification methods.
According to the literature there are three main defuzzification methods used in practice.
The Centroid of Area COA 6.2.2.1, Bisector of Area BOA 6.2.2.2 and Mean of Maxima
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All the aforementioned defuzzification methods are meant for derivation of the crisp
value from the fuzzy set A defined on the Z classical set of real numbers. In case
of COA, the µA(z) is the cumulative output MF. The COA is the most widely used
method for transforming the fuzzy values into crisp. For BOA α = min{z|z ∈ Z} and
β = max{z|z ∈ Z} and for MOM, the Z ′ = {z|µA(z) = µ∗}, where µ∗ is the maximum
value of MF, which can be reached by maximizing the z, i.e. the input crisp value.
Based on the types of fuzzy inference engine and rules there are distinguished three
Figure 6.7.: Graphical depiction of defuzzification methods [228].
main modifications of fuzzy inference systems.
The Mamdani [233] FIS (see fig. 6.8) represents the group of systems, where the final
output of the system is defined using the ”max” 6.2.1.16 operation to the outputs of the
fuzzy rules. The output of each fuzzy rule is the minimum of the rule firing strength
and the consequent membership function.
In case of the Tsukamoto [234] type of inference systems (see 6.9) the output is weighted
average of each rule’s output. The output of the rule in case of these systems is induced
by the rule’s firing strength, hence it is a crisp value. The only requirement for the
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Figure 6.8.: Mamdani fuzzy inference system [228].
Tsukamoto FIS is the monotonicity of the MF of the fuzzy set, which represents the
rule’s consequent part.
The third group of fuzzy inference system is called after Takagi, Sugeno and Kang
[235, 236] or TSK. The output of the TSK system is the weighted average of each rule
as in case of Tsukamoto systems. However, in this case the output of each rule is the
linear combination of crisp inputs and constant (see fig. 6.10). If the linear combination
is the first order polynomial the system is called as first-order Sugeno fuzzy model and
if the rule’s output is constant then the FIS is called the zero-order Sugeno model.
According to the structure of groups of FIS, the defuzzification is required only for the
Mamdani inference system, which makes TSK and Tsukamoto models most popular in
practice.
6.2.3. Feed Forward Artificial Neural Network
Most of the problems that require machine learning and statistical data analysis meth-
ods for their solution can be grouped into the classification and regression types of
problems. Solution of classification problem requires identification of the mapping of
single or multi-dimensional space to the finite number of discrete values. In case of re-
gression problem, finding the solution means determination of the adequate mapping of
the input space to the continuous output variable, where the output variable can be a
single or multidimensional value.
Application of classical methods, based on linear combination of basis functions [237],
for solution of the classification and regression problems are usually facing curse of di-
mensionality issues.
The Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) based approach is an efficient way for avoiding
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Figure 6.9.: Tsukamoto fuzzy inference system [228].
the problems related to the large dimensions. The development of ANN based method-
ology was inspired in the process of modelling the information processing capabilities of
the biological organisms [238]. Nowadays it is impossible to imagine the field of machine
learning without ANN based approaches, which are actively used in the dynamic mod-
elling of complex processes and systems, for pattern recognition etc.
Each process or the system under the observation has the set of characteristic variables
{xn} and {tn}, where n = ¯1, N . These variables are in certain relationship between
each other, usually this is a binary relationship, F : xn → tn. The goal of the methods
used for the solution of classification and regression problems, as well as ANN based ap-
proaches is to approximate these relationships with y(xn), i.e. provide the approximate
value of tn, when xn is given as an argument, i.e. y(xn) = tn, hence y ∼ F .
The simplest solution of this problem is known as a linear regression model [237] (see
6.2.3.1), where Xk = (x1, ..., xk) is the certain subset of {xn} and Ωk = (ω1, ..., ωk) is
the set of the corresponding parameters, which needs to be calculated. However the
linear model is not capable to adequately deal with the complex processes and systems,
therefore as an extension of an approach the linear combination of non-linear functions,
of input variable elements is taken, 6.2.3.2 instead of linear combination of the variable
elements itself. In 6.2.3.2 φi(x) are called the basis functions where φ0(x) = 1. The basis
functions need to be defined in advance and there is a set of actively used examples in
practice [239].
y(X,Ω) = ω0 + ω1x1 + ω2x2 + ω3x3 + ...+ ωkxk (6.2.3.1)
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In the described regression method it is also assumed that the number of basis functions
is undefined, which complicates the practical application of this method in terms of
parameter calculation. Especially this issue is getting bigger importance, when the
input variable dimension is high, e.g. order of several hundreds.
The ANN approach suggests to define the number of basis functions in advance and
to keep it small, up to ten, which of course leads to the loss of the approach accuracy.
To compensate this disadvantage it is suggested to use the parametrized form of the
basis functions, which will be adjusted according the available input Xk and output
Tp = {t1, t2, ..., tp} datasets and relationships among them.
Let us assume that we have k + 1 dimensional input vectors {x}k+1i=0 , where x0 = 1 and
p dimensional output vectors {tj}pj=1. The simplest approach, according to the ANN
methodology, to provide the parametrized {φj}Mj=0 bases functions is the consider it as a
linear combination of the input variables (see 6.2.3.3), where x0 = 1 and j = {1, ...,M}.
The (1) in the 6.2.3.3 indicates that ω
(1)
ji parameters belong to the first layer of the ANN
and they are refered as weights. The Ψj are so called activation quantities which are







Zj = h(Ψj) (6.2.3.4)
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The Zj corresponds to the outputs of the 6.2.3.2 named as hidden units. In order to
map the elements of the input variables to the components of the output the 6.2.3.4






pj Zj , p =
¯1, P (6.2.3.5)
The linear combinations produce the second layer of the network, with the ω
(2)
pj param-
eters, which needs to be calculated. At the final step, the last activation quantities
are transformed using the activation function of choice. The only requirements to the
activation function is its differentiability, so there is a vast class of functions that can
act as an activation one, however according to the literature [237], there are three major
functions 6.2.3.6 used widely in practice.










In case of combining all steps of the feed forward ANN [237] analytical form of entire













In order to achieve highly accurate approximation of {tn} with y(X,Ω) it is necessary to
tune the set of parameters Ω, which is possible by minimization of the following ”error”
function 6.2.3.8, where N is the number of elements from X input variables, which are
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Equation 6.2.3.8 can be transformed into the following form 6.2.3.9 [237], which is a well
known optimization problem.
5E(Ω) = 0 (6.2.3.9)
Number of efficient numerical methods for the solution of 6.2.3.9 exist, most of them
rely on initial identification of the first set of Ω(0) parameters and next set of parameters
are identified iteratively by moving through the parameter space 6.2.3.10.
Ω(τ+1) = Ω(τ) +4Ωτ (6.2.3.10)
In 6.2.3.10 the τ indicates the iteration label, while the 4Ωτ is the update of the pa-
rameter vector. One of the most widely used methods for the iterative search of the
parameter vector is the gradient descent method [240], which has the following analyti-
cal form 6.2.3.11, where the η > 0 parameter is called a learning rate and each iteration
of the method means the parameter vector update in the direction of negative gradi-
ent [237].
Ω(τ+1) = Ω(τ) − η5 E(Ωτ ) (6.2.3.11)
The integration of the gradient descent method in the ANN parameter update process
is called the learning process with error backpropagation [237] algorithm and is widely
adopted in a number of modifications of the feed-forward ANN. One of such modifications
will be described in the following sub-section.
6.2.4. Adaptive Network Based Fuzzy Inference System
Advantage of FIS is its ability to process and extract the quantitative and qualitative
aspects of data and apply the human like reasoning for modelling of the process or the
system under the observation. The main disadvantage of fuzzy inference systems is its
dependency on the expert, i.e. subject knowledge. For deployment of the adequate
FIS, which is able to model the particular process or the system it is required to define
in advance the corresponding membership functions, their parameters and the inference
rules, which is impossible without involvement of experts, i.e. participation of the human
factor. The experts contribution to the FIS deployment can lead to the subjective
identification of the model, which can be harmful on the way of search of the problem’s
general solution. Despite to the FIS, the ANN based methods are able to model the
vast variety of the complex systems and processes without involvement of the experts.
Using the learning algorithms the ANN methods are capable to automatically define
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the optimal values of the parameters, in order to achieve the adequate generalization
of the system or process model. However, the ANN based approach lack the features
of FIS, i.e. extracting of the human-like reasoning and qualitative aspects from the
information. Combination of these two methods was initially proposed by Jang [228]
under the general name Neuro-Fuzzy systems. An example of widely used and applied
Neuro-Fuzzy approach is the Adaptive Network-based Fuzzy Inference System (ANFIS)
(see fig. 6.12).
ANFIS is five layered feed-forward neural network, which implements the Sugeno
Figure 6.11.: Example of ANFIS [228].
(TSK) type of FIS. ANFIS training consists of forward and backward steps, which will
be described in details below, but first it will be discussed ANFIS architecture in details.
In order to simplify the description of ANFIS architecture, assume that there is an
ANFIS with two input variables and two linguistic values for each ??. The first layer of
ANFIS performs fuzzification, i.e. calculation of membership function values for inputs
x and y (see 6.2.3.3), where µi(x) is the Gaussian MF and σi, ci are called the premise
parameters. For i = 1, 2 the µi(x) is calculated for the x, while for i = 3, 4 the µi(x) in
6.2.4.1 corresponds to the linguistic values for y.






)2), i = 1, 2, 3, 4 (6.2.4.1)
The second layer 6.2.4.2 uses one of the fuzzy ”and” operations, which meets the
T − norm requirements. In this case it is a multiplication 6.2.1.8.
O2,i = ωi = µAi(x)µBi(y), i = 1, 2 (6.2.4.2)
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Figure 6.12.: Example of ANFIS with two inputs [228].
The following layer averages the inference rule firing strength 6.2.4.3.
O3,i = ω̄i =
ωi
ω1 + ω2
, i = 1, 2 (6.2.4.3)
Each node of the fourth layer represents the adaptive node corresponding to the Sugeno
model 6.2.4.4, where pi, qi and ri are called the consequent parameters.
O4,i = ω̄ifi = ω̄i(pix+ qiy + ri) (6.2.4.4)









Thus, the five layer feed-forward neural network represents the Sugeno type FIS with
the learning ability, hence below will be described its training procedure.
According to the ANFIS architecture, there are two types of parameters, the premise
and consequent that needs to be adapted according the training data-set.
The first step of the ANFIS training process is called the forward step and it is as-
sumed that the premise parameters are fixed, i.e. parameters equal to certain predefined
values. For the calculation of the consequent parameters the Least Squared Estimate
(LSE) [228] method is applied. In particular, if we consider the output of the layer three
as O3 = F (Ī , S), where Ī is the input vector and S is the set of the premise and con-
sequent parameters. Under the assumption that we are able to apply the H function,
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such that H ◦ F is linear to the consequent parameters the LSE can be used for the
consequent parameters calculation.
If the H function exists the solution of equation H ◦O3 = H ◦F (Ī , S) can be transformed
as the minimization of the following problem ‖AX −B‖2, where A is the set of outputs
from the layer 3, B is the target output and X is the set of undefined consequent pa-
rameters, i.e. subset of S. The minimization of ‖AX −B‖2 can be solved against X in
the following way 6.2.4.6, where AT is the transpose matrix of A and (ATA)−1AT is the
pseudo-inverse of A under the condition that (ATA) is non=singular.
X∗ = (ATA)−1ATB (6.2.4.6)
In order to avoid the complexities for the solution of the 6.2.4.6 equation, i.e. for
handling the singularity of (ATA) the recursive LSE method was suggested by Jang [228],
implemented in the following form 6.2.4.7, where X0 = 0̄, S0 = γI, γ >> 0 and I is the
identity matrix, aTi is the i-th row of the matrix A, b
T is the i-th element of the matrix
B and X∗ = Xk, where k is the number of the training datasets.
Once the consequent parameters are calculated the network output can be obtained,
where the error measure of the k-th entry will have the following form 6.2.4.8, where
the Tk is the desired, i.e. actual output and the Ok is the ANFIS output. Thus, the
Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE) for the k-th training dataset have the following form
6.2.4.9.















The backward path coincides with the typical ANN backpropagation algorithm using the
gradient descent (GD) method, hence the 6.2.4.8 will be transformed as follows 6.2.4.10.
On another hand, according the chain rule the error for the i-th node of the l=th layer,
will have the following form 6.2.4.11. Thus the error derivative against the premise
parameters S1, which needs to be identified at the backpropagation step, will have the
following form 6.2.4.12.
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Under the consideration of ANFIS structure and the fact that O represents the out-


























Aj∈set(Am),Aj 6=Am Aj , where ω̄i is the average firing strength of the i-th rule
from layer four to layer five, i.e. output. The fi is the i-th rule’s consequent parameter
function, n is the total number of rules in the j-th layer and Aj ∈ set(Am) is the mem-

















Since for the practical application, the membership function of choice is the Gaussian
6.2.1.3 the update for its σ parameter will have the following form 6.2.4.14, where L
is the training epoch, i.e. the iteration label and η is the learning rate, which can be
viewed as 6.2.4.15, where k is the length of the gradient transition step in the parameter
space.













6.3. Support Vector Machine
The Support Vector Machines (SVM) approaches [241] are efficiently used for the solu-
tion of the classification problems. It leads to the identification of the hyperplane that
separates two classes of data with maximum margin. In particular, assume that there
is a set of data pairs (xi, yi), i = 1, 2, ..., l, where xi ∈ Rn and yi = {−1, 1}, the SVM
algorithms assume the solution of 6.3.0.16 optimization problem, under the condition
yi(ω








The ξi is the loss function with the arguments ξ(ω, b, xi, yi) and C ≥ 0 is the penalty
quantity of the training error. The φ can be identified from the kernel functionK(xi, xj) ≡
φ(xi)
Tφ(xJ), where the kernels may have the following analytical form 6.3.0.17, where
γ, r and d are the kernel parameters.

K(xi, xj) = x
T
i xj , linearkernel
K(xi, xj) = exp(−γ ‖xi − xj‖2), γ > 0, RadialBasisFunction(RBF )
K(xi, xj) = tanh(γx
T
i xj + r)
(6.3.0.17)
The kernels specified in 6.3.0.17 are actively used in practice, however there are number
of other kernels that can be used for other specific problems.
The SVM can be used not only for the classification but also for the feature ranking
problem as well. The feature ranking problem gets higher importance, when xi ∈ Rn
has high dimension and it is required to deal only with the fewer values for avoiding
the computational complexities. The feature ranking allows to identify the weights for
xi components and rank them by importance of their influence of being labelled as −1
or 1. However, only the linear kernel based SVM allows to use the ω ∈ Rn [242] as the
weight parameters for the x components importance identification.
Described methods based on SVM and ANFIS are used as the fundamental approaches




Rapidly growing demand on the digital services has motivated a number of developments
and conceptual changes in the world of information technologies. The QoS requirements
has dramatically changed during last decade and even short term disability of such ser-
vices as communication, scientific computing, social networks, cloud storage or online
shopping can affect the life of large number of people. Another motivator of rapid evo-
lution and changes in the digital world is the increasing number and scale of the security
threats.
The high demand and expectations helped to significantly improve the stability of the
digital service providers. This was achieved, mostly by implementation of Service Ori-
ented Architecture approach and number of backup, failover and virtualization technolo-
gies. These new implementations as well as the rapidly growing demand on the digital
services, caused the growth of the underlying infrastructure and complicated the process
of its management, administration and failure handling. These complications caused
changes of the paradigm of the systems administration, monitoring and management,
hence motivated to create the new tools and applications with higher level of automation,
flexibility and accuracy. While the monitoring tools, which were showing and analysing
the system state at the given moment of time, new monitoring tools are able to take
into account all available information and identify the system’s model and behavioural
patterns. Such kind of new systems are still in a very mature stage of their develop-
ment and are attracting more and more attention from the scientific communities. The
new capabilities of the monitoring tools as well as the changes in the infrastructure and
technologies opened new opportunities in the direction of system management and ad-
ministration automation of the large scale computing platforms. Hence, as a result the
concept of the Autonomic Computing has evolved.
One of the key capabilities of Autonomic Computing is the proactive management, i.e.
decreasing the number of system or service failures by in advance knowledge about the
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risks. The core concept of the proactive management is analysing of the available infor-
mation about the systems and services. Thus, the most important constituent of such
tools are the machine learning and statistical data analysis algorithms. Therefore, it is
important to show the efficiency of a particular data analysis approach before its inte-
gration in a particular monitoring or management tool.
This chapter describes the monitoring and system’s related data analysis approaches
based on ANFIS and SVM methodologies. The first approach is able to identify the
failure and perform its root cause analysis, while the second does the service degrada-
tion and failure prediction. Results are described in the scope of case studies and are
presented in details in the following subsections.
7.1. The Service Status Identification
The QoS measurement of the provided services makes possible to assess the efficiency, re-
liability and availability of the digital service provider infrastructure. High QoS and min-
imized occurrences of the SLA violations, among the service consumers and providers,
can be guaranteed by high availability and performance of the underlying software and
hardware infrastructure. Proper planning and deployment of the computer systems and
accurate assessment of the possible load and number of requests does not guarantee,
solely, the long-term stability and high performance of the system, since the risks of the
failures of same hardware and software constituent components is increasing in time.
The disability of the hardware can be caused mostly by its ageing. However the failure
of the software components might be related to the system’s misconfiguration and un-
expected load and also can be caused by the different security threats. All these factors
finally have the negative influence on the quality of provided services. Thus stability
of large computing system can be represented as a non-linear dependency of the criti-
cal components of the infrastructure to its serviceability. In order to make possible an
application of the machine learning and statistical data analysis tools for modelling of
such dependency, it is important to extract the quantitative measurements of particular
metrics and status of the entire system. The best sources for such an information are
the monitoring tools and the systems log files.
Tools and applications for the monitoring and checking the service availability can be
classified in two major groups. Applications performing the service availability tests and
methods analysing the service log information. Methods from both groups have their
advantages and disadvantages.
Systems performing the tests for the service availability check are integrated in the infras-
tructure as monitoring tools. In case of the problems affecting the entire infrastructure,
the capability of the monitoring tool to perform the tests and measurements are lost.
Therefore usage of the quantitative monitoring information from such kind of sources
needs the preprocessing step in order to filter out the outliers and the improper data.
However advantage of such monitoring systems is provisioning of the highly granular
quantitative information about the services and underlying systems, which makes pos-
sible to create the system model and identify its behavioural patterns.
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The second group of tools and applications, analysing the system log information, nowa-
days are getting higher importance, since each system being a part of the complex
computing and data storage infrastructure has its logging mechanism. By default the
log information is available in a plain text format and contains number of the key words
with the time stamps indicating the state of the service in a particular moment of time.
Though for efficient usage of the log data, i.e. extraction of the useful information it
is required to know the key words indicating the service failure or degradation. Nev-
ertheless, there are risks of missing some critical information since the infrastructure
malfunctioning also contains potential risks affecting the logging capability, i.e. there
might be missing information about the failure or a even wrong time stamp for it.
Advantages and disadvantages of the service availability and disability detection ap-
proaches motivated to use the monitoring data of the services and underlying infrastruc-
ture together with the log information. The merged data gives sufficient information for
performing further statistical analysis, with the goal of the system’s failure modelling.
The basic workflow of the service status detection method, has been deployed and val-
idated in the scope of this research. The process consists of several key steps including
the service related and underlying infrastructure monitoring and log information aggre-
gation, its preprocessing and statistical modelling (see fig. 7.1). The model derived
based on ANFIS can detect the service availability and disability. Also, in the scope
of the workflow it is possible to identify the root cause of the service related problems,
which is possible by feature selection algorithm implemented using SVM method.
Figure 7.1.: Service status failure detection workflow.
7.1.1. Data Collection
The case study was conducted in order to show the efficiency of the service status iden-
tification method based on ANFIS. The target of the case study was the Pnfs manager
component of the GoeGrid dCache storage system. Choice of the Pnfs manager for the
case study was motivated by its criticality for the entire storage system and due to the
need of its failure reasons investigation. During the case study the underlying hardware
and software infrastructure has not been changed, i.e. the data has been aggregated
from the homogeneous environment, which allowed to perform the objective modelling
of the Pnfs manager availability.
The main sources of the data for the case study were the Ganglia monitoring tool and
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the dCache log file. The Ganglia monitoring tool consists of two major components, the
server and the clients. Each server monitored by the Ganglia, hosts the Ganglia client
service, which monitors and aggregates the cpu, memory, network, hard drive and the
operating system related monitoring data and pushes to the server side. The pushed
monitoring information is stored in the Round Robin Database (RRD) [243]. This infor-
mation can be extracted in XML format, hence it is possible to use the data for further
analysis. The dCache log data was also stored in a reusable format and in particular
written in the plain text file. In both cases, for each entry in the RRD and log file, the
corresponding time stamp has been defined, which made possible the synchronization
and merging the data in the form of the following matrix (see 7.1.1.1). Each row of
the matrix corresponds to the data synchronized according to a particular time stamp,
where n corresponds to the total number of datasets (data vectors), k corresponds to
the number of different monitoring metrics, m1...n,1...k represent the measurements of the
monitoring metrics from Ganglia and sn stands for the status of the service. In this case
the service status corresponds to the Pnfs manager availability or disability and it is a
binary value, where 1 indicates that the Pnfs manager was functional and 0 indicates
the opposite.

m11 m12 ... m1k s1
m21 m22 ... m2k s2
m31 m32 ... m3k s3
. . ... . .
. . ... . .
. . ... . .
mn1 mn2 ... mnk sn

(7.1.1.1)
Data extraction and processing from the RRD as well as from the dCache log file has
been performed using the scripts developed on the python [162] programming language
in scope of this research project. The key aspect in terms of the dCache log infor-
mation processing was its filtering for the period of the case study. The filtering has
performed according to the following key phrases ”namespaceDomain”,”No Route to
cell for packet”, which were identified based on the experience and the dCache system
administrator’s documentation. Presence of the combination of these key words in a
single line of the dCache log data file indicated the Pnfs manager service failure and
their absence its availability. Presence of the time stamp for each entry in the dCache
log file allowed to identify exact moments of the service failures as well as the periods of
its availability.
During the period of the data collection, filtering and synchronization 2639 datasets were
aggregated, where only 16 of them were corresponding to the service failures. Thus, the
aggregated data was extremely unbalanced in favour of the service availability.
Due to the different scales and units used for the number of monitoring metrics the data
normalization was required (see fig. 7.2). To keep the statistical representativeness of
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the data, the method of statistical normalization [244] has been applied. The statistical
normalization, which is also known as z transformation method, transforms the data
such that its mean is 0 and the variance equals to 1, more precisely the normalized, Z,
values are derived using the following formula Z = X−µσ , where X is the initial dataset,
µ and σ are mean and variance correspondingly. Each column of the aggregated data
matrix 7.1.1.1 has been normalized using the z transformation method, implemented in
the RapidMiner tool [245] (see fig. 7.3). The normalized data has the negative values
and 99% of entire data is accumulated in the interval of [−3, 3]. Since the monitoring
metrics does not have the negative values one more step of the data transformation has
been applied. In particular the data values has been increased by constant, equal to
3 (see fig. 7.4). Described data transformations correspond to the data pre-processing
step from the approach perspective, which is unavoidable before the start of statistical
analysis. The key aspect at this step is avoiding the loss of the information provided
by the data and keeping the values in a positive range, since all monitoring metrics are
non-negative real numbers by their definition.
(a) Bytes In metrics. (b) CPU System metrics.
Figure 7.2.: Statistical representation of initial monitoring metrics from Ganglia. Differ-
ence between scales ranges to 106.
7.1.2. Application of the Linear SVM Algorithm for the Service Status
Identification
Application of the machine learning and statistical data analysis algorithms for the large
scale computing facilities monitoring data processing requires large computational and
memory resources. The high demand on the computational resource is caused by the
large number and size of the monitoring metrics and the corresponding information.
Therefore, it is important to identify the optimal algorithm and methodology in order
to make the approach applicable in practice.
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(a) Bytes In metrics. (b) CPU System metrics.
Figure 7.3.: Statistical representation of z transformed monitoring metrics from Ganglia.
After the data pre-processing and its representation in the form of the matrix 7.1.1.1 the
status identification process can be considered as a binary classification problem, where
the classes correspond to the available and malfunctioning statuses of the service. Thus,
it is required to identify the methodology for analysing the system monitoring and log
information against failures, which might lead to the model for the quick and precise
service failure identification.
The binary and multi-label classification problems [246] are widely explored and there
are available number of approaches for their solution. Among the methods, SVM is one
of the actively used and highly efficient approaches, which is considered as an alternative
to ANN based methods developed for the classification problems. Thus, in the scope of
this case study ANFIS based approach will be compared to the SVM efficiency.
During the case study, for applying the SVM classification algorithm the RapidMiner
tool was employed [247]. The key parameters of the SVM are the kernel type and the
Complexity Constant - C. In this case study these parameters are set to the linear ker-
nel and C = 0. Application of linear kernel requires the smallest computational power
and memory among other available kernels, hence it can be implemented in practice
efficiently. The C parameter defines the level of SVM model generalization and since
the ultimate goal is to have the generic model, the value of C parameter has set to the
possible minimum, i.e. 0.
Another goal of the case study is the service failure root cause identification, which can
be interpreted as a search of the particular monitoring attributes influence rate on the
service status. Thus it is required to identify the contribution of each component to the
service status. Among the number of techniques for the solution of such type of problems,
the feature selection algorithm based on SVM [248] is identified as one of the most effi-
cient. Implementation of the SVM based feature selection in RapidMiner (see Appendix
A) is completely independent from the SVM based classification method. Application
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(a) Bytes In metrics. (b) CPU System metrics.
Figure 7.4.: Statistical representation of the monitoring metrics from Ganglia after z
transformation and shifting to the positive range.
of the feature selection method gave the following results (see fig. 7.5). Thus based on
the feature selection results and the known semantics of the monitoring attributes it is
possible to identify the the most influencing components for the service status, i.e. it
is possible to perform the service disability root cause analysis. According to the result
of the feature selection, three components the ”Load Fifteen”1, ”CPU System”2 and
the ”TCP Established”3 has the highest importance for the service status, however the
memory consumption is not critical at all. Based on the provided information and the
system administration experience it was obvious that the high load on the system was
caused by the large number of requests coming via the network, which finally was finally
causing the system’s disability. Based on this conclusion and investigation of the Pnfs
manager’s tuning parameters it has been revealed that the bottleneck was the meta data
database. Due to the poor performance of the Pnfs manager meta data database the
requests arriving from entire storage system for accessing the data were not served with
the sufficient speed, which was causing the performance problems for the entire data
storage infrastructure.
The feature selection results also identified the most valuable monitoring attributes in-
fluencing the service status. Thus, the possibility of the input data dimension reduction,
i.e. taking only three most important attributes has been identified. Reduction of the
input data dimension, i.e. in this case using k = 3 for the 7.1.1.1 matrix allowed to
increase the methods applicability in practice.
Results of applying the SVM4 are presented in terms of the contingency table (see table
7.1). The table shows overall SVM accuracy and its capability of adequate detection
1Average load in 15 minutes
2CPU time consumption by the processes
3Number of established TCP connections with the host
4For RapidMinder stream see Appendix A
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of the service status when it was available and malfunctioning. Two columns with the
title ”True 1” and ”True 0” represents the actual status of the Pnfs manager, while rows
with the title ”Prediction 1” and ”Prediction 0” corresponds to the classifier predictions
regarding the service status. The class recall for ”True 1” and ”True 0” represents the
classifier accuracy for correct detection of each of the status, i.e. the percentage of the
correctly predicted statuses of the service. Since the objective here is to identify the sys-
tem failure, i.e. the rare events the value of class recall for ”True 0” shows the disability
of SVM for identification of the malfunctioning status of the service. In order to validate
the sufficiency of the application of three most influencing attributes as input, a number
of different experiments with different sets of input data were conducted (see Appendix
B). The SVM classifier has been applied to all 18 attributes, also for the extraction of
more information there were grouped all possible combinations of two most important
attributes out of three together with their gradients. The gradient in the particular case
study was the difference of two subsequent monitoring metrics measurements 5. However
the recall for ”True 0”, for all input data combinations was 0%.
Figure 7.5.: Attribute ranking according to their influence on the process state.
7.1.3. Application of ANFIS for the Service Status Identification
ANFIS represents the classification techniques, which is considered to be an alternative
for the Support Vector Machines approach. The core feature of ANFIS is its learning
capability, which is implemented using the Feed Forward Neural Networks training al-
gorithm, described in chapter 6.
5mij −mi−1j
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True 1 True 0 Class Precision
Prediction 1 2623 16 99.39%
Prediction 0 0 0 0.00%
Class Recall 100.00% 0.00% Accuracy: 99.39%
Table 7.1.: SVM Efficiency with the three most important attributes as input.
Evaluation of ANFIS approach required splitting the entire data in two parts, the train-
ing and the testing. Based on the training dataset and the ANFIS learning procedure,
all the parameters of activation functions as well as the parameters for the membership
functions has been identified. Thus at the end of the ANFIS training process the service
failure identification model has been derived, which was evaluated on the testing data
set. Evaluation procedure meant the calculation of the contingency matrix6, which was
performed by the comparison of the actual service statuses and ANFIS outputs provided
from the testing data.
Input data for ANFIS, as well as in case of SVM consisted of three most important
attributes identified by the SVM based feature selection procedure and it has been split
into two equal parts for training and testing. The data split has been performed using
the stratified sampling algorithm [249]. The stratified sampling method guarantees the
similar class distributions in training and testing data sets. The stratified sampling ap-
proach has been applied also for during the SVM evaluation (see Appendix A). Thus
results derived from ANFIS testing phase can be considered as general performance of
ANFIS.
The key parameters for ANFIS, that needed to be known in advance, were the number
and the type of the membership functions for each input variable. Here, three mem-
bership functions were used per input variable and in this way each of the membership
function has been associated with three possible states of the monitoring metrics, ”OK”,
”WARNING” and ”CRITICAL”. These states were widely used in a very basic mon-
itoring tools and clearly represents the semantics of the particular metrics value. As
for the type of the membership function, the decision was made in favour of Gaussian
membership function. The decision has been motivated due to the absence of the linear
relationship of the input data and the service status. The output membership function
had the constant parameters, i.e. the first order Sugeno model was applied. Overall
training process consisted of 100 iterations, i.e. 100 epochs. The result of the ANFIS
training process in terms of the training error is shown on the following plot (see fig.
7.6). The accuracy, precision and the recall of the trained ANFIS model is shown in the
contingency matrix (see table 7.2).
According to the ANFIS contingency matrix the overall accuracy of ANFIS is 99% but
the significant improvement can be observed in terms of the correct identification of the
6e.g. see table 7.1
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failed service status. Correctly predicted five actual failures from eight7 in total allows to
consider the ANFIS as sufficiently reliable for detection of a rare events such as service
failures. Thus, ANFIS recall for the failure prediction is 62.5% and the class precision
is 71.43%, these results mean that there were only very small number of false alarms8,
which gives the significant reason to rely on the method’s output. The ANFIS based
approach has been tested for various combinations of the input variables (see Appendix
C) and the best results can be observed when the three top-most attributes are used
together as an input. ANFIS training process for all 18 attributes takes large amount of
computational power and time, therefore it was not even considered for the analysis.
Figure 7.6.: ANFIS training error for 100 epochs.
All the derived results were generated using the Fuzzy Toolbox package [250] of the
MatLab software [251]. Parameter set of trained ANFIS is available in appendix D,
while the ANFIS structure and the set of rules are presented here (see fig. 7.7 and 7.8).
Thus, even in case of extremely unbalanced data, the ANFIS based model is able to
detect the rare occurrences with significant efficiency and small amount of consumed
computational resources. This facts allow to consider it, as a good candidate for the
7The total number of service failures is 16, half of it was used for the training and another half for
testing.
8Only two according to the table 7.2
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True 1 True 0 Class Precision
Prediction 1 1310 3 99.77%
Prediction 0 2 5 71.43%
Class Recall 99.84% 62.50% Accuracy: 99.62%
Table 7.2.: ANFIS Efficiency with the three most important attributes as input.
Figure 7.7.: ANFIS structure.
implementation in modern monitoring applications as one of the efficient data analysis
and machine learning approach.
7.2. The Service Response Time Prediction
Service status identification using the machine learning and statistical data analysis
techniques is an efficient and reliable way for the service failure detection in a large scale
computing infrastructures. However, it requires aggregation of significant amount of the
balanced monitoring information, i.e. data with the significant amount of records de-
scribing the systems parameters in the phases of its availability and disability. Without
such an information it is not trivial to get the highly accurate system failure detection
model. Although, quick, reliable and accurate service status and its failure root cause
identification is important for the systems administrators, the prediction of the service
related risks is highly efficient for the implementation of the automated problem miti-
gation approaches.
This problem of the in advance detection of the service failure or degradation can be
considered as the failure or disaster prediction problem for non-linear systems. The key
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Figure 7.8.: ANFIS set of rules, 27 in total.
characteristic for the service availability degradation and also for the detection of its
disability is the Service Response Time. The SRT also includes the information about
important hardware or software parameters, hence it can be used both as a symptom
and an indicator of the service failure. Thus SRT can be used as a source for the analysis
process and as a prediction target, which allows to detect the service related problems
in advance.
7.2.1. Time Series Analysis and Input Data Structure Identification for
ANFIS
One of the widely adopted techniques for the forecasting of continues values, is the time
series analysis9. Time series analysis for a particular process relies on the knowledge of
the data from the past10, i.e. on the data, which contains the information about the
different patterns of the process dynamics. Methods applied to the time series predic-
tion problems are focused on the generalization of such patterns in the scope of a single
model, i.e. single set of equations describing the service behaviour according to the
values of the key characterizing parameters. Historical information here, is a sequential
collection of data, Di, with its starting point at t1 and its final value at the moment
ti, where tj+1 − tj = p,∀1 ≤ j ≤ i − 1, the p here represents the equal time intervals




, 1 ≤ j ≤ i − 1, where dj is the value
of the SRT at the moment tj and the elements of Di are ordered in sequence such that
tj < tk,∀j < k.
Under the assumption that Di is known, the aim of the time series prediction model,
M , is to provide a forecast for di+n, where n× p represents the prediction time interval
9Or time series prediction.
10Frequently called historical data.
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in minutes. In other words the time series prediction problem can be formulated in the
following way: di+n = M(Di)± ei,n, where ei,n represents the prediction error, which is
increasing with n, indicating the length for the prediction time interval.
Time series analysis, or prediction, is also related to the pattern detection in data, which
is impossible without taking into account its qualitative and quantitative aspects. AN-
FIS based approach, due to its characteristics, has been efficiently used for handling
such type of challenge. The structure of ANFIS for the time series prediction is shown
on the following scheme (see fig. 7.9). The ANFIS input has been organized as follows,
the g3(SRTi) was the SRT measurement at the time moment i, g2(SRTi−1, SRTi) cor-
responded to the SRTi−SRTi−12 , where the SRTi−1 was the response time measurement
one time interval before the time moment i. The g2(SRTi−1, SRTi) input component
also has been considered as an analogy to the first order derivative, since the sign of
the difference indicated the increase or decline tendency of the SRT metric. The third
component of input g1
SRTi−2SRTi−1+SRTi−2
4 was an analogy to the second order deriva-
tive. The SRTi−2 corresponded to the response time measurement at the time moment
i− 2, i.e. two time intervals before ti. Merging the g1, g2 and g3 input data components
led to the following input vector l = (SRTi−2SRTi−1+SRTi−24 ,
SRTi−SRTi−1
2 , SRTi), and it
has been supplied to ANFIS as an input. The output of ANFIS was the SRTi+1, i.e.
the response time prediction in one time step forward. Efficiency of the input data ar-
rangement in the form of the l vector is shown on the following plots (see fig. 7.10). For
generalization of the input data structure efficiency check results, the core parameters
of the input variables, i.e. the membership functions, were varying from three to five.
Experiments has also shown that assignment of more than five membership functions
per input variable caused significant growth of the computational resource consumption
and time, hence made impossible the usage of approach in practice. According to the
results 7.10 the MSE and RMSE measurements are less in case of ANFIS trained with
the input data, structured identically to the l vector. This results, helped in definition
of the input data structure for the case studies, described in the further subsections.
As an input for the experiments the SRT data has been aggregated from the GoeGrid
infrastructure and in particular from its storage and batch systems. The data aggre-
gation process was ongoing inside the infrastructure, which excluded the influence of
external factors on the data collection process. In addition, there were defined quality
indicators for excluding the data containing the subjective information. The data ag-
gregation process is depicted on the following scheme (see fig. 7.11) and the approach
was based on sending the plain service requests and recording the time required for the
response. The target services for the case studies were the dCap service functioning on a
particular hardware server and the ”pbs server” service, guaranteeing the batch system
functionality.
7.2.2. Application of ANFIS for the dCap Service Response Time Prediction
During the case study, the dCap service has been used most frequently for accessing
the experimental data, stored on the GoeGrid dCache storage system. It is important
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Figure 7.9.: ANFIS structure for the time series prediction.
to admit that GoeGrid provided dCap services via several dedicated servers, however
the implemented load balancing mechanism guaranteed the equal distribution of load on
all of the dCap service provider hosts. Thus the SRT data from different dCap service
providers can be considered as homogeneous, i.e. the results can be generalized for all
dCap service providers at GoeGrid.
The SRT data aggregation process was running in every six minutes according the best
practices from the Ganglia monitoring tool. Thus one step ahead prediction indicates
the SRT forecast in six minutes. Predictions for the longer period of time is based on
application of already predicted values as an input. Thus, prediction of every next SRT
value is less accurate and it is important to define the adequate time frame for the
forecast. In this case study the prediction varies from six minutes to eight hours, since
knowing the service state in eight hours can be considered sufficient time for proper
action planning.
For identification of the general set of parameters for ANFIS, which could led to the
best performance, the number of membership functions for each variable varied from
three to five. For the accuracy measurement the Root Mean Squared Error (RMS),
Mean Squared Error (MSE), Absolute Error and the Mean Absolute Percentage Error
(MAPE) has been used. For more precise visualisation of the results the Regression Er-
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(a) Mean Squared Error. (b) Root Mean Squared Error.
Figure 7.10.: ANFIS model accuracy in case of two different arrangements of the input
vector.
Figure 7.11.: Service Response Time data aggregation process in the GoeGrid (secure)
environment.
ror Characteristics (REC) curves [252] were employed for the MAPE metrics. Here, the
REC curves show the regression method performance using the MAPE error metrics. As
it is shown here, the REC plots contain the ANFIS based method accuracy assessment
by calculating the difference of the predicted and actual SRT values for the predictions
from six minutes up to eight hours11. According to the prediction accuracy plots (see fig.
7.12 and 7.13), performance of ANFIS based model with three membership functions
per input variable is the best up to three hours and changes in favour of the model with
five membership functions for the SRT predictions further, till eight hours. For the com-
plete picture, the ANFIS accuracy is also compared with the Nonlinear Autoregressive
Neural Network (NARNET)12 [253]. The NARNET is a widely used technique for the
time series prediction. However the results has shown its comparable to ANFIS, but less
118 hours correspond to 480 minuts.
12Green marker on the plots
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accurate performance. Especially it is well depicted on the following plot (see fig.7.13).
(a) Root Mean Squared Error. (b) Absolute Error.
(c) Mean Absolute Percentage Error. (d) Mean Squared Error.
Figure 7.12.: ANFIS based prediction accuracy assessment metrics.
Based on the ANFIS assessment results, it is critical to identify the maximum error
margin for the longest prediction, which in this case is the forecast for eight hours. The
results of ten fold cross validation study and comparison of ANFIS with NARNET are
depicted in the table (see table. 7.3), which shows general advantage of ANFIS with five
membership functions for making the SRT assessments up to eight hours.
7.2.3. Application of ANFIS for the Batch System Service Response Time
Prediction
Proper functionality of the Torque batch system, used at the GoeGrid facility, requires
the optimal performance of the ”pbs server” service. This service is the core component
of the batch system, which communicates with all compute nodes and the scheduler,
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(a) MAPE for one hour. (b) MAPE for two hours.
(c) MAPE for four hours. (d) MAPE for eight hourse.
Figure 7.13.: Regression Error Characteristics (REC) curves for MAPE.
therefore high load on the system, which can be caused by the submission and manage-
ment of large number of computational jobs can affect the SRT of the ”pbs server”. The
high speed communication between the ”pbs server” and the batch system scheduler
is critical for the optimal consumption of the available computational resources, there-
fore these two components of the batch system are hosted on the same server, i.e. the
CPU and the memory consumption is shared among the ”pbs server” and the scheduler
services. Thus SRT prediction of ”pbs server” can be used for assessment of the perfor-
mance of batch system’s central components, which is critical information for the risks
proactive management among the entire infrastructure.
Similarly to the dCache system, the torque batch system provides the CLI for the com-
munication. This fact allowed to collect the SRT data using the same approach as for
the dCap service, i.e. sending the plain requests and recording the time required for
the response. For this case study as well as in case of the dCap SRT prediction, the
structure of the input data for ANFIS was identical to l vector.
Results for the batch system service response time prediction are also based on the ten
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Table 7.3.: Comparison of ANFIS and NARNET MAPE metrics for eight hours forecast
for dCap service. MF, Membership Function.
fold cross validation and the prediction interval varies from six minutes to eight hours.
As in case of the dCap service case study, the NARNET is considered as an alternative
method to ANFIS.
Here, the number of membership functions for each of the input variable also varies
from three to five. According to the ten fold cross validation results (see fig. 7.14)
the best performance, for short and long term predictions can be achieved when four
membership functions are employed for each of the input variable. Here as well as in case
of the dCap SRT prediction case study and for the Pnfs manager status identification
the Gaussian membership functions were employed.
Distinguished accuracy of ANFIS can be also observed from the REC plots of the MAPE
error metrics (see fig. 7.15). Though, for the short term predictions, up to one hour,
MAPE of NARNET was less than in case of ANFIS, but for the long term predictions
the performance of ANFIS was significantly better, which is also shown in the following
table (see table. 7.4).





Table 7.4.: Comparison of ANFIS and NARNET MAPE metrics for eight hours forecast
for ”pbs server” service. MF, Membership Function.
Case studies and the approaches described in this chapter were presented on inter-
national symposium and conference. The service status identification and the failure
root cause analysis approach has been presented on the ”XXIV International Sympo-
sium on Nuclear Electronics and Computing” in Bulgaria, 2013 [254]. The service status
prediction approach and the results has been shown as a poster presentation on ”21st
International Conference on Computing in High Energy and Nuclear Physics” in Oki-
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(a) Root Mean Squared Error. (b) Absolute Error.
(c) Mean Absolute Percentage Error. (d) Mean Squared Error.
Figure 7.14.: ANFIS based prediction accuracy assessment metrics.
nawa, Japan, 201513 [255]. The publications corresponding to the both presentations
has been entered in the peer reviewed conference proceedings. For the work describing
the service status identification and the failure root cause analysis approach the title of
the paper was ”The Smart Monitoring System for the Grid Site” [256] and in case of
the service status prediction the title of the proceeding was ”Automation of Large-scale
Computer Cluster Monitoring Information Analysis”14.
13April 13-17




(a) MAPE for one hour. (b) MAPE for two hours.
(c) MAPE for four hours. (d) MAPE for eight hourse.
Figure 7.15.: Regression Error Characteristics (REC) curves for MAPE.
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Summary, Discussion and Outlook
This chapter summarize the thesis and provides the discussion and outlook of achieved
results and their potential applications.
The first subsection is dedicated to the short summarizing overview of the previous
chapters and achieved results. The next subsection is dedicated to the discussion of the
results and the approach limitations. The last subsection describes the scheme of inte-
gration of described approaches in the large scale computing facility and its possibilities
of its development.
8.1. Summary
Motivation of this research was efficient application of the monitoring data for automatic
detection of the problems at the GoeGrid facility. The purpose of the chapters 2, 3 and 4
was an explanation of need, complexity and the structure of the GoeGrid resource centre
and the WLCG infrastructure. Without WLCG computing platform and in particular,
without the ATLAS distributed computing, provisioning of the computational power
and the storage capacity to the ATLAS experiment would be impossible.
During the period of administration of the GoeGrid computing resource centre, the per-
formance capacity and the importance of each subsystem has been studied. Chapter 4 is
dedicated to the detailed description and summary of the GoeGrid components, capacity
and their functionality.
GoeGrid, similarly to other resource centres consists of components prone to failure.
Hence, number of different types of failures and problems has been observed during
different periods the study. Some of the issues were caused by obvious problems, like
hardware components failures or by the sudden shrinking of the free space on a particu-
lar system partition. However, most of the problems required significant fraction of time
and resources, first of all for understanding of the root cause and after for its resolving.
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During the case studies part of the management and administration processes of Goe-
Grid was governed by the automatic infrastructure management tool CFengine1. This
tool was under the constant adaptation for automatic detection and solution of obvious
problems. This was mostly possible due to the straightforward description of the prob-
lem cause, its detection rule and the required actions. However, translation of most of
the complex problems detection and solution procedures in terms of CFengine rules was
not possible.
After observation and analysis of the process for the computing infrastructure problem
detection, it was clear that the first sign of the service or entire system disability was the
sequence of the failed monitoring tests, which were constantly running by the internal and
external monitoring systems. Details about the testing and monitoring infrastructure
of GoeGrid is covered in chapters 3 and 4. Though, the problem detection process was
clear, in most of the cases it was not enough for the quick identification of the problem
source, hence for its elimination. The most complex work, for the problem resolution,
was related to the investigation of the corresponding monitoring and log information.
Thus, the key aspect for the problem source detection process automation was simula-
tion of the monitoring and log data analysis, done by the system administrators. This
observation and the review of the corresponding literature brought to the concept of
Autonomic Computing, which was proposed by the IBM. The concept is explained and
covered in details in the chapter 5. The core part of Autonomic Computing, that has
been actively used in the scope of this research, was the self-awareness, i.e. the idea of
automated detection and solution of the complex problems appearing inside the system.
According to the Autonomic Computing architecture the key aspect for building the
self-awareness functionality is the statistical analysis of the available monitoring data.
Based on the review of the literature, which is provided in the first sub section of the
chapter 6, one of the basic methodologies for the monitoring data analysis are the sta-
tistical and machine learning techniques used for the classification problems. This fact
helped in identification of the next step, which was related to the search of an adequate
techniques for performing the human like reasoning with the capabilities of extraction
of both, the quantitative and qualitative information from the available data. Another
key requirement for such an approach was optimal consumption of the computational re-
sources during the data analysis. All these requirements were satisfied in case of ANFIS,
which is the fundamental component not only for the service status identification but
also for the prediction of its state for the period of eight hours. Important role in opti-
mization of the ANFIS performance had the feature selection procedure, which helped to
reduce the number of input data provided to ANFIS. The feature selection technique is
based on the Support Vector Machine algorithm identifying the weight of each attribute
influence on the status of the corresponding service. The SVM based algorithm used
for the feature selection is different from the method used for the classification problem.
For clearance of the used approaches the mathematical foundation of ANFIS and SVM
functionality and their properties are discussed in chapter 6.




dation of the ANFIS based approach agains SVM and NARNET. The summary of the
results is provided in the following subsection.
8.2. Discussion
Results derived using the SVM has shown 99.39% of accuracy for the Pnfs manager
status identification case study. However the goal of the approach application is the
identification of the rare events such as service disability. Thus, the more important
metrics for the SVM based method assessment are the class recall and the class pre-
cision for the failures2. In case of SVM these metrics does not show the sensitivity of
the model to the failure detection, at all. However, model demonstrated high perfor-
mance for the detection of the functional state of the service. As an input data for SVM
the three most important monitoring metrics were selected. The attribute importance
calculation has been performed using the feature selection algorithm based on SVM. Ac-
cording to the results of the feature selection, the largest weights3 were assigned to the
three monitoring attributes, ”Load Fifteen”, ”CPU System” and ”TCP Established”.
These three metrics revealed the root cause of the system disability and its poor per-
formance. The high load was mostly caused due to the large number of the requests
coming on the Pnfs manager. After investigation of the problem, it was revealed that
the large load was caused due to the poor configuration of the core component of the
Pnfs manager, which is the namespace database. The role of the namespace database
in the dCache system, is to keep all the meta data related to the files stored on the
system. The feature selection procedure served as a root cause analysis approach and
also it helped in further optimization of the service state modelling process.
During the case studies and in the process of the approach identification, the service
state modelling has been considered as a classification problem. The neural network
based approach is considered as an alternative to SVM based algorithms for the solution
of the classification problems. Hence ANFIS has considered as another fundamental
approach for handling the problem.
The overall accuracy of ANFIS based approach was 99.62%, but the most important
components here, as well as in case of the SVM application for the classification, were
the recall and the precision of the failure detection. These parameters has shown an
approach sensitivity to the service failure identification and were 62.5% and 71.43% ac-
cordingly. Thus the ANFIS based approach was able to detect the most of the failures
properly, which has been proven by the measurement of recall. The precision metrics
has used for the identification of ratio of overall correct predictions of failures, i.e. was
an indicator of the rate of false alarm caused by the approach. Hence, 71.43% of preci-
sion allowed to consider the ANFIS based approach as a reliable method for the failure
detection.
The service status identification and its failure root cause analysis is important compo-
nent for the automation of the failure detection and its elimination. However, performing
2Class recall for ”True 0” and Class Precision for ”Prediction 0”.
3Weights varies from 0 to 1. Largest in this case means > 0.5
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of the proactive management of infrastructure allows to avoid large number of the ser-
vice or system failures. The key aspect of the proactive management, which is also
considered as a part of Autonomic Computing, is the in advance assessment of the ser-
vice and infrastructure related problems. In order to have an adequate assessment of
the approaching problems regarding the service provisioning, it is important to have an
adequate metrics characterizing the service availability. This information would make
possible avoiding the SLA violations and the decreasing of the provided QoS.
Here, the Service Response Time is considered as a sufficient metrics for the charac-
terizing the service dynamics and the final subsection4 of chapter 7 is dedicated to the
description of the SRT prediction case studies.
Due to the critical importance of the storage and batch systems functionality for entire
infrastructure the ”dCap” and the ”pbs server” services were selected as objects for the
case studies. The core of the SRT prediction approach was the representation of data
in terms of the time series and applying and ANFIS for prediction. The summarizing
results of the case studies shown in the following table (see table 8.1), which indicates
the high accuracy of ANFIS and its advantage in comparison to another time series
prediction approach, NARNET5.
Thus, general assessment of ANFIS based approaches allows to consider the methods as
Methods
dCap pbs server
100% - MAPE 100% - MAPE
ANFIS 3MF 97.3% 90.4%
ANFIS 4MF 97.2% 93.6%
ANFIS 5MF 97.7% 84.6%
NARNET 97.0% 88.2%
Table 8.1.: ANFIS and NARNET accuracy for the SRT Prediction from six minutes to
eight hours interval.
highly efficient and reliable for the service status identification and prediction. The main
limitation of the proposed approach is the need of training procedures and provisioning
of the adequate input data.
Another limitation of an approach is, the feature selection process. It is important to
adequately select the most important monitoring metrics, which also can serve as a
hint for the reasons for the system’s poor performance. Without adequate knowledge
of the infrastructure, it is hard to use the information about the ranked features for
the system’s detailed analysis. Thus, the approach efficiency depends on the expert’s in-
volvement, i.e. it is impossible to have the full automation using ANFIS and SVM based
feature selection technique. The key aspect also goes on the need for the re-training of
ANFIS. The infrastructure is affected by the constant updates and changes, hence the
system behaviour cannot be modelled using the same ANFIS model, which was trained
4Subsection 7.2
5Nonlinear Autoregressive Neural Networks.
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on the monitoring data from the past several years. Thus it is very important to have
the adequate input data containing the system behaviour after each significant hardware
and software change.
As it was shown in the service status detection case study, ANFIS is not extremely sensi-
tive to the unbalanced data, however provisioning of sufficient system failure information
can increase the method’s recall and precision significantly.
However, taking into account the results of the described approach for the system status
identification and prediction, the ANFIS based approach can be considered as suffi-
cient and good candidate to be integrated in the system administration process analysis,
management and automation.
8.3. Outlook
The ANFIS based approaches provide the possibility to build the models for the service
status identification and its state prediction. The approach can be integrated with au-
tomatic system management tools like CFengine, which is used for the GoeGrid facility.
In order to make the ANFIS applicable it is important to perform four general steps. At
the first step the monitoring data needs to be aggregated, which includes the data from
the monitoring tools, system log files and the SRT measurements. The next step requires
the processing of the aggregated data, this step is also called the data pre-processing,
which is related to the data normalization, filtering and synchronization, but it is not
required for the SRT data. In case of the SRT information, it is sufficient to arrange the
input and output data properly6. The further step for the service status identification
modelling is the feature selection, which also provides the information about the most
important monitoring attributes influencing the service state. The most important at-
tributes as input and the service status as output are supplied to ANFIS as training
data. The result of the training processes in case of the service status identification and
its prediction are the models. The derived models are able to identify and predict the
service status and state automatically, which can be used as a trigger information for
certain actions in the scope of the system’s proactive management. Thus, ANFIS based
approach integration in the automated management tools can be considered as a next
step in the optimization and efficient monitoring of the large scale computing facility.
The general scheme of ANFIS based approaches integration into the system management
and automation tools is depicted in the following diagram (see fig.8.1)
The SRT prediction method can be used not only for the in advance service state iden-
tification, but it can be easily extended for the prediction of other monitoring metrics
like CPU load or memory consumption, as well as for the network load. Thus the ap-
proach can be considered as general method for in advance assessment of various system
attributes. Future work in this direction can significantly improve and facilitate the
proactive management techniques development.
6Using the structure of l vector.
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Figure 8.1.: Diagram of ANFIS based approaches integration in the large scale comput-
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RapidMiner Streams of SVM Implementations
Listing A.1: SVM classification process in RapidMiner for all eighteen numeric attributes
label
1 <?xml version=” 1 .0 ” encoding=”UTF−8” standalone=”no”?>






8 <operator a c t i va t ed=” true ” c l a s s=” proce s s ” compa t i b i l i t y=” 6 . 5 . 0 02 ”
expanded=” true ” name=”Process ”>
9 <parameter key=” l o gv e rbo s i t y ” value=” i n i t ”/>
10 <parameter key=”random seed” value=”2001”/>
11 <parameter key=” send mai l ” va lue=”never ”/>
12 <parameter key=” n o t i f i c a t i o n ema i l ” va lue=””/>
13 <parameter key=” p r o c e s s du r a t i o n f o r ma i l ” va lue=”30”/>
14 <parameter key=” encoding ” value=”SYSTEM”/>
15 <proce s s expanded=” true ”>
16 <operator a c t i va t ed=” true ” c l a s s=” r e t r i e v e ” compa t i b i l i t y=”
6 . 5 . 0 02 ” expanded=” true ” he ight=”60” name=”Retr i eve
ZNormalizedShiftedby3UnitsGangliadCacheData ” width=”90” x=”45”
y=”30”>
17 <parameter key=” r epo s i t o r y en t r y ” value=”// Local Repos i tory /
Path to the Imported Data Source ”/>
18 </ operator>
19 <operator a c t i va t ed=” true ” c l a s s=” x va l i d a t i o n ” compa t i b i l i t y=”
5 . 0 . 0 00 ” expanded=” true ” he ight=”112” name=”Val idat i on ” width=
”90” x=”380” y=”30”>
20 <parameter key=” create comple te mode l ” va lue=” f a l s e ”/>
21 <parameter key=” average per fo rmances on ly ” value=” true ”/>
22 <parameter key=” l eave one ou t ” value=” f a l s e ”/>
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23 <parameter key=” number o f va l i da t i on s ” value=”10”/>
24 <parameter key=” sampl ing type ” value=”2”/>
25 <parameter key=” use l o ca l r andom seed ” value=” f a l s e ”/>
26 <parameter key=” loca l random seed ” value=”1992”/>
27 <proce s s expanded=” true ”>
28 <operator ac t i va t ed=” true ” c l a s s=” support vector mach ine ”
compa t i b i l i t y=” 6 . 5 . 0 02 ” expanded=” true ” he ight=”112” name=
”SVM” width=”90” x=”179” y=”30”>
29 <parameter key=” ke rne l t ype ” value=”dot”/>
30 <parameter key=”kernel gamma” value=” 1 .0 ”/>
31 <parameter key=” kerne l s i gma1 ” value=” 1 .0 ”/>
32 <parameter key=” kerne l s i gma2 ” value=” 0 .0 ”/>
33 <parameter key=” kerne l s i gma3 ” value=” 2 .0 ”/>
34 <parameter key=” k e r n e l s h i f t ” va lue=” 1 .0 ”/>
35 <parameter key=” ke rn e l d e g r e e ” value=” 2 .0 ”/>
36 <parameter key=” ke rn e l a ” value=” 1 .0 ”/>
37 <parameter key=” ke rne l b ” value=” 0 .0 ”/>
38 <parameter key=” ke rne l c a che ” value=”200”/>
39 <parameter key=”C” value=” 0 .0 ”/>
40 <parameter key=” conve rg enc e ep s i l on ” value=” 0.001 ”/>
41 <parameter key=”max i t e r a t i on s ” value=”100000”/>
42 <parameter key=” s c a l e ” value=” true ”/>
43 <parameter key=” c a l c u l a t e we i g h t s ” value=” true ”/>
44 <parameter key=” re tu rn opt im i za t i on pe r f o rmance ” value=”
true ”/>
45 <parameter key=”L pos” value=” 1 .0 ”/>
46 <parameter key=”L neg” value=” 1 .0 ”/>
47 <parameter key=” ep s i l o n ” value=” 0 .0 ”/>
48 <parameter key=” ep s i l o n p l u s ” value=” 0 .0 ”/>
49 <parameter key=” eps i l on minus ” value=” 0 .0 ”/>
50 <parameter key=” ba l anc e co s t ” value=” f a l s e ”/>
51 <parameter key=” quad r a t i c l o s s p o s ” value=” f a l s e ”/>
52 <parameter key=” quad r a t i c l o s s n e g ” value=” f a l s e ”/>
53 <parameter key=” est imate per formance ” value=” f a l s e ”/>
54 </ operator>
55 <connect f rom port=” t r a i n i n g ” to op=”SVM” to po r t=” t r a i n i n g
s e t ”/>
56 <connect from op=”SVM” from port=”model” t o po r t=”model”/>
57 <connect from op=”SVM” from port=”weights ” t o po r t=” through 1
”/>
58 <portSpac ing port=” s ou r c e t r a i n i n g ” spac ing=”0”/>
59 <portSpac ing port=” s ink model ” spac ing=”0”/>
60 <portSpac ing port=” s ink through 1” spac ing=”0”/>
61 <portSpac ing port=” s ink through 2” spac ing=”0”/>
62 </ proce s s>
63 <proce s s expanded=” true ”>
64 <operator ac t i va t ed=” true ” c l a s s=”apply model ” c ompa t i b i l i t y=
” 5 . 0 . 0 00 ” expanded=” true ” he ight=”76” name=”Apply Model”
width=”90” x=”45” y=”30”>
65 < l i s t key=” app l i c a t i on pa ramet e r s ”/>
66 <parameter key=” c r ea t e v i ew ” value=” f a l s e ”/>
67 </ operator>
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68 <operator ac t i va t ed=” true ” c l a s s=”performance ” compa t i b i l i t y=
” 5 . 0 . 0 00 ” expanded=” true ” he ight=”76” name=”Performance”
width=”90” x=”179” y=”30”>
69 <parameter key=” use example we ights ” value=” true ”/>
70 </ operator>
71 <connect f rom port=”model” to op=”Apply Model” t o po r t=”model
”/>
72 <connect f rom port=” t e s t s e t ” to op=”Apply Model” t o po r t=”
un l abe l l ed data”/>
73 <connect from op=”Apply Model” f rom port=” l a b e l l e d data”
to op=”Performance” to po r t=” l a b e l l e d data”/>
74 <connect from op=”Performance” from port=”performance ”
to po r t=” averagab le 1”/>
75 <portSpac ing port=” source model ” spac ing=”0”/>
76 <portSpac ing port=” s o u r c e t e s t s e t ” spac ing=”0”/>
77 <portSpac ing port=” source through 1” spac ing=”0”/>
78 <portSpac ing port=” source through 2” spac ing=”0”/>
79 <portSpac ing port=” s i nk ave ragab l e 1” spac ing=”0”/>
80 <portSpac ing port=” s i nk ave ragab l e 2” spac ing=”0”/>
81 </ proce s s>
82 <d e s c r i p t i o n a l i g n=” cente r ” c o l o r=” transparent ” co l o r ed=” f a l s e ”
width=”126”>A cross−va l i d a t i o n eva lua t ing a d e c i s i o n t r e e
model .</ d e s c r i p t i o n>
83 </ operator>
84 <connect from op=”Retr i eve
ZNormalizedShiftedby3UnitsGangliadCacheData ” from port=”output
” to op=”Val idat i on ” to po r t=” t r a i n i n g ”/>
85 <connect from op=”Val idat i on ” from port=”model” t o po r t=” r e s u l t 1
”/>
86 <connect from op=”Val idat i on ” from port=” averagab le 1” to po r t=”
r e s u l t 2”/>
87 <portSpac ing port=” sour c e input 1” spac ing=”0”/>
88 <portSpac ing port=” s i n k r e s u l t 1” spac ing=”0”/>
89 <portSpac ing port=” s i n k r e s u l t 2” spac ing=”0”/>
90 <portSpac ing port=” s i n k r e s u l t 3” spac ing=”0”/>
91 </ proce s s>
92 </ operator>
93 </ proce s s>
Listing A.2: Feature selection process using SVM. Process excludes the correlated at-
tributes. label
1 <?xml version=” 1 .0 ” encoding=”UTF−8” standalone=”no”?>






8 <operator a c t i va t ed=” true ” c l a s s=” proce s s ” compa t i b i l i t y=” 6 . 5 . 0 02 ”
expanded=” true ” name=”Process ”>
9 <parameter key=” l o gv e rbo s i t y ” value=” i n i t ”/>
10 <parameter key=”random seed” value=”2001”/>
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11 <parameter key=” send mai l ” va lue=”never ”/>
12 <parameter key=” n o t i f i c a t i o n ema i l ” va lue=””/>
13 <parameter key=” p r o c e s s du r a t i o n f o r ma i l ” va lue=”30”/>
14 <parameter key=” encoding ” value=”SYSTEM”/>
15 <proce s s expanded=” true ”>
16 <operator a c t i va t ed=” true ” c l a s s=” r e t r i e v e ” compa t i b i l i t y=”
6 . 5 . 0 02 ” expanded=” true ” he ight=”60” name=”Retr i eve
ZNormalizedShiftedby3UnitsGangliadCacheData ” width=”90” x=”45”
y=”30”>
17 <parameter key=” r epo s i t o r y en t r y ” value=”// Local Repos i tory /
Path to the Imported Data Source ”/>
18 </ operator>
19 <operator a c t i va t ed=” true ” c l a s s=” r emove c o r r e l a t e d a t t r i bu t e s ”
compa t i b i l i t y=” 6 . 5 . 0 02 ” expanded=” true ” he ight=”76” name=”
Remove Corre la ted Att r ibute s ” width=”90” x=”246” y=”30”>
20 <parameter key=” c o r r e l a t i o n ” value=” 0 .95 ”/>
21 <parameter key=” f i l t e r r e l a t i o n ” value=” g r e a t e r ”/>
22 <parameter key=” a t t r i b u t e o r d e r ” value=” o r i g i n a l ”/>
23 <parameter key=” u s e a b s o l u t e c o r r e l a t i o n ” value=” true ”/>
24 <parameter key=” use l o ca l r andom seed ” value=” f a l s e ”/>
25 <parameter key=” loca l random seed ” value=”1992”/>
26 </ operator>
27 <operator a c t i va t ed=” true ” c l a s s=”weight by svm” compa t i b i l i t y=”
6 . 5 . 0 02 ” expanded=” true ” he ight=”76” name=”Weight by SVM”
width=”90” x=”447” y=”30”>
28 <parameter key=” norma l i z e we ight s ” value=” true ”/>
29 <parameter key=” so r t we i gh t s ” value=” true ”/>
30 <parameter key=” s o r t d i r e c t i o n ” value=” ascending ”/>
31 <parameter key=”C” value=” 0 .0 ”/>
32 </ operator>
33 <connect from op=”Retr i eve
ZNormalizedShiftedby3UnitsGangliadCacheData ” from port=”output
” to op=”Remove Corre la ted Att r ibute s ” t o po r t=”example s e t
input ”/>
34 <connect from op=”Remove Corre la ted Att r ibute s ” f rom port=”
example s e t output ” to op=”Weight by SVM” to po r t=”example s e t
”/>
35 <connect from op=”Weight by SVM” from port=”weights ” t o po r t=”
r e s u l t 1”/>
36 <portSpac ing port=” sour c e input 1” spac ing=”0”/>
37 <portSpac ing port=” s i n k r e s u l t 1” spac ing=”0”/>
38 <portSpac ing port=” s i n k r e s u l t 2” spac ing=”0”/>
39 </ proce s s>
40 </ operator>
41 </ proce s s>
Listing A.3: SVM Classification stream for the data with three top most attributes. label
1 <?xml version=” 1 .0 ” encoding=”UTF−8” standalone=”no”?>







8 <operator a c t i va t ed=” true ” c l a s s=” proce s s ” compa t i b i l i t y=” 6 . 5 . 0 02 ”
expanded=” true ” name=”Process ”>
9 <parameter key=” l o gv e rbo s i t y ” value=” i n i t ”/>
10 <parameter key=”random seed” value=”2001”/>
11 <parameter key=” send mai l ” va lue=”never ”/>
12 <parameter key=” n o t i f i c a t i o n ema i l ” va lue=””/>
13 <parameter key=” p r o c e s s du r a t i o n f o r ma i l ” va lue=”30”/>
14 <parameter key=” encoding ” value=”SYSTEM”/>
15 <proce s s expanded=” true ”>
16 <operator a c t i va t ed=” true ” c l a s s=” r e t r i e v e ” compa t i b i l i t y=”
6 . 5 . 0 02 ” expanded=” true ” he ight=”60” name=”Retr i eve
ZNormalizedShiftedby3UnitsGangliadCacheData ” width=”90” x=”45”
y=”30”>
17 <parameter key=” r epo s i t o r y en t r y ” value=”// Local Repos i tory /
Path to the Imported Data Source ”/>
18 </ operator>
19 <operator a c t i va t ed=” true ” c l a s s=” r emove c o r r e l a t e d a t t r i bu t e s ”
compa t i b i l i t y=” 6 . 5 . 0 02 ” expanded=” true ” he ight=”76” name=”
Remove Corre la ted Att r ibute s ” width=”90” x=”246” y=”30”>
20 <parameter key=” c o r r e l a t i o n ” value=” 0 .95 ”/>
21 <parameter key=” f i l t e r r e l a t i o n ” value=” g r ea t e r ”/>
22 <parameter key=” a t t r i b u t e o r d e r ” value=” o r i g i n a l ”/>
23 <parameter key=” u s e a b s o l u t e c o r r e l a t i o n ” value=” true ”/>
24 <parameter key=” use l o ca l r andom seed ” value=” f a l s e ”/>
25 <parameter key=” loca l random seed ” value=”1992”/>
26 </ operator>
27 <operator a c t i va t ed=” true ” c l a s s=”weight by svm” compa t i b i l i t y=”
6 . 5 . 0 02 ” expanded=” true ” he ight=”76” name=”Weight by SVM”
width=”90” x=”380” y=”30”>
28 <parameter key=” norma l i z e we ight s ” value=” true ”/>
29 <parameter key=” so r t we i gh t s ” value=” true ”/>
30 <parameter key=” s o r t d i r e c t i o n ” value=” ascending ”/>
31 <parameter key=”C” value=” 0 .0 ”/>
32 </ operator>
33 <operator a c t i va t ed=” true ” c l a s s=” s e l e c t by we i gh t s ”
compa t i b i l i t y=” 6 . 5 . 0 02 ” expanded=” true ” he ight=”94” name=”
Se l e c t by Weights” width=”90” x=”514” y=”30”>
34 <parameter key=” we i gh t r e l a t i o n ” value=”top k”/>
35 <parameter key=”weight ” value=” 1 .0 ”/>
36 <parameter key=”k” value=”3”/>
37 <parameter key=”p” value=” 0 .5 ”/>
38 <parameter key=”dese lect unknown” value=” true ”/>
39 <parameter key=” us e ab so l u t e we i gh t s ” value=” true ”/>
40 </ operator>
41 <operator a c t i va t ed=” true ” c l a s s=” x va l i d a t i o n ” compa t i b i l i t y=”
5 . 0 . 0 00 ” expanded=” true ” he ight=”112” name=”Val idat i on ” width=
”90” x=”648” y=”30”>
42 <parameter key=” create comple te mode l ” va lue=” f a l s e ”/>
43 <parameter key=” average per fo rmances on ly ” value=” true ”/>
44 <parameter key=” l eave one ou t ” value=” f a l s e ”/>
45 <parameter key=” number o f va l i da t i on s ” value=”10”/>
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46 <parameter key=” sampl ing type ” value=”2”/>
47 <parameter key=” use l o ca l r andom seed ” value=” f a l s e ”/>
48 <parameter key=” loca l random seed ” value=”1992”/>
49 <proce s s expanded=” true ”>
50 <operator ac t i va t ed=” true ” c l a s s=” support vector mach ine ”
compa t i b i l i t y=” 6 . 5 . 0 02 ” expanded=” true ” he ight=”112” name=
”SVM” width=”90” x=”179” y=”30”>
51 <parameter key=” ke rne l t ype ” value=”dot”/>
52 <parameter key=”kernel gamma” value=” 1 .0 ”/>
53 <parameter key=” kerne l s i gma1 ” value=” 1 .0 ”/>
54 <parameter key=” kerne l s i gma2 ” value=” 0 .0 ”/>
55 <parameter key=” kerne l s i gma3 ” value=” 2 .0 ”/>
56 <parameter key=” k e r n e l s h i f t ” va lue=” 1 .0 ”/>
57 <parameter key=” ke rn e l d e g r e e ” value=” 2 .0 ”/>
58 <parameter key=” ke rn e l a ” value=” 1 .0 ”/>
59 <parameter key=” ke rne l b ” value=” 0 .0 ”/>
60 <parameter key=” ke rne l c a che ” value=”200”/>
61 <parameter key=”C” value=” 0 .0 ”/>
62 <parameter key=” conve rg enc e ep s i l on ” value=” 0.001 ”/>
63 <parameter key=”max i t e r a t i on s ” value=”100000”/>
64 <parameter key=” s c a l e ” value=” true ”/>
65 <parameter key=” c a l c u l a t e we i g h t s ” value=” true ”/>
66 <parameter key=” re tu rn opt im i za t i on pe r f o rmance ” value=”
true ”/>
67 <parameter key=”L pos” value=” 1 .0 ”/>
68 <parameter key=”L neg” value=” 1 .0 ”/>
69 <parameter key=” ep s i l o n ” value=” 0 .0 ”/>
70 <parameter key=” ep s i l o n p l u s ” value=” 0 .0 ”/>
71 <parameter key=” eps i l on minus ” value=” 0 .0 ”/>
72 <parameter key=” ba l anc e co s t ” value=” f a l s e ”/>
73 <parameter key=” quad r a t i c l o s s p o s ” value=” f a l s e ”/>
74 <parameter key=” quad r a t i c l o s s n e g ” value=” f a l s e ”/>
75 <parameter key=” est imate per formance ” value=” f a l s e ”/>
76 </ operator>
77 <connect f rom port=” t r a i n i n g ” to op=”SVM” to po r t=” t r a i n i n g
s e t ”/>
78 <connect from op=”SVM” from port=”model” t o po r t=”model”/>
79 <connect from op=”SVM” from port=”weights ” t o po r t=” through 1
”/>
80 <portSpac ing port=” s ou r c e t r a i n i n g ” spac ing=”0”/>
81 <portSpac ing port=” s ink model ” spac ing=”0”/>
82 <portSpac ing port=” s ink through 1” spac ing=”0”/>
83 <portSpac ing port=” s ink through 2” spac ing=”0”/>
84 </ proce s s>
85 <proce s s expanded=” true ”>
86 <operator ac t i va t ed=” true ” c l a s s=”apply model ” c ompa t i b i l i t y=
” 5 . 0 . 0 00 ” expanded=” true ” he ight=”76” name=”Apply Model”
width=”90” x=”45” y=”30”>
87 < l i s t key=” app l i c a t i on pa ramet e r s ”/>
88 <parameter key=” c r ea t e v i ew ” value=” f a l s e ”/>
89 </ operator>
90 <operator ac t i va t ed=” true ” c l a s s=”performance ” compa t i b i l i t y=
” 5 . 0 . 0 00 ” expanded=” true ” he ight=”76” name=”Performance”
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width=”90” x=”179” y=”30”>
91 <parameter key=” use example we ights ” value=” true ”/>
92 </ operator>
93 <connect f rom port=”model” to op=”Apply Model” t o po r t=”model
”/>
94 <connect f rom port=” t e s t s e t ” to op=”Apply Model” t o po r t=”
un l abe l l ed data”/>
95 <connect from op=”Apply Model” f rom port=” l a b e l l e d data”
to op=”Performance” to po r t=” l a b e l l e d data”/>
96 <connect from op=”Performance” from port=”performance ”
to po r t=” averagab le 1”/>
97 <portSpac ing port=” source model ” spac ing=”0”/>
98 <portSpac ing port=” s o u r c e t e s t s e t ” spac ing=”0”/>
99 <portSpac ing port=” source through 1” spac ing=”0”/>
100 <portSpac ing port=” source through 2” spac ing=”0”/>
101 <portSpac ing port=” s i nk ave ragab l e 1” spac ing=”0”/>
102 <portSpac ing port=” s i nk ave ragab l e 2” spac ing=”0”/>
103 </ proce s s>
104 <d e s c r i p t i o n a l i g n=” cente r ” c o l o r=” transparent ” co l o r ed=” f a l s e ”
width=”126”>A cross−va l i d a t i o n eva lua t ing a d e c i s i o n t r e e
model .</ d e s c r i p t i o n>
105 </ operator>
106 <connect from op=”Retr i eve
ZNormalizedShiftedby3UnitsGangliadCacheData ” from port=”output
” to op=”Remove Corre la ted Att r ibute s ” t o po r t=”example s e t
input ”/>
107 <connect from op=”Remove Corre la ted Att r ibute s ” f rom port=”
example s e t output ” to op=”Weight by SVM” to po r t=”example s e t
”/>
108 <connect from op=”Weight by SVM” from port=”weights ” to op=”
Se l e c t by Weights” t o po r t=”weights ”/>
109 <connect from op=”Weight by SVM” from port=”example s e t ” to op=”
Se l e c t by Weights” t o po r t=”example s e t input ”/>
110 <connect from op=” Se l e c t by Weights” f rom port=”example s e t
output ” to op=”Val idat i on ” to po r t=” t r a i n i n g ”/>
111 <connect from op=”Val idat i on ” from port=”model” t o po r t=” r e s u l t 1
”/>
112 <connect from op=”Val idat i on ” from port=” averagab le 1” to po r t=”
r e s u l t 2”/>
113 <portSpac ing port=” sour c e input 1” spac ing=”0”/>
114 <portSpac ing port=” s i n k r e s u l t 1” spac ing=”0”/>
115 <portSpac ing port=” s i n k r e s u l t 2” spac ing=”0”/>
116 <portSpac ing port=” s i n k r e s u l t 3” spac ing=”0”/>
117 </ proce s s>
118 </ operator>




Efficiency of SVM classifier for different sets of input data
Input Data True 1 True 0 Class Precision
All, 18 Attributes for input
Prediction 1 2593 16 99.39%
Prediction 0 30 0 0.00%
class recall 98.86% 0.00% Accuracy 98.26%
CPU System, Load Fifteen
TCP Established
Top 3 Attributes for Input
Prediction 1 2623 16 99.39%
Prediction 0 0 0 0.00%
class recall 100.00% 0.00% Accuracy 99.39%
CPU System and Load Fifteen
With Gradient
4 Attributes for Input
Prediction 1 2623 16 99.39%
Prediction 0 0 0 0.00%
class recall 100.00% 0.00% Accuracy 99.39%
CPU System and TCP Established
With Gradient
4 Attributes for Input
Prediction 1 2623 16 99.39%
Prediction 0 0 0 0.00%
class recall 100.00% 0.00% Accuracy 99.39%
Load Fifteen and TCP Established
With Gradient
4 Attributes for Input
Prediction 1 2622 16 99.39%
Prediction 0 1 0 0.00%
class recall 99.96% 0.00% Accuracy 99.36%
CPU System With Gradient
2 Attributes for Input
Prediction 1 2623 16 99.39%
Prediction 0 0 0 0.00%
class recall 100.00% 0.00% Accuracy 99.39%
Load Fifteen With Gradient
2 Attributes for Input
Prediction 1 2623 16 99.39%
Prediction 0 0 0 0.00%
class recall 100.00% 0.00% Accuracy 99.39%
TCP Established With Gradient
2 Attributes for Input
Prediction 1 2623 16 99.39%
Prediction 0 0 0 0.00%




Efficiency of ANFIS classifier for different sets of input data
Input Data True 1 True 0 Class Precision
CPU System, Load Fifteen
TCP Established
Top 3 Attributes for Input
Prediction 1 1310 3 99.77%
Prediction 0 2 5 71.43%
class recall 99.84% 62.5% Accuracy 99.62%
CPU System and Load Fifteen
With Gradient
4 Attributes for Input
Prediction 1 1307 4 99.69%
Prediction 0 5 4 44.44%
class recall 99.62% 50.00% Accuracy 99.32%
CPU System and TCP Established
With Gradient
4 Attributes for Input
Prediction 1 1300 3 99.77%
Prediction 0 12 5 29.41%
class recall 99.09% 62.5% Accuracy 98.86%
Load Fifteen and TCP Established
With Gradient
4 Attributes for Input
Prediction 1 1308 4 99.7%
Prediction 0 4 4 50.00%
class recall 99.7% 50.00% Accuracy 99.39%
CPU System With Gradient
2 Attributes for Input
Prediction 1 1308 5 99.62%
Prediction 0 4 3 42.86%
class recall 99.69% 37.5% Accuracy 99.32%
Load Fifteen With Gradient
2 Attributes for Input
Prediction 1 1312 8 99.39%
Prediction 0 0 0 0.00%
class recall 100.00% 0.00% Accuracy 99.39%
TCP Established With Gradient
2 Attributes for Input
Prediction 1 1308 4 99.7%
Prediction 0 4 4 0.00%


















































































1 1 1, 1 (1) : 1
1 1 2, 2 (1) : 1
1 1 3, 3 (1) : 1
1 2 1, 4 (1) : 1
1 2 2, 5 (1) : 1
1 2 3, 6 (1) : 1
1 3 1, 7 (1) : 1
1 3 2, 8 (1) : 1
1 3 3, 9 (1) : 1
2 1 1, 10 (1) : 1
2 1 2, 11 (1) : 1
2 1 3, 12 (1) : 1
2 2 1, 13 (1) : 1
2 2 2, 14 (1) : 1
2 2 3, 15 (1) : 1
2 3 1, 16 (1) : 1
2 3 2, 17 (1) : 1
2 3 3, 18 (1) : 1
3 1 1, 19 (1) : 1
3 1 2, 20 (1) : 1
3 1 3, 21 (1) : 1
3 2 1, 22 (1) : 1
3 2 2, 23 (1) : 1
3 2 3, 24 (1) : 1
3 3 1, 25 (1) : 1
3 3 2, 26 (1) : 1
3 3 3, 27 (1) : 1
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